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Up Around Seven Tree George W. Walker, Long Manager, Is President of New
Pond In Former Years

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Speaking of unseasonable weather
the past month may be reckoned
under that heading.
M •••
••• •«.
•• .«. .«. .«. .«.
S bley’s History of Union speaks of
•••
-*
One always has time enough, if ••• unseasonable weather as follows'
"Extracts from the ‘journal of Samuel
one will apply it well.—Goethe.
•••
... Hills.' 28 January. 1797. Rain the
H ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
•«.
••• .«.
first time since Nov. 22 fating 67 days
and very cold, there being but three
The moon, says a radio expert, da”s that It thawed out of the sun.
throws back the wireless waves from
Oct. 26, 1827. Seven Tree Pond
the earth. We don't blame It.—The crossed on the ice, believed to be the
Humorist.
earliest for 40 years past. Pond open
between the eyes 15th March, 1828.
Pond open down to David Robbins.
April 1st, 1823. Seven Tree Pond
free of Ice on the fourth. Forty
yoke of oxen hauled a one and a
half story dwelling house from the
Col. Hawes’ place acruss Seven Tree
Probably never again will the peo
Pond on the ice to the hill south of
ple of this community be able to
South Union. April 4, 1844, the pond
hear and see such a splendid
group of Artists as will be here , broke up three days afterwards.
. The circumstance that the ice was
Wednesday. The
so strong and continued so late in
the season was a subject of much re
mark. Some of the oldest inhabi
tants did not recollect that it ever
occurred before Once in the pres
ent century the winter has set in on
the 23d of November. I have heard
my father say that on April 26, 1822,
he went with my grandfather down
the Hobbs Pond with a yoke of oxen
and sled and hauled a large log up
45 ARTISTS
the entire length of the pond. The
pond broke up the next day. He re
membered the circumstance well, as
it was my grandfather's birthday. My
Afternoon Concert 2
father was then 15 years old. E. N.
Hobbs whose land borders on the
Children’s Concert 4
shore of the pond has kept a record
for many years and he says that the
Evening Concert
8
average time of the breaking up of
the pond is about April 15.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
A. F. Dunton.
Valley Farm, Hope.

STRAND THEATRE

Your

investments need

constant watching

The Famous Georges River Mills At Warren Which After Long Close-Down
Are To Resume Active Work

The Georges River Woolen Mills in
Warren, which have been idle since
last April, will resume
I manufacturing operations at once, according to
an announcement made by George
W. Walker, manager under the old
regime.
Mr. Walker has been in Boston
during the week in consultation
with certain industrial leaders, and
the result of that conference is that
the mill will have strong financial
backing.
Samples of all wool suitings for
men and women will be made up at
once and placed on the market to
gether with samples of the cheviots
for men's wear, which in past years
have earned the mill such a notable
reputation.
The number of operatives em
ployed will be about the same as in George W. Walker, Who Announces
the good old days—100. and the effect
Good News In Connection With
Warren Mills
upon the general welfare of the town
can be readily understood.
Some of the details connected with able reception by the employes and
the new corporation are still lacking, ■ other townspeople.
but suffice it to say that it is headed
It has never seemed possible that
up by George W. Walker as president. such a fine industry could be elimi
Mr. Walker's connection with the nated . from Warren and the above
Georges River Mills covers a period announcement justifies the hopes
oi 50 years, and shortly before his and beliefs that the people have held
retirement he was one of several mill ' onto all the while that no wheels
officials who was tendered a remark- were turning.
FINDS SOME FUN IN IT

In these days of constantly changing in

cause few investors have the time or the
training to analyze the new conditions and
interpret their significance it is a good idea

to have a banker go over your list of hold
ings frequently. This bank has at its dis
posal all of the statistics and analytical
training necessary for expert appraisal of

any type of investment.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was thinking how entirely satis
factory is that bright paper. The
Courier-Gazette, when the communi
cation from “A Constant Reader," in
the Oct. 16 issue, met my eye and 1
resented the criticism. We often
chuckle at the bits of dry humor,
cropping out in unexpected places,
given in strictly retail form by this
Rockland paper. If one is looking for
humor at wholesale, there are publi
cations dealing entirely in that sort
of stuff. As to the ads—although
never freakish they are funny, bring

ing such prompt and satisfying re
sults that all concerned are “tickled
to pieces." Really. I think "just un
der four-score" was feeling a bit
skittish—simply kidding—as he cer
tainly would not be a "constant read
er,” otherwise.
How "Saunterer" does object to be
ing classed with the clinging vines.
Maybe the horror dates from the
days when he was forced to sit on the
girls' side in school. Putting the
word "women" in that article was
the type-setter’s own idea, because
one readily knows a Boze by any
other name. What terrible diseases
did we escape, by wearing tansy and
sulphur bags?
Interested Reader.
Arlington, Mass.

We shall be glad

to serve you in this way at any time.

..
At the.Sign of
I; North Nations I B afilv

ROCKLAND NATIONAL

BANK
Service

Safely

This institution has purchased an addi
tional set of safe deposit boxes, which

are now ready for inspection.
A Member of the $80,000,000 Financial Institutions Group

North National Bank

THEY SAW IT T

Rockland, Maine

WHO SAW IT THROUGH?

Why, your friends, Annie, Bert, Mary, Edith, Sam, Ed. and a
lot more of them.
WHAT WAS IT THEY SAW THROUGH, WHAT'S THE JOKE?
They saw their payments through on the 104 shares of the
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION which they took
out in October, 1918, and the Joke is on you that you didn’t come
along with them. See if it isn’t.
In the twelve years they saved by easy monthly payments
$14,976.00, and during all that time the Association gave them semi
annual dividends, at the very liberal rate of 5%% per annum,
amounting to $6,168.88, thus increasing their savings to $21,134.88,
and this week they are receiving neat checks for that very comfort
able sum. Wouldn't you like to be one of that thrifty bunch? Well,
it isn't too late; October shares are now being issued. Come in at
once, for as much as you can save monthly; as little as $1.00, or as
much as $50.00, or any sum between, and in twelve years (which is
but a short time to look back i you will be receiving one of those neat
checks. Of course if circumstances arise, so that you cannot con
tinue payments for the whole period, you may withdraw all that
you have paid in, plus all dividends to date. There are no forfeit
ures for withdrawals.
We will be pleased to talk over this proposition with you at any
time. Come and see us.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18

SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

tend she had heard of similar cases as
Jar off as Cushing.
, Ralph Ayers told of damage the
jdust had done to his Thomaston gar
dens.
Capt. W. P. Hurley expressed the
opinion that whether the company
make large profits or small was not
the question. The cement dust is a
nuisance and should be cured.
The final speaker was R. H. Britt
ol Rockland, formerly a consulting
engineer with the cement company.
situation manifestly is one that
"What I gather from their state
should be looked at from a broader
ments," he said, "is all moonshine.
standpoint. The whole community,
Rockland and Thomaston alike, is
The courts for twenty-five years have
affected. And just how seriously it
made plants withdraw from prox
is affected is not a question to be an
imity to complaining regions and
swered casually. It deserves a great
forced them to abate nuisance. This
er degree of care, more detailed
study and a more patient, unbiased
local company at first purposed
survey than any individual could
building on the Rockland water
possibly give it. Which brings us to
front but decided it was too close to
the point of this meeting, which has
town. It is only a matter of costs.
been called by Mayor Richardson at
the request of various citizens, to
{If a cement company wants to stop
compare notes and define a course
the thing complained of it can do
of procedure.
i so by spending the money—and the
It is my observation that meetings
expense is not extraordinary."
of this sort tend to go off on one cf
two tangents. They may develop an
I The ’motion of Obadiah Gardner
enormous amount of conversation Ensign Otis, Chairman of Public .that all who had been bothered by
and wind up by doing practically
Committee on Cement Dust Inves ‘‘he cement dust express the fact by
nothing; or they may, and often do,
tigation.
rising vote brought the meeting to
become so insistent upon "doing
something" that they vote to initiate
its feet unanimously.
and support some very unwise and
On motion of E. R. Veazie, that
unjust actions. It is my hope that estly hoped an arrangement could be
this meeting will fall into neither of made with this splendid cement in gentleman, C. A. Creighton and E.
these errors.
dustry so that both sides of the con L. Brown, were appointed to select a
I certainly do not wish to try to troversy could be protected.
committee whose business it should
dictate in advance what this meet
be to take the whole question under
ing shall do, nor to set my views up
What Mr. Gould Said
consideration with reference to ar
as a guide for those of you who have
Albert T. Gould, prominent Bos riving at an ultimate solution. The
given the subject far more considera
tion than I have. But when you elect ton attorney, born in Thomaston, committee submitted the following
a lawyer and politician as chairman where he lives in summer in the
of your meeting, you must expect to | home his father occupied for forty I names, which the meeting adopted:
From Rockland—Ensign Otis, E.
have a “keynote" speech inflicted
upon you. We should. I think, keep years, said that there was no matter j K. Leighton, Caro Littlefield, Mrs.
two all Important considerations al ' of more vital interest to the com- ! E. D. Spear, Morris Perry, Walter
ways before us. First, we must de ' munity than this now under discus' Low, Mrs. Harriet Frost, Allan F.
termine to be fair to the cement
company, not only because it is one ' sion. "Two years ago.” he said, "I McAlary, A. C. McLoon, George St.
of our great and valued industries, began to investigate the subject and Clair, Charles T. Smalley, Dr. James
but because of the bad effect that consulted authorities and experts.
rash, precipitate action would have Fearing that serious damage would Kent, Dr. William Ellingwood, Mrs.
by reacting against the community occur, I conferred with the selectmen J W. O. Fuller, Mrs. E. K. Leighton,
j Walter H. Butler, John O. Stevens.
in the minds of other present or
prospective industries. Second but who did all they could with the com
From Thomaston—Levi Gilchrist,
equally important, we should con pany, but nothing was done to cure
sider the matter from the standpoint the evil—indeed the work was speed Frank Elliott, Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss
Alice George, Mrs. Ruth George,
of those who are suffering loss, dis
comfort or inconvenience from the ed up and conditions grew worse. Mrs. Mabel Creighton, Miss Rita
We
have
no
spirit
of
antagonism.
dust.
Smith, H. D. Crie, Lawrence Dunn,
• • • •
We appreciate the value of a new in
It seems to me that this particular dustry, but we expect they will fiot Edw. Keating, A. T. Gould, Dr. B. H.
meeting can go little beyond the
Kellar.
point of listening to complaints. It injure the community. Wc should
cannot hear both sides of the story. have protection by peaceful process.
THE BIGGEST BEAR
If representatives or advocates of the If that fails then such action must
company's side of the case were to be taken as shall give us relief.”
introduce their theories and explana
Mr. Gould spoke of the California Three Hour Hunt, Incidental
tions. and undertake to answer the
To Motor Trip, Enough
miscellaneous questions that would fruit growers who took their com
be asked, the meeting would degen plaint against a cement corporation
For A. C. McLoon
erate into an endless and pointless
wrangle. It wouldn't be a meeting; to the courts, who compelled the In
Passers-by at Spear's Shoe Store
it would be a cat fight. We are in stallation of the Cottrell system,
somewhat the position of a self ap which eliminated 97 percent of the today will see hanging in the door
pointed Grand Jury. We need hear dust, and the courts called for elimi the biggest bear ever brought into
but one side of the case, that of thc
Rockland, and thereby hangs a tale,
protestants. I hope that every per nation of the other three percent. In for it was downed by A C. McLoon
son who has reason to believe that the Lehigh Valley, he said, the courts in a three-hour hunt incidental to a
his interests are suffering from this held that cement dust constituted a motor trip.
dust will very frankly, but very, very nuisance, not only to the public, but
Planning a Sunday tour of the
briefly, state the facts as he sees to a private citizen who brought suit. Great Northern Paper Company’s
fine roads above Moosehead Lake,
them.
,
As we shall not hear both sides of A New York court found that no cor Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon and Dr.
the case, clearly we cannot pro poration should infringe upon prop
nounce a verdict. But if it seems to erty rights of others.
us that the facts here brought out
Mr. Gould took under discussion
are such as to establish a prima facie
case, which seems to be of sufficient the two articles printed in The Cou
importance to Justify concerted ac rier-Gazette in which Plant Manager
tion, then it will be appropriate to Sonntag presented certain features
designate a committee to make fur
ther and more careful inquiries. This of cement production. "We are
committee, I feel, should be large gullible,” he said, "if we are asked to
enough to divide into subcommittees, believe that lime dust is beneficial to
each with a definite and special line tuberculosis, or that it is only lime
of investigation. It should be given
ample time and unlimited support, dust that comes out of the stacks,"
for its labors will be great and, of and quoted from a pamphlet to show
course, unrecompensed in any way.
that it was a quite different atricle.
Various Speakers Heard
He quoted the public health director
The meeting being opened to of Springfield, Ill., as authority lor
speakers, Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost, the statement that working in ce
proprietor of a nursery for the past ment mills produced bronchial affec
16 years, detailed something of the tions.
troubles that had come to her busi ■yt is not what goes into the mak
ness during the past summer from ing of cement but what comes out,"
the cement dust, which covering the the speaker said. “If there is being
glass with a brown, opaque coating discharged from these stacks a sub
shut off the sun rays and greatly stance that damages and causes
damaged the growth of plants. To severe financial loss it should be Representative-elect A. C. McLoon,
who shot the biggest bear ever
wash the glass was a costly and remedied.
The Thomaston select
brought into Rorkland
inadequate process.
men made a formal demand that the
Hollis Gillchrest of Thomaston told nuisance be abated and were told
of the damage to his monumental that it should be. But nothing has and Mrs. L. T. Rogers stopped at
Parlin after seeing the Bowbusiness by the dust, which cannot been done. The Cottrell process Lake
doln-Colby game at Waterville. Sun
be removed from marble work with could be introduced, and it should be. day forenoon they proceeded into
out recutting. Granite is also affect We wish to be reasonable and Just, Canada, returning via Zacnarie,
Rockwood.
Seboonook.
ed. He thought the monumental but we have lived here all our lives, visiting
Northeast and Northwest Carries
work in the Thomaston cemetery had we do not wish to see our properties and
the wi st branch, starting point
been damaged thousands of dollars, and our personal rights interfered on the Penobscot of the famous Aland that the Rockland cemeteries with. If we do not do something legash canoe trips.
Stopping at Pittston over night the
our region will be ruined, and we de
had also been damaged.
men decided that they could hunt
Fred Condon, speaking for the mand that something be done.”
four hours and st’Ji get home at
* * * *
Gray Boats corporation of Thomas
night so proceeded toward Caucomton, said that the dust could not be
H. A. Prescott of Thomaston, a ogmoc Lake and three hours later
removed from the decks of their painter, spoke of the cement dust they were dressing the huge bear,
by Mr. McLoon. The dress
yachts, ruining paint and varnish filling the paint on the Knox Memo downed
ing process with only an inch and a
and calling for refinishing.
rial. Such dust, he said, cannot be half jack knife was an arduous task
Miss Alice George of Thomaston removed except by burning off the but toting the 250 pound critter tw«
miles over ridges and through
spoke of the gardens, of which the paint.
swamps was a real struggle and no
town always has been proud, ruined
Rodney I. Thompson said the testi place for men with weak legs or
in appearance by the dust, the mony presented indicated a far more backs.
Dr. Rogers who bagged several par
porches and windows of homes a sad serious situation than he had
sight, the beautiful trees obscured by dreamed of. He thought a full in tridges suffered a severe attack of
buck fever for which osteopathy of
the deposits.
vestigation was the proper thing and fered no cure.
John O. Stevens of the Burpee was glad to see from the character
Furniture Co., reluctant, he declared, of the meeting that the matter was YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to do anything detrimental to an in being gone at right.
If I had to live my life again I would
dustry employing labor, felt that
Mrs. C. A. Creigton said that Dr. have
made a rule to read some poetry
Rockland has a growing summer Ellis had intended building in Thom and listen to some music at least once
a week
The loss of these tastes ls a
business that should also be consid aston, but went elsewhere on investi loss of happiness- Charles Darwin.
ered. There is a great increase of gating the dust situation, and she
WHEN THE SUN NEARS SETTING
yachting, which brings to the city, expressed the opinion that the town
Put your arms around me—
There, like that;
he estimated, $100,000 a year. Yachts would lose others.
I want a little petting
Mrs. H. D. Crie of Beechwoods
cannot lay up here more than two
At life’s setting,
For ’tls harder to be brave
hours, he said, because the cement street described the damage done
When feeble age comes creeping
And finds me weeping
dust covering paint and varnish vegetation on their farm, and also to
Dear ones gone.
Just a little petting
drives them away. Word is being the sheep, causing trouble which the
At life’s setting;
passed along the yachting world to veterinarian said was due to feeding
For I’m old. alone and tired
And my long life’s work is done.
keep awav from Rorkland He earn- upon the dust covered vegetation—
Elizabeth Porter Gould.

Large Meeting of Rockland and Thomaston Citi
zens Consider What Can Be Done About It—
Committee To Make Thorough Investigation

Evidently Is a Close Reader of This
Paper’s Columns

dustrial and financial conditions invest
ments should be watched carefully. Be

Volume 85.................... Number 1 31

COMMUNITY DISCUSSES CEMENT DUST

Organization—One Hundred To Be Employed

Never Again!
U. S. Army
Band

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday
Issue

The presence of two hundred rep
resentative citizens of Rockland and
Thomaston at the public meeting
Thursday evening, and the earn
estness that marked the proceedings,
testified to the interest with which
the two communities regard the
much-discussed matter of the dust
which is broadcast over this section
of town and country from the twin
Btacks of thc Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Company. The attendance was
about equally divided between men
and women. There was entire ab
sence of acrimony. The several
speakers while marshalling the
grievances of which the communities
complain, did not fail to give recog
nition to the view-point of the ce
ment corporation and asked only
that the question might find a solu
tion whereby the rights of the people
should have equal justice.
Ensign Otis, county attorney-elect
presided, his remarks on opening the
meeting so clearly analyzing the
situation that they are reported in
full.
Chairman Otis' Remarks

Several years ago, after a '.one
period of rather doubtful waiting,
Thomaston and Rockland were re
joicing at the news that The Law
rence Portland Cement Company
one of the leading independent
manufacturers, was definitely about
to construct a plant on New County
road. The cost was unofficially stat
ed as three million dollars, and the
prospect of a new, active industry
located here, with a large payroll
and offering employment to hun
dreds of men, was naturally wel
comed as one of the great events in
our local industrial history.
But. almost at once, questions
began to be asked as to what kind of
a neighbor a cement plant would be.
Stories came to us of towns in other
states which were turned into des
erts; all other activities abandoned
and the whole countryside for miles
around so buried in dust that no tree,
flower or green thing remained, and
the neighborhood rendered actually
unfit for human habitation.
We were told that this plant would
be nothing like that and would do
none of these things. It was to be
a modem plant, with a wet process of
production and every known device
for eliminating dust; and that it
would harm no person or property in
any way. Our doubts and fears were
allayed, and any protest that might
have been considered was abandoned.

The plant was built, and we again
congratulated ourselves, as a com
munity. as the long talked of dream
became a reality. For some time
nothing was heard about dust as
affecting the living conditions of the
community. But gradually, as the
twin streamers from the tall stacks
floated off across the fields and gar
dens, comment, questions and finally
rather strenuous complaint began to
make itself heard. Individuals and
groups observed that the dust, or
what they believed to be dust from
this plant, was making living condi
tions less pleasant in many ways.
Gardens, flowers and foliage suffer
ing; houses coated with dust: green
houses so coated that sunlight could
not enter; stones in cemeteries in
jured; berries, fruits and crops un
salable.
There came to be talk, by individu
als, of actions for damages; of equity
proceedings to restrain the company
from operating without proper con
sumption or precipitation of dust:
and even of attempts tc bring about
proceedings to abate it as a public
nuisance.
There have been, probably, dozens
of independent investigations start
ed. along as many different lines. In
all the questions that have been
no case have these inquiries been
very comprehensive. No individual
has yet felt sure enough of his
grounds to start any definite action,
so far as I know. The net result of
all the questions that have been
asked and answered is, apparently,
that no one really knows a great deal
about the problem. Each sees it from
his own personal angle and knows
something of the effect of the dust
upon him individually. But the

Every Little Helps!
As the old song goes, "Every little
bit added to what you've got makes
just a little bit more!" This is espe
cially true when applied to the thrift
habit. A savings account opened
here now and added to regularly
will soon grow to. a substantial
amount that will eventually make
you wealthy.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rockland, Me.

j
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Oct. 30. 1930. there was printed a total
of 6,250 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on thee:
because he trusteth in thee.—Isaiah
26:3.
THE CEMENT DUST

No person present at the public
meeting Thursday night would be
likely to underrate the importance ot
the occasion, or the seriousness with
which the people of these two com
munities are considering the prob
lems bound up in the situation creat
ed by the oement dust. The absence
of rancour or false emphasis from
the remarks of the speakers, and the
exhibited spirit of determination to
leave unemployed no measure which
shall honorably conspire to free the
communities from what the people
consider is an unjust burden, no
longer quietly to be endured, were
features of the meeting that gave to
it a particular place in communityhistory. Several weeks ago an edi
torial dealing with this matter was
printed in this column, from which
we take the liberty of quoting the
following paragraph:
“There is no doubt that the people
living within these adjacent regions
find in the situation a real ground of
complaint. Whether there is a cure
for it, or whether it is one of those
situations impossible to separate
from localises where large manufac
turing operations are carried on, we
do not attempt to answer. We re
cord it as one of those questions of
public interest that naturally fall to
oe considered by the officials repre
senting the community and the offi
cials of the corporation. It could be
done in the present instance, we are
confident, with entire frankness and
good feeling upon both sides, and
the conclusion of such a conference
should go far toward establishing a
feeling of public satisfaction.”
We thought then, and we think
now, that the proper channels for
the seeking of such cure lay through
some form of joint action by the
municipal authorities. Thomaston's
selectmen had conference with the
cement company representative, but
nothing came of it. This public
action is the natural expression of a
general opinion that relief from
present conditions is somewhere tc
be had and in a sane and orderly
manner the people are determined
to go in search of it.

Boynton’s Machine Slightly Damaged In Forced Landing—
He Proceeds To Los Angeles Today
Whether or not Stanley Boynton
establishes a new transcontinental
flight record nobody will ever be able
to say that the word perseverance
does not occupy a conspicuous place
in his lexicon.
Since leaving the Curtiss-Wright
flying field in this city last Monday
morning he has encountered a wide
variety of conditions including a
burning motor, and to this was added
yesterday a broken tail when he
made a forced landing 30 miles east
of Thoreau, N. M.
He continued his way to Winslow,
Arizona, and was due to leave early
this morning for Los Angeles, the
final lap of the Western flight. The
distance is between 400 and 500 miles.
At the Rockland Airport track has
been lost of the official flight figures,
but it is believed that he may yet
make the coveted record.
Thursday's Progress

Before leaving Kansas City Boyn
ton had the engine thoroughly over
hauled a task which delayed his
Western flight four hours, but which
appeared to have been well worth
while for when he later visited the
Cessna factory at Wichita, a test
pilot tried out the machine and
found it working to perfection.
Flying conditions were far from
good on the flight from Kansas City
to Wichita but from there to Guy
mon, Okla. there was a tail wind
most of the way. Two stops were
made for the purpose of checking up
on gas.
The stay in Guymon was one ot

Every-Otber-Day

special satisfaction for Boynton has
a friend there with whom he spent
the night.

Sunday, Nov. 2 The Hayloft Indoor Golf
A

Big Time For Everybody

• » » •

Under date of Oct 27 Boynton
wrote thus to “Dear Bill and others
who made the flight possible:”
I think the account you probably
read in a daily newspaper was a lit
tle exaggerated, but I think you'll
find it was almost all true. There
were mountains from Rockland to
beyond Lake George They were veryhigh. but beautifully covered with
snow, which was pink tinted by tlie i
beautiful sunrise. Between that and
the view of the Niagara Falls I don't
think I have seen a more colorful
sight.
On the whole flight I was always
on my course, except not having any
checkmarks from New Hampshire to
Lake George. This was blanketed
with fog. I had the motor out on the
tak' -off at Syracuse but was able
pick it up again before reaching a
cabbage patch.
If you don't think I was glad to
see the City Airport at Detroit, you
can have another guess. I had been
flying the tracks for an hour not
knowing where I was and when the
city loomed up, there I was not know
ing where the field was situated, as
I could see only a quarter of a mile.
When the concrete runways showed
up through the haze, didn't they
look good?
Boy! they have some airports here
in the West, either “Tarnac' concrete
or smooth cinders. The municipal
hangar is like the Grand Central Sta
tion. There are boards up with mi n
tending them every 20 minutes with,
weather reports.
Mrs. Burnett has been very cour
teous. and said you had to do some
convincing in New York to let me
take the Cessna. Thanks ever so
much.
Stanley Boynton.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
We have engaged the services of

“PETE” MORAN
To Give Lessons At Our New “Driving Range”

A FREE LESSON TO BEGINNERS
CALL TEL. 886 FOR APPOINTMENT
We have nine of the same holes as the famous ‘‘Ricker Garden” at Portland

We are Giving a Duck to each gentleman making a Par 18, and to each lady mak
ing a 22
“THE INDOOR COURSE WHERE REAL PUTTING COUNTS”

leaps;

-~*

OVER MUNSEY’S GARAGE

LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

DAIRY FARMERS

Passenger Carrying Flights
Penny-a-Pound

Maine Well Represented At

Chevrolet
Owners

N, E. Milk Producers’ Meet
In Boston

Dairy farmers of Maine were repi resented at the annual meeting of the
New England Milk Producers' Asso
ciation in Boston Tuesday by the i
largest / number of voting delegates
since the organization was started 14
With the recent installation of a Body Service
' •
Rockland, Me.
years ago. The roll showed that 56
men from the State were entitled to
Department,
we are now in a position to render
■
;■
AUXILIARY'S COMMITTEES
vote in the meeting on the basis of
complete service on all units of your Chevrolet
representation according to the num
Loyal Women Who Will Assist the •
ber of members in each local group.
Car.
Our Body Service Expert has been
Legion During the Season.
The by-laws of the Association pro
vide
that
each
local
having
a
mem

trained at the Chevrolet Factory, and we are
SPILLING THE CANOLEPINS
?-------------------------------------------«
These committees have been ap-!
bership of 35 or more shall have di
pointed for the Auxiliary of Winslow-‘
rect
representation
at
the
Central
now carrying a complete stock of Body Parts,
Jeanette Cohen is taking her turn
Post for the year:
Meeting by its president or alter
as office girl. Mildred Carver sub Holbrook
enabling us to offer you prompt and complete
Welfare, Mrs. Sarah Griffin, Mrs. City League Has Already Started and First Game In County nate. There are 30 such locals in the
stituted for her Tuesday so that she Susie
Lamb and Mrs. Ella Hyland;
i State this year. Any local having a
could attend the Paderewski concert. legislative. Miss Pearl Borgerson and
service at a very low cost. Why not stop in
League Will Be Bowled Monday
membership of 100 or more can have
• • • •
•
Mrs. Alice Philbrook; memorial, Mrs.
two delegates There is one such lo
today and have any annoying squeaks or rattles
Miss Coughlin's Civics classes have Ann Snow Mrs. Susie Lamb. Mrs.
cal in the State, Thorndike w-ith 164
been using material from the De Myra Watts and Mrs. Delia Day: , The bowling season was officially
WOOD-WIND EXPERT
removed from the body, or if it is a question of
members. Locals with less than 35
partment of the Interior this week: a house. Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Anne opened at Carr's alleys last night,
___
members
are
grouped
until
their
ag

Chassis Lubrication or Mechanical Work of any
set of lantern slides on "Reclamation Alden, Mrs. Bessie Hewett and Mrs.
membership is 35, each group
of Swamps" and the film on irriga Myrtle McBride; membership, Mrs. and the sport will continue through Capt. Stannard, Leader of U. gregate
sending
a
joint
delegate.
There
are
nature, we Will be pleased to take care of your
o a
r>
,
tion projects.
Margaret Kelley, Mrs. Corinne Ed- j the first week of May.
o. Army Band, specialist 24 such groupings, each. having its
The
City
League
and
Knox
County
wants
promptly and efficiently.
wards. Mrs. Marion Waldron and
delegate this year.
The regular teachers' meeting of Mrs. Gladys Philbrick; finance, Mrs. League are again in evidence, head* d
In This Line
• 0 0 •
I
the Junior and Senior High School Ann Snow, Mrs. Hazel Haskell, Mrs. up by a general organization of
May we have the opportunity to serve you?
The increase in representation at
took place in the gymnasium Monday- Gladys Packard; constitution and which Frank H. Jacobs is president. With perfect balance between the
central
meeting
is
due
to
increases
ln
evening with 32 members and guests by-laws, Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. John M. Pomeroy vice president, groups of musical instruments in a
membership. The total member
Yours truly,
present. Typewriter tables were ar Margaret Kelley; Americanism, Mrs. John A. Black secretary and Sydney . .____ u
b d comPrisln8 such an impoijtant ship of the Association ln Maine is
ranged in banquet style with Hal Elizabeth Barton. Mrs. Lola Smith R. Carr, treasurer.
The City League
__ __ ._______
presents___
the fol- dement in its musical and artistic now 4734, There are 118 locals dis“Star Dust" is the title of Frances loween covers and place cards. The and Mrs. Lena Merry; s. wing circle.
Wright Turner's second book of domestic science department fur Mrs. Anne Alden, Mrs. Nora Benner, lowing teams and captains: Federals. success, the IL S. Army Band, to ap- ' tributed thus: Androscoggin County,
verse—for children, the announce nished an assortment of dishes, vice chairman, Mrs. Susie Lamb, sec Leroy D. Perry; I. L. Snow Co., Leo pear here Wednesday, Nov. 5. is for- 8; Cumberland 13; Franklin 6; Ken
ment reads, “that is different—not which with the help of paper plates, retary and treasurer; activities, Mrs. S. Brault; Forty Club, Irving F. tunate in having a leader and second nebec 12; K.iox 3; Lincoln 10; Ox
* the silly jingle of the ordinary poetry etc. proved adequate for the serving Myra Watts. Mrs. Ella Hyland. Mrs. Beach; Ford Motor Co.. Willis H. An- leader who are each specialists in ford 15; Penobscot 6; Sagadahoc 2;
for children, but glimpses of life, of of an excellent supper for which Sarah Griffin, Miss Pearl Borgerson, derson; Rockland Body Shop, Elmer the two chief sections of the band— Waldo 8; York 7
Rockland, Maine
W. P. Davis, general manager of j
nature, of common things, in words much credit is due to Mrs. Stratton, Mrs. Corinne Edwards, Mrs. Alice Nelson; Burpee Furniture, John thc brass and the wood-wind.
of beauty that the child can under Mrs. Jackson and Miss Norton who Philbrook, Mrs. Lola Smith, Mrs. Beaton; Street Railway. Maynard Captain William J. Stannard. lead the Association, in his annual report1
stand. It is a mind-developing, formed the committee. After supper Gladys Philbrick. Mrs. Gladys Pack Leach; The Pirates. Eugene Stack- er of the Army Band, is tfie out stated that the prices received for j
standing wood-wind expert in the milk the past year were lower than ■
character-developing book. It is a Mr. Phillips introduced the speaker ard, Miss Lucy Ball and Mrs. Vera ford.
The City League schedule for No Army service and is recognized as in the previous year because of the
book that children of an older of the evening, Harrison C. Lyseth, Whalen.
one of the finest throughout the low prices of butter, which reduced
growth—adults in whom the precious state agent for secondary education,
Suppi r committees: Nov. 1, Mrs. I vember follows:
world. He began playing the clari the price on milk not resold as fluid
spark of childhood still glow’s—can who outlined a plan for regular Hazel Haskell and Mis. Nora Benner; Nov. 3—rederals vs. I L. Snow Co.
net as a boy and at 19 became the milk. The market milk price was
read with pleasure.” Many of our faculty meetings which should be Nov. 15. Mrs. Anne Alden and Mrs. Nov 4—40 Club 3 vs Ford Motor Co.
ezv
Nov. 6—Rockland Body Shop vs. Burpee solo clarinetist of the Tenth Coast substantially the same as in the pre- [
readers, who recall with appreciation both pleasant and profitable.
Myrtle
McBride;
Nov.
29.
Mrs.
Susie
Furniture
♦ • • •
Artillery
Band
He
studied
the
clari

vious
year
Mjlk
was
somewhat
more
•
Mrs. Turner's former book, “Drifting
, Lamb and Mrs. Lena Merry; Dec. 13, Nov. 7—Street Railway vs. The Pirates
As luck would have it, on Tuesday ' Mrs. Ella Hyland and Mrs. Margaret Nov. 10—Burpee Furniture vs. The Pi net with several of the most famous plentiful than in the previous year
Leaves,” will be interested with this
rates
exponents of the instrument, includ
later work, lying within the fanciful occurred the regular meeting of the Kelley; Dec. 20, Mrs. Sarah Griffin Nov. 12
—1. L. Snow Co. vs. Ford Motor ing C. L. Stratta. Norritto, of Sousa's and thc demand for it was somewhat
world of the child, which it deals Knox Schoolmen's League. Coffiing and Mrs. Ida Huntley; Jan. 10, Mrs.
less, because of the business depres
Co
with in an accuracy of touch that on the heels of our own monthly Eliza Plummer and Mrs. Julia Hunt- Nov. 13—Rockland Body Shop vs. Street Band, LeRoy of the Guarde Repub- sion. The increased production and
Railway
lique Band of France, and Levy of the reduced sales led to a larger,
suggests Stevenson and Riley and faculty meeting and directly after ley; Jan. 24, Mrs. Ann Snow and Mrs. Nov. 13
—Federals vs. 40 Club No. 3
the Russian Symphony Orchestra.
others who have scored success in the annual convention it must have Minnie Miles; Feb. 7. Miss Pearl Nov. 17—Federals vs. Ford Motor Co.
percentage of milk going into the J
^Appearance and comfort are notably advanced
this difficult kingdom of rhyme. The oroduced in the minds of some of Borgerson and Mrs. Evelyn Cates; Nov. 18—40 Club 3 vs. Burpee Furniture Captain Stannard received a by-products class to be paid for at
grounding in musical lower prices. The difference in the re20—Rockland Body vs. The Pirates thorough
Performance it imoother, more thrilling than ever
little volume is beautifully gotten up. the members a sense of plethora. Feb. 21. Mrs. Lola Smith and Miss Nov.
Nov. 21—1. L. Snow Co vs. Street Railway
a testimonial to the Dingley Press ol However, 25 were present and, forti Hilma Bradstreet; Mar. 7. Mrs. Alma Nov. 24—Burpee Furniture vs. Ford Mo theory in the Institute of Musical turns farmers received for fluid milk
Art, New York City, and in all in
tor Co.
Lewiston. Mrs. Turner is well re fied by an excellent luncheon at Stinson and Mrs. Alice Philbrook;
struments in a course under Dr. and the value of that milk if it were |
Nov. 23—Federals vs. The Pirates
membered in this city and in Green Gables they passed a very Mar. 21. Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Nov.
26—I. L. Snow Co. vs. Rockland Body Frank Damrosch, specializing par made into butter was the highest in
Thomaston, where she made many njoyable evening in the discussion Gladys Packard; April 4, Mrs. Elura
Shop
10 years, $1.05 p> r hundred pounds
ticularly ln wood-wind instruments. of
friends during her husbands con of the topic “Ethical Training in the Hamlin and Mrs. Rita Hayes; April Nov. 28—40 Club 3 vs. Street Railway
milk.
Dr.
Damrosch
pronounced
him
the
The t«ams and captains of the
nection with the public schools of Schools” with special reference to 18, Mrs. Mary Haskell and Mrs. Vera
• 0 • 0
best
performer
in
this
line
in
the
these communities. Her home is now- ideas advanced by President Johnson Whalen; May 2. Mrs. Elizabeth Bar Knox County League are: Whole
class
upon
his
graduation.
Naturally
One
of
the
important results of [
of Colby in his book “Methods of ton and Mrs. Gladys Philbrick: May salers. A. C. McLoon; Central Maine, when after exhaustive competition,
in Ellsworth.
this increased production of milk |
High School Management."
Charles
S.
Maxey;
Forty
Club,
Basil
16, Mrs. Corinne Edwards and Mrs.
he became leader of the U. S. Army he said is that New England Is now
* * e *
We wish all possible success to
Delia Dav May 30, Mrs. Marion Wal Stmson; Dark Horses, Frank H. Ja Band, he especially stressed perfec in a position to supply all the cream
The
Junior
High
School
assembly
cobs;
L.
P.
C.
Dragons,
John
M.
Pom

attend upon the efforts of those Wednesday morning was in charge of dron and Mrs. Gladys Studley.
tion
in the wood-wind section. Critics needed for Boston and other New j
________
Among the earliest activities eroy; Perry's Market, Vance Norton; concede that the wood-wind section England markets whereas in the
splendid women of Lincoln County the “seven-one" class, Miss Hughes,
Kickapoo,
H.
F.
Rogale;
Five
Aces,
who have taken ih hand the creation teacher. The program as reported by planned is a benefit bridge party to
the U. S. Army Band today prob- previous year large quantities of unDana Stone. The schedule for No of
ably is unexcelled among organiza inspected cream came in from the
of a home for the shelter of their Eleanor Bradbury of "eight-two” was | be given at Legion hall Nov. 17.
vember
follows:
people. There can be no form of is follows:
tions of like type.
west. The Association informed the
Nov. 3—Dark Horses vs. L. P. C. Dragons
Recently the Army Band's clarinet Boston Health Department in Feb
charity presenting a more worthy
PARK THEATRE
Twenty-third
Psalm;
Lord's
Nov. 5—Forty Club No. 2 or No 1 vs. Cen
section was completely equipped with ruary that sufficient cream for Bos
appeal than that which has for its °rayer; Salute to thc Flag; “America 1 Beb ■ Daniels and Everett Mar
tral Maine
silver-bet clarinets, a new perfec ton's needs was available within New
object the lightening of the burdens the Beautiful” sung by the school; shall! NevA has there been a greater Nov 7—5 Aces vs. Wholesalers
The new Nash cars are the fastest, the most
Nov.
10
—
L.
P.
C.
Dragons
vs.
Kickapoo
tion of the instrument which makes England ancj western cream was
that fall upon old age. The commit "All Hallow Eve," Margaret Hall; singing combination than this youth Nov 12—Central Maine vs. 5 Aces
tee’s invitation to participate in this oiano solo. Bernice Haining; recita- ful. romantic pair, featured in “Dlx- Nov 14—Dark Horses vs. Perry's Market possible not only greater range but . banned. This improved the position
powerful, the finest performing cars that have
the ^ew England dairv farmers
admirable piece of work—it is print ion, Elizabeth Walker; piano solo. iana,’ at Park Theatre Monday and Nov 14—Wholesalers vs. 40 Club No 2 or purer tonal quality as well. It was
No. 1
the
first
service
band
to
be
so
'
ed upon another page—will doubtless Ruth Harper; recitation, Frances Tuesday. Miss Daniels surpasses Nov. 17
materially
-Kickapoo vs. 40 Club No. 2 or
equipped and led to installation of
ever borne the Nash emblem. They embody
meet the eye of readers in distant Young; poem, Geneva Hooper; ev, n her phenomenal success in “Rio
No. 1
Mr. Davis reported that the mem
the instrument in all Army “line bership of the Association has in
Nov. 18—5 Aces vs Dark Horses
parts who feel an interest in the harmonica music , James Grover; Rita!" Marshall certainly proves his ') Nov.
19—Central Maine vs. L. P. C. Drag bands."
Not only do these silver creased by 1217 in the year and ls
affairs of Lincoln County and will •ecitation, Margaret Pendleton; song, right to the title, the “Metropolitan
the choicest materials—the most careful, ex
ons
j Nov. 21—Wholesalers vs. Perry's Market clarinets add to the Army Band's now 21,742. The finances of the As
find pleasure in lending to this enter Elsie Stone; poem, Margaret Mc Opera's most popular baritone."
Nov.
24
—
5
Aces
vs
Kickapoo
musical
prestige,
but
everywhere
the
prise some form of practical support. Bride; piano solo. Sylvia Cohen;
Besides the stars, featured players Nov 25-40 Club No 2 or No.l vs. Dark striking picture afforded by the sociation are in a sound condition, i
pert workmanship. They bring you more
Harmonica music, Walter Reynolds; and supporting players of the pro
A Reserve Fund is being set aside,
Horses
flashing
silver
instruments
of
tile
25 Perrys Market vs. Central Maine
from special contributions of mem
duction. 5000 extras were used in the Nov.
Let us give every encouragement to songs, Girls of “eight-three."
Nov 28—Wholesalers vs. L. P. C. Dragons clarinet section is commented upon
motor car beauty and comfo'rt than ever. And,
bers for protection of the interests
vast ensemble scenes of "Dixiana." A Knowing what a good appetite by both laymen and critics.
the man who is thinking of build
The
Junior
High
School
realized
of
the
Association
in
any
crisis
which
trained
chorus
of
150
dancers,
skilled
ing a house. Do it now and set that
Second leader Thomas F. Darcy
. bowling creates Proprietor Carr is
in downright dollar value, they far excel any
much labor to work. How about that 549.30 on their sale of maga? ne sub under Pearl Eaton’s direction, inter- already making arrangements for the comes by his expertness upon the might come. More than 50 percent
scriptions.
Following
are
tlie
prize
I pret the dances. The southern spir- annual banquet, which will be held at subject of brass instruments by much of the members arc already contri
contemplated bathroom? How about
to this fund each month and
a lot of repairs you've been con winners: William Wincapaw, Marion I itual music is harmonized by a Hotel Rockland, May 8.
thing in their respective price fields. We
the same process of specialization as buting
it is the expectation that practically |
templating? Also clothing. And Marshall. Cleveland Morey, Ward- chorus of 40 in Hall's, Negro Chorus,
Captain
Stannard
on
wood-wind
in

well
Blackman,
Richard
Anderson,
all
of
them
will
be
contributors
be

furniture.
And numerous other
i Very little has been spared, if any
struments.
should like to show the new Nash cars and
meeting.
mings Pinching the dollars Just Barbara Jordan, Edward Peaslee, thing, in making "Dixiana" the most
Mr. Darcy also is a war hero, hav fore another annual
Margaret
Dunton,
Vernet
Morgan.
• • • •
now onl” makes times that much
I original and striking musical drama
ing
been
wounded
in
action
and
demonstrate them in any way you desire.
harder. Get out and'spend them Margery Bartlett. Grace Clancey, to come to the screen.
One of the outstanding features of
decorated for bravery. He toured
and brisk up local trade. There is Virginia Leach. John Karl, Dorothy
The music of the production
the
report
of
the
manager
was
in
Europe
at
the
head
of
the
“
repre

more money in the banks of Knox 3hute, Rose Flanagan, Gertrude Heal, reaches a new high mark of great
sentative U. S. Band” during the war, regard to the plan of establishing a
County ioda,’ than they ever knew Lilia Sherman, Millie Tarvis, Albert ness in original composition for the Probably never again will the peo and was presented with a silver ciga central marketing agency in which
Jfew 6-6o Series
Levenseller.
8-80 Series
ple
of
this
community
be
able
to
before. Get it into circulation and
screen.
Eleven new membirs are
0 • • *
rette case by Her Majesty, the Queen the various co-operative organiza
right here in our midst things will
presented, developing the feeling of hear and see such a splendid of Italy, in appreciation of concerts tions of dairy farmers in New Eng
$795
to
$845
$1245 to $1375
The senior class gave a rainbow the southern period, its romance and group of Artists as will be here
hum.
rendered by his band at the royal land could join for the more effi
social last night in the gym. All the drama, its passions and tragedies. Wednesday. The
cient handling of their products
palace.
z Jfew 8-70 Series
pupils were asked to dress in bright
!\tw 8-90 Series
Captain Stannard and Mr Darcy This central organization ls now be
We always can point with pride to colors. This is not so difficult for Throughout runs the background of
modern
rhythm,
intermingling
in
the advertising columns of this paper the boys as it used to be what with
worked in closest harmony in per- ing developed. It will be brought be$945 to $995
$1565 to $2025
as graced by a note of typographical ill the gay sweaters and socks they many instances with the dominant
fecting the sections of the U. S: ' fore the various co-operative organi. B. Filltrlu)
y-'
motif
of
the
southern
negro
melodies
(Pricti
f.
0.
artistry sometimes wanting in a are now allowed to wear, and the
Army Band. So that when the or- zation for approval within a short
from
which
thc
modern
tune
stems.
country newspaper. As special illus crowd itself furnished part of the
ganization appears here for three \ time. It is open to organizations
tration of the clever work often call decorations. A rainbow dance opened ] —adv_______________ _________
concerts at Strand Theatre under which handle the milk of more than
NEW DEAL FO R -TO D AY’S DOLLAR
ing upon the skill of the linotype the program. Four girls in gay slick Lawrence, Barbara Blaisdell, Doro
the auspices of several local organi- | 30.000 dairy farmers. Their product
director, and the make-up man, may ers danced to "We Don't Mind the thy Magune, Lillias Reed, Edna Ross.
zations, including the Chamber of is valued at more than $45,000,000 an
we note in this issue the adve-r'se- Rain." and were followed by four in June Brewer. Yale Goldberg gave an
Commerce, service clubs and musi nually.
ment of the Eastern Furniture Co,
cal clubs, the audience will hear a
The field service department of the
yellow costumes with "Here Comes exhibition of clog dancing which
45
ARTISTS
band, no section of which has been Association, has made personal con
the Sun." Six others representing elicited "Three cheers for Yale!"
wanting for guidance from men tacts with more than 12.000 dairy
This day ushering in November is the six primary colors in the rain 'Harvard is all right too. He just
Park Street
Rockland
Tel. 1178
known as peers of the entire Army j farmers in the year. He called atten
a clog dancer».
graced with a clear sun and such bow completed the story with doesn't happen ♦ to♦ be
♦ *
service in their respective lines.
j tion to the fact that the members
crispness of air as stirs the blood and “There's a Rainbow Round My
----------------I were steadily asking for more and
These dances were
Through thc good offices of Sher
Afternoon Concert 2
inclines one to look for a more than Shoulder."
These two articles do not go to- I more personal service from these
usually enjoyable Indian Summer. original, arranged by the entertain wood Small the senior civics class
Children’s Concert 4
gether so well, but if the tack is Field men, in check testing their
Whatever embarrassments 1930 has ment committee of which Mary Law Fridav morning had the privilege of
pushed first into a cake of soap and milk to see if they were being paid
was chairman, the following listening to an explanation of thc
Evening
Concert
8
presented in the regions of business rence
then driven into the plaster you will the proper amounts by the dealers, minor production problems.
girls taking part: Evelyn Pietroski, Federal reserve system by an expert
plies. The Association has rec(
and employment it has left little to Elsie Howard. Gladys Alley, Jeanette inspector. Enos R. Bishop, who has
find It will help greatly to prevent . in assisting them to meet the reMr. Davis called attention to the (added to its staff a special qu
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5 the plaster from cracking or break- quirements of the Health Depart- progress
be desired op the score of pretty Cohen. Thelma Blackington, Cyn been here this week to visit our two
which has been made in im-1 products worker to assist the n
thia Wasgatt, Mary LaCrosse, Mary .national banks.
ln8j ments and ln settling trucking and proving the quality of the milk sup-1 bers.
weather.

Curtiss-Wright Airport

High School Notes

••»•

SEA VIEW GARAGE,,NC-

NASH

*»••

Never Again!

U. S. Army
Band

A

THOMAS-NASH COMPANY

STRAND THEATRE

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
___

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 3—Lady Knox Chapter's guest
day.
Nov. 3- Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Harriet Levensaler. Broadway.
Nov. 4—Annual fair ot Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
Nov. 4—Superior Court convenes.
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand
Theatre.
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Orange holds
annual fair.
Nov. 7—Rockport—Trytohelp sale aiid
play. "Deacon Tubbs," at Town hall.
Nov. 8—Limerock Valley Pomona meets
with Pleasant Valley Grange. Rockland.
Nov. 19—Annual fair of the Universa
list Church.
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the cirlsjriendly"

provements.
The large electric sign of M. Ber
man & Son is receiving its annual
renovation.

IN THE

Knox County Women Fig- Rev. Mr. Beatty To Lead
ured Prominently At ReSpecial Meetings At Northend Church
cent Session In Bath

SAUNTERINGS

Bed, Spring, and Mattress

’1275

whan

METHYL BALM
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should ba
in every horns. Sold only at

The usual baked bean supper will
be held by the Auxiliary at Legion
hall, Saturday Nov. 1. Price 35 cents.
—adv.
130-131

DENTAL NOTICE

Johnston’s DrugStore

DR. J. H. DAMON

PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sant Post Paid on racaipt of price
75 cants
Mtf

Is back ln his office for the winter
and will make appointments each day
from 10 to 2

73

National Spring, Combination Mattress

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Miil'lfii'be i-i

aN.llliilc.ii!lillliii!i

EVANGELIST HERE

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F. will confer
A series of special evangelistic
Sessions of the Girls’ Friendly So
the initiatory degree on a class of
meetings will be held at the Little
ciety
in
Maine,
recently
held
at
the
candidates Monday night.
field Memorial Free Baptist Church,
parish house in Bath, were presided beginning next Tuesday evening.
Arnold Rogers arrived home last over by Mrs. Louise Waterbury of j These meetings are in charge of
night from Council Bluffs for a few Camden
Evangelist Benjamin Beatty, who is
The secretary’s reports of the last'
weeks leave.
conference in Camden and the coun
Barge Rockland and schooner Ma cil meeting at Portland were read by
bel A. Frye are discharging coal at the secretary pro tem, Miss Olive M.
Smythe of Bangor, and were ap
Yesterday was the last day of gun the Northend lime plant.
proved.
ning for partridge and woodcock.
The president’s report by Mrs. Wa
Have you noted the surprising ra
House-Sherman Inc., have added pidity with which the city dump is terbury was very satisfactory and re
corded the forming of new branches
another truck to their fleet, this lat filling in the Perry area?
in Rumford. Gardiner ahd Rockland.
est addition a stake body Ford.
Mrs. William Barrett of Hopewell, Miss Edythe Clough of Camden, head
A well baby conference will be held Va., and Mrs. E. B. Clark of Warren of the department of publicity, made
Monday from 2 to 4 o'clock at the were dinner guests Wednesday at the her report dealing especially with the
home of Alton W. Richards, Bay View publication of the diocesan paper
Red Cross rooms, 497 Main street.
"Us,” which is a rather unique paper
Square.
of the organization.
Thomas Long, elevator man at
Mrs. J. B. Shepherd, Portland, for
Mrs. Minnie Miles of 31 Ocean
Senter Crane Company’s store, fell
Sunday sustaining painful injuries lo street will entertain Wednesday the housing committee, reported in
Class 26 at a harvest dinner at 6 detail concerning the Holiday house
his right leg.
o’clock. Each member may invite in Camden, which is comparatively a
new projejet in Maine. The house
There were more Halloween one friend.
has had two very successful summers,
youngsters abroad last night than in
J. F Woodsum, a well known Civil for which the members feel that Mrs. !
recent years, and the spirit seemed to
be that of mischief which formerly War veteran, suffered a slight heart Shepherd as house mother has con
made “thc night before” a time to be attack at Grand Army hall yesterday tributed largely. At the conclusion
afternoon. He was resting comfort of her splendid report a rising vote ;
dreaded by householders.
of thanks was given by the meeting
ably this morning.
I
_
to Mrs. Shepherd for her services. It |
Something of a controversy has
A full quota of deer was brought was voted that the special offerings Evangelist Beatty Who Wil! Conduct
arisen at the Northend over the pole
Special Meetings At Littlefield
just erected at the foot of Willow home by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sim of the council this year should be giv
Church.
street. Its height is estimated all tho mons of Rockport, Mr. and Mrs. en for the Holiday house. Mrs.
way from 40 to 90 feet and many Frank Brown of Thomaston and Mr. Charles M. Tubbs reported for the
say it is thc tallest pole in the city. and Mrs. Will Brown of this city, fol department on activities.
Echoes of the national council director of evangelism for the Bap
lowing a 10-days’ hunt in the big
Your guess now.
woods. Mrs. Simmons qualified as a meeting at Chicago last week were tists of Maine. He is not only an
The eleventh year of the Woman'! marksman but was in tears as a re brought by Mrs. M. L. Jordan, Jr., evangelist, but he has had many
of Old Town, first vice president; years experience as a pastor, and he
EdiAational Club's regular winsei sult of her prowess.
Miss Doris I. Leavitt of Bath, member knows the problems of the common
lecture course will open Dec. 19 a(f
the Copper Kettle. This is open to
There will be plenty to entertain delegate, and Mrs. Louise Waterbury, people as few men know them. He
all girls and women who enroll by visitors at the Curtiss Flying Field president of the Maine organization. believes the Bible is God’s word di
that vinely inspired, and is given to man
paying a small fee and is the only Sunday afternoon, including a para- Mrs. Waterbury reported
regular lecture course maintained for ' chute jumper, which never fails to amendments were passed making the for a guide in this life and to reveal
ten years in Knox County and it is furnish a thrill. It was hoped that national dues $1 each member; young Jesus Christ as our only hope of Salalso Maine's largest federated wom Stanley Boynton might be back on married women are eligible for en ' vation. “He preaches in the power of
that day, but this is of course out of rolment as members, and no age lim the Holy Spirit,” says Pastor Perry
an's club.
“and God honors him by blessing his
the question because of unforeseen it was stipulated.
labors.’’ Meetings will be held every
There is evidence that the long de delays which have retarded his
I evening except Saturday, beginning
layed bridge across the St. Georges Western progress
Tuesday next.
River at South Warr«-n will soon be
come a reality. Materials are rap
The skyline of New County Road
There will be a public supper at the
idly being assembled and the steel has been changed the past few weeks
Methodist vestry Sat. Nov. 8 from 5
workers will make short work of the by the large new building being
actual erection of the bridge. The erected by Ervin L. Curtis for the In my saunterings through the to 7, for the benefit of Tyler School,
opining of the stretch of road to FJssette Body and Fender Repair Fells I rarely meet a fellow-saun- Grade Five. Price 35c. Come and
traffic is not promised at any speci Shop. It Is to have a modern 6-room terer. Here are 2152 acres of na- | help the youngsters.- adv. 131*133
tenement above with the 50x80 re ture—trees of many kinds, lakes, hills
fied date.
Cosmopolitan with Good House
pair shop below and will be ready where one can get a grand view for
both for S4.00. Special low
Djstrict Governor Tom Sanders of for occupancy in about a month. It miles—only a mile from the center of keeping,
price good until Nov. 10, 1930 only.
Portland was present at yesterday’s will be painted a colorful green as Mr. Medford, and it doesnot appeal to You
save $1.50, one year each to one
Rotary Club meeting and brought a Fissette will handle Colonial pro the people. “No time to study the address. Fred E. Harden, the Magabeauties of nature; give her the gas | zinc Man, Tel. 35-W, Rockland, Me.
message from all the clubs in the ducts.
and let’s go
district. Special music was given
Some days in the fall I will meet -adv.
under the direction of Walter Con
The theft of 50 gallons- of gasoline
ley. Visiting Rotarians were I. P. on the Derry farm in Cushing (drum 200 horseback riders. I admit horse
THERE MY GHOST WILL WALK
Cutler, Old Town, Marcus Chandler, and all) and the drawing of the tank back riding is good exercise, for the
|For The Courier-Gazette|
E. A. Robbins and Joseph Brewster of Clifford Carroll’s car while it was horse, but it doesn’t take the place of
of Camden, Al. Goodhue of Belfast parked on Union street, near the walking. Neither does one study na Over the wind-swept hills, leaping
through the Rully. prowling
Armour plant ,are the causes which ture from a horse's back. You must Indlan-llke
and Myles Mank of Portland.
Cloudlike across the meadow, moving
this morning brought Arthur Ander attend to business, or your horse will Where the bobolink bobs up and down
on the blossoms.
These blossoming roses giving son of Warren into Rockland Mu stumble.. To study nature you must
with resurgent melody,
forth fragrance on the desk of the nicipal Court. The case was being walk, stop and look when you find Bubbling
There my ghost will walk.
something which attracts your atten
rose editor were plucked yesterday heard as this paper went to press.
tion.
Pensively, through the gusty, musty shell
from a Gruss and Teplitze bush at
the gorgeous tints of autumn nre Shed by our lusty lives ln the long ago,
the home of Myrtle Winslow of 15
Hon. Obadiah Gardner and Mr. "Now apMw°m
everywhere. autumn are Where memory makes muted merriment.
Pink street, who bought it for 10 cents and Mrs. Clarence Beverage motored Till It se?ms that you can almost see the
not aloncThere my gh’ost will walk.
two years ago. William Widdecombe Wednesday to Hinckley where Mr.
Master Painter there
Jr., also passes in a blooming crlmsga Gardner was one of the speakers at There's a solemn sort o' stillness that's Out from the bleak bones of home.
pervadin' everything.
rambler that he plucked from a bush the dedication exercises of the new
Out where the sun beats down
tho 'nZj
farewe11 sonks to summer that On the shimmering summerscape.
belonging to his grandfather, W. S. bam
Darn rerentlv
recently artrtoH
added to the
Good Will , Save the
the feathered tenors sing.
the little white schoolhouse,
Pettee. All this testifies to our com Farm establishment. Walter Hinck- I An' a feller can't help feelln’. an' I don't Toward
And the playmate under the thom tree.
care who it ls.
fortable autumn weather.
ley, head of the institution, chose That thp
There
my ghost will walk.
mind that works such wonders
Mr. Gardner and Hon. Leslie McIn
has a greater power than his.”
I
shall
never
be free from the tug of the
Anxiety is beginning to be felt for tire of Waterford as the speakers,
The Saunterer
flrst things.
Robert Pendleton and Stephen Ac designating them as the two men in
Rce’lng me in and out by the heart line.
Somerville, Mass.
When, at last, wearied out by the strug
cardi who went into the North Woods the State of Maine who had don»
gle.
Oct. 21 on a hunting expedition the most to promote the best inter
Spiritualist services at G.AR. hall, I go back and lie down ln a furrow
which was to have lasted only three .ests . of
. . agriculture.
, , ,
x, The -party
- i Sunday 2.30 and 7.30. Arthur Smith Plowed deep In the breast of the home
stead.
or four days. Nothing has been brought back interesting reports of I lecturer and Laura Russell, message
There my ghost will walk.
heard from them and yesterday as the occasion, paying high tribute to 1 bearer.—adv
Louis A. Walker.
sistance was sought by Mrs. Evelyn the systematic work and fine be- „
Sherman of 11 Center street, aunt of haviour of the boys and girls of the ~
Pendleton, and Mrs. Stephen Accarcty school, now numbering about 200.
of Trinity street, mother of Accardi. The singing by the Glee Club was
an outstanding feature of the exer
A considerable project is under way cises. In fact, their work has won
at the Central Maine Power Com considerable attention in Waterville
pany’s new building at Union and and vicinity and they have appeared
Granite streets. The present lawn is in concert in Waterville churches at
Complete
to b«- excavated and a large concrete various times. Visitors are always
sub-station housing several trans welcome at the school; everyone who
formers built. The new structure makes such a visit states that the
will be a part of the present base experience is inspirational.
ment and the handsome lawn will be
relaid atop of it. Incidentally the Maine will be represented in the
White House conference on Child
several major projects put thro
Health and Protection meeting In
this season have given employmi
Washington, D. C„ Nov. 19-22. by
to many local men.
Miss Florence Hale, State agent (or
rural education in Maine. Augustus
The youngsters of McLain Schi
O. Thomas, president of the World
are much enthused over the new
water-Kent radio-phonograph com-' Federation of Education and former
bination which provides music for commissioner of education, and Dr.
marching and special exercises. The William T. Bovie of Bar Harbor, who
powerful amplifier makes march is a member of the conference com
music readily audible even to the mittee on prenatal and maternal care
third floor.
The machine was in the medical section. The confer
bought largely through the coopera ence was set up July, 1929, by Presi
Hoover, to study the status of
tion of teachers and pupils ln rum dent
mage sales.
That ever-present the child in our social system. This
will cover every angle of the
friend, the Parent-Teacher Associa study
from the normal child to
tion also contributed a tidy sum to problem,
the handicapped child, from edu
ward the purchase price.
cation to legal protection, from pre
care to dietetics. Child experts
The skating and hockey rink at natal
every part of the country have
Community Park bring up again the from
their best efforts to this study
matter of the taking over of Com given
the past 15 months and the forth
munity Park by the city. The pres in
conference in November is
ent ownership is vested in a corpora - coming
for the purpose of announcing the
tion. The Rockland Community and results of their studies and for dis
School Improvement Association, cussion of how the condition of chil
whose directors raised the funds to dren can be improved in the light of
make possible one of the best athletic the information gathered.
fields in Eastern Maine. There is a
sentiment among the directors that
BOTTLE PICKED UP
the time has come to deed the valu
able property over to the city. There Containing Message Which Has Con
are several sides to the question and.
siderable Mystery About It.
the public’s verdict is awaited with
interest.
The Vinalhaven correspohdent of
paper writes:
Spiritualist services at G.AR. hall, this
following message was picked
Sunday 2.30 and 7.30. Arthur Smith up■The
Oct. 29, in a bottle off Brimstone
lecturer and Laura Russell, message Island
by A. Alley, flrst assistant nt
bearer.—adv.
Saddleback Light Station:
,
“No more Hope, SOS, near Black
Nilo’s Repair Shop, 8pring street, Harbor
now, to the right of spar No.
will be open Saturday nights here 8. Going
This is one of the finest values presented in our his
up, look closelv for sunken
after for the special convenience of cases. 2-r31g-2.
A-7-AB. 3-by 3.
tory, a regular weekly special
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head l-C-E-21. Sta. Low
tide E. 26-I.E.
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
August 3—Roy.”
Iron Bed, wide choice of finishes or colors; 2 inch
Cross-word puzzle addicts and
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
cryptogram readers of yje paper are
posts, 1 inch fillers. Some beds in the lot have pan
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Invited to exercise their faculties
elled heads and foot.
,
lar Lamsnets, Sprains and Bruises thereon.

will bring almost instant relief?
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Rockland. Me.

U. S. Army Band
45 ARTISTS

SERMONETTE

The Trial of Jesus Christ
VI.—The Execution
After adjournment of Pilate's
court there remained but the exec. tion of the sentence. The
governor scourged Jesus and de
livered him to the soldiers, who
stripped him and put on him a
scarlet robe, platted a crown of
thorns and placed it upon his
head. “Placing a reed in his right
hand they bowed the knee before
him and mocked him, saying. Hail.
King of the Jews!” For the second
time they spit upon him and took a
the reed and smote him on the
head. After they had again
mocked him they took off the robe
and led him to Golgotha and cru
I
cified him.
The New York Times says their last Sunday concert there equalled if not ex
Judges have come and gone
since Pilate's day, cruel, heartless
ceeded the performance of the N. Y. Symphony Orchestra
judges. We have witnessed the i
mocking of law by a “friendly
judge,” in this generation. Even
our own judiciary has rendered
some peculiar judgments; but
never since time began was tlie
protection of the court so removed
from any man, even during the
horrors of the Inquisition as in - S
this trial at the court of Pontius
Pilate.
H
All Seats Checked for the Evening
The Son of Man expiring upon his
- -i
cross, with two malefactors beside
Auspices of Chamber of Commerce
him, his side pierced by a cruel I
spear thrust, mocked in his fear
ful agony, as he had been from
,1 i
the first, prayed to God, "Father,
forgive them for they know not
what they do." Forgotten now
is the charge upon which lie was Christian Science scorn peremptory;
Fred Knight, delivery man for A. I Fred M. Blackington and the Cenindicted, that of blasphemy. In but mortals are hastening to learn C. McLoon & Co.’s ice department is j tral Maine crews united forces yesstead, over his head the inscrip I that Life is God, good, and that evil off duty on account of a broken leg. i terday and laid the new cable
tion,” This is Jesus, the King of 1 has in reality neither place nor power The accident occurred while he wns through the conduits at Spring
the Jews!’
W. A H.
in the human or the divine economy" playing football. Knight was a mem- street. The hauling of thc huge ca
ip. 327). Sunday morning service at : ber of the Rockland team in the ble drum through the streets and its
1 ”Knox County League, and is an all- manipulation during the laying
The Rockland Spiritualist Society 10.30: Wednesday at. 7.30; Sunday
.
called for real engineering skill.
holds its regular Sunday meeting in school at 11.45. Reading room at 400 around athlete.
G A R. hall at 2.30 and 7.30. The Main street is open daily from 2 to 5.
society presents an unusual program ,
------------in the person of Arthur Smith of j
BORN
Auburn, as lecturer, and Mrs. Laura ROCHESTER—At Arlington. Vt.. Oct. 23.
Russell as message bearer.
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Rochester.

America’s Premier Band Organization
First Appearance in Maine

Strand Theatre,Rockland
Wednesday, November 5
Afternoon and Evening Concerts

$ .75
.25
$1.00 and $1.50

Afternoon Concert, 2,15,
Children’s Concert, 4.00,
Evening Concert, 8.00,

• • • •

I

■

(Gwendolyn Wolfe), a son—Paul Ed-

At the Congregational Church to- ( Ward.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject The Innei
ton Percy
Discipline of Life.” The Lord's Sup- simmons—Rockland. at Knox Hospital,
per Will be administered at the Close Oct. 26. to Mr and Mrs. Norman Simmons of
of the service. Church school at | mons
of Friendship,
Friendship, na son. Leon,
I Correction. |
noon. The Comrades of the Way will
meet in the vestry at 6 o’clock.
MARRIED
* * • •
New
York,
At St. Peters Church (Episcopal)
Sept. 29. Leroy Lewis Humbert of St.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv Stephen. 3. C. and Miss Violet M. Mar
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate ’ tin of Rockland.
for the Sunday in the Octave of All
Saints. Holy Communion at St.
DIED
John's Church, Thomaston at 8 RICHARDS—Camden. Oct. 30. Viola D .
o'clock. Church school at 9.30; J widow of Frederick Richards, aged 81
years. Funeral Saturday at 4 o'clock
choral eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
from 10 Free street.
vespers at St. John’s at 7 o'clock.
, j ROLLINS—At Rockport. Oct. 30. Frank 5!

MAINE SCHOOL of
BEAUTY CULTURE
Individual Instruction and Actual Practice in
All Branches of Beauty Culture

Pupils May Enroll At Any Time

368 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 996
131-lt

A Rollins, aged 74 years. 9 months. 13 ]

Funeral this afternoon at 2
At Pratt Memorial Methodist | days.
o'clock.
Church Mr. Kenderdine at the morn- j ROLLINS
Simonton. Oct. —, Frank A.
ing service at 10.30, will preach on Rollins,—aged
76 years.
‘.‘Our Daily Bread." The choir will REDMOND—Deer Isle. Oct. 23. Mrs. Betsy
sing "Christian, the Morn Breaks | Redmond.
Sweetly O'er Thee," Shelley, and CHADWICK—Palermo, Oct. —, Edward
“Praise the Lord," Randegger. Sun Chadwick, aged 70 years.
day school at noon and Epworth
CARD OF THANKS
League at 6 p. m„ topic, “Right and
wish to express our sincere thanks
wrong—what shall be our basis for to We
the many kind friends who helped us
deciding?" Evening service at 7.15. on the occasion of the recent fire and
Sermon subject: "Hypocrisy About a'so those who aided during the acci
the Church." The choir will sing dent. Mr.x and Mrs. Bertie L. Smith.
“Light and Life Immortal," Bullard, Rockland, Oct. 31.
and the young people's orchestra wil!
Play.
1885
1930
• * • •
At the Universalist Church at 10.30
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Rev. George H. Welch will preach on
Waldoboro and Rorkland
‘“Jesus Christ—His Place and Per
Highlands
son.” The quartet will sing the an
Artistic Memorials in Stone
them “The Living God” (O’Hara) and
122S-tf
Mrs. Veazie and Mr. Wyllie will ren
der as a duet “The Comfort of God's
Love’ (George B. JJevin). Church
school is at noon, also the first meet
ing of the Knickerbocker Class for
the season, with E. L. Toner in
charge; Junior Y.P.C.U. at 5 o’clork,
Jane Welch, leader: Senior at 6, with
Miss Thelma Blackington, leader, the
topic, “Jealousy." Chapin Class meets
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Ella S3.
Bird, and circle supper Wednesday
at 6.

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a wall equipped piani *»•
are ready to serve you.

PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK

BROTHERS

Pleasant Beach Road,

South Thomaston
44Stf

Within the Month
The Little Flower Shop

T» BOSTON ani

Hopes to be located in its new store at

PORTLAND

371 MAIN STREET

RRSSPCE

Meantime we have fine Chrysanthemums, white,
pink and yellow. Snapdragons and Carnations are
also blooming in our greenhouses.

• ♦ • *

“Till He Come,’ will be the subject
BOSTON
of the Communion meditation at the
$7.21
First Baptist Church on Sunday
PORTLAND
morning. The quartet will sing “Praise
$3.29
Ye the Name of the Lord,” by De
Round Trip
marest A solo "O Lord Most Holy,”
from
Rockland
by Franck, will be sung by Mrs. Helen
W’entworth. The Church School will
meet at 12 o’clock, with classes for
Sec.
all ages. The Christian Endiavor
^W<C0'..LE"t FOOTBAu.
meeting at 6.15, with Joseph Robin
HARVARD VS MICHIGAN
son as the leader. People’s evening
service at 7.15. The songs for the
>
B0S™N 1011 vs CIORCIISWH
"Big Sing" have been selected by the qX,
6.1). VS CL PAPA)
Opportunity Class. This Class will “311
- jvov.8At Boston
attend the service in a body. Mr.
MacDonald's subject will be, “Two! Maine CehtralRR
Which? What?" Our Happy Prayer
I and Praise Meeting on Tuesday even. ing at 7.15.
ajgfZjarajzjararaHrajBJRragJgraiBrai
* * • •
At the morning service at Littlefield
Memorial Church, Rev. L. G. Perry,
pastor, will preach from the subject.
, "The Significance of the Cross To
Man.” The choir will sing the an- ‘
I them “Something For Jesus" and
Miss Sybil Jones will sing a solo, ln
the evening Evangelist Benjamin
Beatty will preach. The choir will
1 sing “O, Lord Abide With Me." A “Mighty Monarchs of the
1 ladies’ quartet will sing a special'
Air”
number. Sunday school immediately
following the morning service.1
I B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, leaders, Misses
Frances Hammond and Blanche
Gray. Monday evening there will
be a roll call supper for members.
Beginning Tuesday evening Mr.
Beatty will hold evangelistic services
every evening through the week.
• • • •
“Everlasting Punishment” will be
the subject of the lesion-sermon in “Mighty Monarchs of the
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, to
Arctic”
morrow. The citations from the
Bible will include: “Also unto thee, O
“Constantly Cold”
Lord, belongeth mercy: for thou
renderest to every man according to |
hirf work” (Psa. 62:12). The lessonsermon will also include passages
from the Christian Science textbook.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
“Science and Health with Key to the
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy, one
for Majestic Products)
of which reads: “The way to escape
the misery of sin is to cease sinning. 585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
There is no other way ... To the
physical senses, the strict demand; of

K

A shipment of Certified Paper White Bulbs has just
arrived ready to plant in pebbles, and we have a few
Darwin Tulip Bulbs which should go into your gar
dens now.

If you are doing early Christmas shopping you could
find some real bargains in fine Pottery in our shop.
Much of this is Lanesville and Roseville Pottery and
worthy to grace any home.

Come in.

And after we have moved, come again,
and often!

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S"

399 Main Street

Rockland
130-132

INTRODUCING

ELECTRIC RADIOS

A Fine New Line of
ELECTRIC BULBS

“Hub Economic”

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

House-Sherman, Inc.

All That The Name Implies
The Hub Line is Complete—Standard—No

Glare—Long Lived and Economical in First
Cost.

TRY A CARTON

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 791
125 !37

fr
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' many ranches and farmers from Ok
LINCOLNVILLE
lahoma. These settlers are all work
TO
ers, and that is what the country
| Mrs. Lena Rankin. Mrs. Grac°
wants and needs and what the loan
j
Mahonev
and
Mrs.
Eleanor
Johnson
companies figure on.
, 10.000
... „dress-length remnants of fin. «
attended the teachers’ convention in
Many wheat farmers straight north ast siUSto be cleared by mail, regard- j
, Bangor last week and report a very
of here have had a bad year this year less- Every. desired yardage and col- |
2
3
4
b
a
7
9
5
I
large attendance and interesting ses
and we will find manv of them selling , or- AU 39 inches wlde. ^et us send
FROM ROCKLAND
sions.
out. pulling up stakes and coming you a Plece of genuine $6 Crepe Pans
I Miss Bernice Lermond and Gordon
13
IX
|O
I!
down here to try citrus fruit or cot- ‘ (ver>’ heavy flat crepe) on approval
’ Scruton who are attending Rockland
BY STEAMER
w
ton. In the real estate offices you for your inspection. If you then wish
Commercial College were home dur! see signs like these:
;t0 keep il mail us your check at only [
I5
lb
I4
17
i ing the recess for teachers’ conven- Freight and Passenger Service
“Four1 hundred acres good timber $1-90 a yard. (Original pr^ce $6 a jd).
' tion, returning Monday.
land in Arkansas to trade for a good 'Or choose printed Crepe Paris. Every
Rea Rankin has had a lighting sys Last passenger sailing to Boston
ll
2.0
I9
IS
home and small grove in the Valley.” wanted combination of colors. We
tem installed at his residence and an
w
leaves Rockland Friday, Oct. 31, at
"Eight hundred acre cattle ranch ! will gladly send you a piece to look at.
artesian well drilled.
2.3
in Colorado, with registered stock, to What colors and yardage, please? If |
14
25
Miss Flora Grant who has been 8 P. M.
Z2
trade for bearing orange or grape you keep it >’ou can mail us check a.,
teaching school in the Miller district
$1.25 a yd. (Final reduction. Origin-j
has resigned, being called home by Freight service will be continued
grove."
salmon, canned tuna, and fresh red fruit
The Magic Valley of Texas
lb
2.6
2-7
2-9
the illness of her mother. Many re- throughout season. For full infor
"Income business property in ally $6 a yd).
Never in my conversations with fish from the Gulf (only 60 miles
J grets are expressed at her departure
Dallas to exchange for good orange All $2 silks, $2 satins and $2 print
away).
travelers on ocean liners, or in for
w
ed crepes are 90c a yd. in this sale.
j as she gave excellent satisfaction in mation apply ticket agent.
W; 31
When you speak of Maine to the grove.”
I 30
I her school work. Miss Waldron will
eign ports, have I come across a hu settlers here they have no idea at
Dozens and dozens of such signs I Every color. Do not ask for or buyW
sW
be employed as substitute for the re For Reservations apply Wharf Office
man being who did not know what I all what kind of a country it is, how are on display in the real estate deal- jfrom samples. See the whole piece
ii
33
34
35
3b
35 39
37
Mo
mainder of the term. 5
was
talking
about when
I far it is, or anything at all about the ers windows, and Free Young would : >’ou are getting before deciding. We I
W
A surprise reception was tendered
mentioned
lobsters,
or
just State. Boston and New York are be in his glory here, and would prob- i want to be your New York reference;
! Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean Wednes
4i
43
44
4t
lobsters.' One of the shocks of just names of cities so far away there ably to do a great deal of business.' so tell us all you wish to about yourday evening with a large company
my life came yesterday when I is no interest in them, and you might But he couldn't mention Maine lob- ( self and describe the piece you want
w;
, present. The time was pleasantly steamship lines
scour
Main
street
and
not
find
a
soul
sters
without
getting
into
trouble.
!
to
see
on
approval.
Write
NOW.
Send
I
questioned four men with whom I
i 4b
4fe
45
47
; passed in games and social chat. Ice
happened to be talking on the hotel who had ever visited either one. "When there is so much good food ino money. To advertise our silk
cream, fancy cookies, confections and
Texas
is
so
large
that
it
is
a
countryto
eat,
why
does
a
man
spend
his
I
thread
we
send
you
a
spool
to
match
j
lawn here, and not one of them had
'
nuts were served. The couple were
in
itself,
and
any
city
or
State
east
49
time
picking
out
of
a
shell
pieces
of
'
free.
50
bl
52
ever seen a lobster, or tasted one,
also presented with a gift of silver.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
or had ever seen or eaten a Florida of Missouri or Louisitna is just some a dead bug that has been crawling CRANE'S, Silks, 545 Fifth Avenue.
Both bride and groom are of our
STEAMBOAT CO.
New York City
crawfish, which closely resembles the place way off some where that around on the bottom of the
w 53
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
' most popular young people, mem
54
doesn't matter much—too far away to ocean, eating dead fish.” they j
126-125
lobster.
(In
effect Oct. 1. 1930)
bers of the Grange, and the bride has
w
Vinalhaven Line
ask me. And for the life of me, I
Not only that, but they told me be of interest.
made
many
friends
in
town
during
Steamer
leaves
Vinalhaven dally ex
I bi>
Occasionally you will find some one don't know—except lobsters are darn
5b
frankly that they couldn't see what
the past year when she served as cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln
ORFF’S CORNER
Rockland
at
9
20
A
M. Returning leaves
there could be in a big green-shelled here from Ohio. Pennsylvania or good and rather expensive eating— i
teacher in the Heal district school.
Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
a" 1
Mrs LUla Webber is in Allbllrn the
bug that crawled on the bottom of Massachusetts. I found a jeweler enuld1 hold
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hardy arrived haven. arriving at 3.45 P. M.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
the sea (after I had described the who, with his wife, came from Med
HORIZONTAL
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
anH°th)SUt
day?' euest of her sister Mrs. A. E. Earle.
home Sunday from a motor trip to
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally ex
10-Waste
lobster to them), that would interest ford and Woburn 19 years ago, with thT PnX' Xh ifa challe?ge ! Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Johnson of
45-Llke
1-Comprehend
Providence where they were guests cept
Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston
bronchitis and rheumatism, and both Intewa?nin7U?;
47-Picture-taking
13-River in E. England
anyone as something good to eat.
6-Slow moving
t 7"
Cambridge. Mass., have been recent
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Downs.
ington at 6.55 A. M.. North Haven at 7.50
15-Prince of Moham
apparatus (pt.)
It seems impossible in this age that have been cured, have settled here,
mammal
A.
M..
due to arrive at Rockland about
th(- 1 ^etU>rn' Copper i guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert ElMrs. Grace Heal visited in Portland
medan East
9 o’clock. Returning leaves Rockland at
well
4ft-Musical note
there could be anyone who had not built a nice home, have a good busi Kettle also take notice.
11- A large lake
last week.
1.30
P.
M.. North Haven at 2 35 F. M..
17-lreland (poet.)
49-To suffer from
heard of a lobster. These men came ness, and have never been back, and
12- Departed
After a heavy shower I slipped on The community has lost another of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maloon of Stonington at 3.40 P. M.. dye to arrive at
20-Feminine name
extreme hunger
from Oklahoma, Iowa, Colorado and never intend to go back. They are some rubbers I had brought wtth me its respected citizens in the passing
14- Teachcr
Portland were weekend guests of Mr. Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
23-Toward
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
(51-Models
Missouri. They also acknowledged the exception that makes the rule from Maine and started for the post of charIes Jackson whose death
15- Mountain in
and Mrs. William Maloon.
25-Very
53- Stagger
they had never eaten or seen a clam good.
office, eight blocks away to get the Curred at his home Oct 13 after a
Italian Tyrol
The rain of last week was very
27-Parity
Up to this point in the develop mail. It seems they do not wear rub- ; very short illness
54- Greasy
—but they had heard of canned oys
18- Printer's measure
welcome and aided greatly in filling CHILDREN ALMOST HATE
29-Ncurished
55- Shrewd and sly
ters in the chain stores, but had never ment here, the money has come from bers in this country; the stores do not Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer, i 19- Craze
j the wells.
32-To cook in an oven
(slang)
Chicago, Denver, San Antonio, Kan handle them because there seems to civde Borneman. Mrs. Amber Childs,
eaten any.
21- Musical note
Miss Maude Marean of Standish CROSS,NERVOUS MOTHER
33-A kiln for drying
56- Deais out
There are no fish markets here ex sas City, Houston and Dallas. Bank be no call for them. My rubbers at- Mr and Mrs. Robert M/otte and
22- insect egg
was a guest last week of Mrs. Carrie "My children almost hated me, I
hops
24- Crowd in among
cept those connected with meat ing and loan firms in those cities traded as much attention as a fur Mrs. Marjorie Ralph attended
| Hall.
was so cross. Thanks to Vinol, my
34- Near
VERTICAL
opposing objects
markets, and these fish men have have financed settlers from Colorado overcoat would in Palm Beach in Topsham Fair last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hardy and nervousness js all gone and we are
35lnertly
never seen a lobster or a crawfish, (ranches), Kansas (wheat farmers), July.
25- Misdeed
} daughter Elsie have been passing a happy again."—Mrs. T. Johnstone,
County Agent R. C. Wentworth
35-A dot
2- A color
The cattlemen wear leather boots; and R. M. Hutchinson., forestry spe
26- Fall
and I had to explain to them what Missouri and Texas cattle men;
' week in Providence, guests of Mr. and For 30 years doctors have pre
33-Exist
3A
county
in
28-Sheltered side
I was talking about. They had oys wheat farmers from the Dakotas and the cotton planters wear rubber cialist, conducted a wood lot im
Mrs. Donald Downs,
scribed Vinol because it contains im
39A
level
shaded
walk
W.
Rumania
29- A fountain
ters in sealed tin cans, canned Nebraska; farmers from Iowa; and boots in wet weather, as do the or- provement demonstration Tuesdav at
j Miss Fannie Massalin who has portant mineral elements of iron, cal
40Cancel
4- Tendon
30- lndefinite article
chardists; the Mexicans go bare Vellis Weaver's.
j been hftme on a few days’ recess re- cium and cod liver peptone. The
42- Preserver
5- A sea-bird
31- Exist
footed; and the rest wear anything Mrs. James Hall returned Monday
I turned Monday to Rockland High very FIRST bottle brines sound sleep
43- Wireless
6- A marine growth
32- Scream
that is soft, cool and liabple. When to her home in Elmore after a week's
j School.
and a BIG appetite. Nervous, worn46An
Indian
tribe
7- Massive
33- Careen
i it rains thev just get wet, that's all. visit with her daughter Mrs. Albert
Miss Sarah Daniels of New York out people are surprised how QUICK
47Dispose
of
by
sale
8- Combining form.
37-A lady
They have a great deal of pneumonia. Elwell'.
i city has been a guest of her sister Vinol gives new life and pep! Tastes
50-Part of verb ‘‘to be"
Bone
41- A grain
I but they won’t wear rubbers; half
Mrs. Myra Young.
Arthur Jackson of Whitman.
52-An expression of
9- To take leave
42- More lucid
the natives have “winter" colds in Mass., was in town to attend the fu
Much sympathy is expressed for delicious. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug
assent
(abbr.)
44-Deface
the head (when the thermometer at neral of his grandfather the late
I Carle Mathews who recently lost his gists.
76 and 80).—they call that cold Charles Jackson.
j house in a fire.
A. M. Ross made a business trip
here—but no one will do anything Mrs. Nettie Brown is visiting her
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
i to try and kee phis feet dry.
to Belfast Monday.
daughter Mrs. Meda Ralph in Lynn.
Work Done Anywhere
EAST UNION
The 4-H Clubs held their local con
T
F
R
A
Prompt Service
test last week at the Com
. —
h „ hflC
BURKETTVILLE
And so I am the strange man from munity House. The girls' sewing
O M A R
The interior of grange hall has ,
Water
pipes
Repaired and Relaid.
Maine, who wears rubbers in wet club had an exhibit of articles made
been painted. Wilder Moore and crew Mrs. Jesse Rhodes entertained the
>1 O D|E
Inside and Out. Digging included.
weather, carries an umbrella when it by them during the club year, and
of
Warren
doing
the
work.
;
Farm
feureau
Oct.
21
and
an
enjoyEIC
A S EIA
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
! is pouring rain, and walks around among them a dress, a nightgown,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton able day was spent by 16 ladies
with a little curve extending out aprons, dust caps, holders and
A
were Sunday guests of his uncle J. “Eggs at Any Meal" was the subject Laid Out and Cleaned when
N 01 s Y N 1 V A L
Cesspools Dug
ward just below the second vest but towels, besides garments neatly
C. Morton in Farmington.
! for the day. Recipes were tried out Plugged.
Shallow Cellars
ton. Cattlemen and ranchmen are as patched and stockings nicely darned.
A NlA
A N|E
Mr. 'and Mrs. Robert Kearly have I and the results served at noon. Nov. Rocked.
Deeper.
Floors Cemented
straight as Indians.
The settlers The boys' bean club had an exhibit of
P OI5 EN T|A L T!Y)
moved into his father's tenement and 11 Mrs- Nettie Grinnell entertains:
here from the plains states to the beans which they had raised and se
will have employment in this place subject "Christmas Suggestions and Walls Repaired.
OlN
E
L
1
north, who have never seen or eaten lected for seed beans. There was a
I
________ „
I Candies," and each member is reN o O N
1 G A
N A
a lobster, have had no time or lei I short program in charge of the boys
durmg the winte n
.
quested to contribute one Christmas
S. E. Eaton
J.
L.
Dornan
has
been
very
busy
the
”
sure to acquire a “pod" at the waist Albert Elwell, leader, consisting of a
U N'AlU E V i |n c 1 V E
TEL.
534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
past
month
doing
monumental
work!
George
Benner
Qf
Noi
.
th
Wald0
.
line.
R E d| 1 5 E R
1 M
J demonstration by each club and
44StC
The retail stores employ about ! stories of club work and meetings,
ln
J?
u
4.
oa
^
c
boro
is
painting
at
Frank
Sukef
orth
’
s
A E RO
R L|A!D
Phi ip Roberts and Howard Roberts
at charles Grinnells.
two-thirds Mexican help on this side j Miss Spearin exhibited pictures of
of Arlington Mass nephews of Mrs^ Augustus Lermond of Union is
of the border. Probably one-fourth the National 4-H Club and its work
George Davis of this place, recently j painting George Miller's buildings,
of the population is Mexican, and in Washington. D. C. County Agent
EAST WALDOBORO
made a flying tripto the aviation, Miss Alice Moody Qf thg primary
they have much money to spend | Wentworth was present and gave a
field in Rockland. They then mo" school attended thc State Teacher
every Saturday night. The three talk on club work.
Ralph Flanders of Portland has tored to East Union where they were convention at Bangor.
5-10-25C. stores do a tremendous;
-------been spending hisvacation with his guests at the home of their aunt for pauI Mai]hotte of Union has been
business. A Mexican will take his
SOUTH WARREN
parents Mr.andMrs. J.L. Flanders, a few days. Before leaving Rockland laying a chimnev at Irvin Turner's.
entire week's wages and go down
J and
6 Mrs. Ralph Light, Mr. and
town with his wife or girl on a Sat- ;
If you have been waiting for
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest Mank and on their return
7,.
. trip
xi. i thei_aviators
.v.iJ I ' Mr.
The Grange fair tvas tvell attended children Edwin, Burnell and Mar planned a flight in their plane, their Mrs Lorenzo Linscott, Mr. and Mrs. prices to reach bottom—come now
urday night and spend the whole of
it before he starts home. Money and a goodly sum realized.
garet were guests Sunday of Dr. and aunt Mrs Davis and family with | Nclson calderwood, Mrs. Leila for ours are already there!
whom they had visited and several I Turner. Mrs. Oret Smith, Mrs. Ella Tremendous Reductions on these
Mrs. Mary Libby is in Boston to Mrs. M. L. Palmer at the village.
burns holes in his pockets. Bright
friends being among the passengers. Grinnen Mrs Nettie Grinnell and greatest values ever offered. Come
remain with her daughter for the
gee-gaws attract his attention.
Milton
Masters
and
George
MasThe trip proved to be a delightfu Mrs Maucje Overlock attended the in—nose around and you will see
i\\
Many of the Mexican girls in the winter. -. .. » j
, „
, , t ters of Round Pond were weekend one. and all were greatly pleased wi
annuai Farm Bureau meeting in a lot. It will give you an idea
M.ss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
sts of stanton Hanna
shops are very pretty. Years ago
their first experience in a flying ma- | Warren
, ,,
of the unbelievable value offered
their grandmothers here in the cattle was a weekend guest of her sister
Rena Woodcock
Mr. and Mrs- Wilbur Stratton, Mrs. chine.
Genthner of Nobleboro was in here. We have a fine selection of
country, or northern Mexico, married Mrs
*
W.
L.
Anderson
and
daughter
and
®
a
^.
a
„
h
„
j this place last Saturday.
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
the Texas cowboys; the children
Bowers
and Miss Rena Wiley
"
”......were
I Mrs. Maude Overlock of Washing- Special Stoves, in fact everything
RAZORVILLE
from those unions were 50% white., H. K Anderson of Auburn were re- Sunday
visitors
in
Hallowell.
j ton recently visited Mrs. Edward
to make a home. We also carry
Thes daughters grew up and mar cent visitors of Mrs. Rosa Cutting.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hanna and Remember the date of Trinity ' Grinnell.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair is visiting rel
a complete line of Store and
ried other Texas cowmen or ranchers
children
of
New
Harbor
were
guests
Mrs. Cora Grinnell and grandson Office Furniture.
Union at Chelsea. Nov. 2
and their children would be 75% atives in West Rockport.
Mrs. Edith Dingle of Malden was Sunday of Mrs. Bessie Hoffses.
Miss Amy Powell is for a few days Philip Maddocks have returned from
white. Now comes the generation we
Mrs.
Edith
Dingle
of
Malden,
Mass,
ROCKLAND
a visit in Massachusetts.
see in the stores here, and many of a recent guest of Mrs. Mary Orne.
visiting her cousin Mrs. L. L. Mank with Mrs. Lydia Jones who has an
them are 8714% white. The girls reNews has been received of the se- is Mrs.
infected
foot.
FURNITURE
CO.
Rose Robinson has returned Mrs. Mary Hopkins visited her
tain the large, beautiful, dark eyes of j ri°us illness of Mrs. Merritt Robin- to Albion.
the late B. K. Ware as general manaFormerly occupi.d by Rockland
this week.
the Spanish-American owmen.the red son at her home in Lynn,
! ger of the company.
Produce Ca.
Mrs. Laura Orff and son Arnold mother
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Humes were . The recent rain has raised the
cheeks, the plump figures, with grace- j William R. Simmons has moved his were at North Jay Sunday.
Telephon. 427-R
1
family
from
Rockland
into
the
house
visitors
Sunday
of
Mrs.
Clara
Clark.
He: I didn’t know you could bake
Rockland
ful curves like the old Rio Grande.
Mrs. Samuel Jones of Belfast is Ralph Hibbert has finished sawing wells and streams in a manner very 41 Till«on Ave.
| recently bought of Mrs. Etta Looke.
gratifying to those who were without
llOSTtf
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond. Ed visiting her daughter Mrs. Fred his pulp wood.
biscuits?
water.
NORTH WARREN
win Lermond and Muriel Coffin mo- Mank.
Mrs Minnie Savage is at her ‘son
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones were
Glenwood F. Reever of Beverly. Willard's for awhile, having visited
----| tored to Belfast Sunday.
at Burkettville Sunday.
CHINESE HERB
Mass,
was
last
weekend
guest
of
his
Miss
Edna
Post
who
has
employ-1
Mrs.
Bertha
Jordan
and
Mrs.
Liher
daughter
at
Union
last
week.
She: I didn’t either. This is thc
Alton Hibbert has a family which
QIHSKLY
ALLAYS
ment in Porter recently visited her, zette Jordan visited their brother mother, Mrs. N. S. Reever.
Harry Dutton of Foxboro. Mass.,
be see* to be appreciated.
Miss Rena Wiley was in Warren spent a few days with his family must
PAIIindlTCfflM
parents.
Harris Copeland Tuesday at the
first time I ever tried.
Granville
Turner
who
has
been
ill
last Saturday and visited with Mrs. here and to welcome the new daugh
If you suffer from Itching, blind,
Several from this place attended! Meadows,
is much improved.
protruding or bleeding Piles you are
G. F. Winslow.
ter who was born Oct. 24.
Mrs.
Leola
Chadwick
and
daughter
the wedding reception of Mr. and
likely
to be amazed at the soothing,
School was closed two days last
Forest Chapman has repiped his
He: Honestly? Why they are sim
are moving into Cleo Bart healing power of the rare, imported
Mrs. Wilburt Mank. North Waldoboro
SOUTH HOPE
week as Miss Florence Creamer at furnace and is now all ready for cold Selma
Chinese
Herb, which fortifies Dr.
lett's home where they plan to spend Nixon's Chlnaroid.
Monday evening.
It's the newest
tended the teachers convention at
ply delicious.
the winter with Mrs. Bartlett and and fastest acting treatment out.
Mabel Crawford recently visited
Relatives gathered at the home of Bangor. Several scholars are con weather.
Brings ease and comfort ln a few
Iza Mank.
I Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Lermond Oct. 21 fined at home with the whooping Several from this place attended daughter Delia.
so that you can work and
the entertainment last Monday eve
Miss Irene Hibbert has returned minutes
enjoy life while It continues its
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Jameson vis- and gave a surprise party to Sidney, cough and it is also prevalent among ning
at
North
Washington
and
report
from
a
two
weeks
’
visit
with
relatives
She: Thank you. I guess I was
soothing,
healing action. Don’t de
ited Mrs. Jameson's mother Tuesday. the occasion being his birthday an- other children of the place.
lay. Act ln time to avoid a danger
a fine time. Everything was of the in Boston.
niversary.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Tolman
of
ous
and
costly
operation. Try Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank spent i Mrs. Eleanor Payson of Hope has
highest order, and about $25 wao
Harry Kharmann of Malden spent Nixon’s Chlnaroid
♦ lucky. Anyway I used Norman
under our guar
Manchester were recently guests of realized which will be used towards the weekend at his home here.
. the evening Tuesday with Mr. and been
antee
to
satisfy
completely and be
visiting her daughter Mrs. W, C. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Mank and Mr.
Mrs. Charles Mank.
worth 100 times the small cost or
R Flour and mother says that
repairing
the
church.
A
baked
bean
Wellman.
"
and Mrs. Elmus Boggs.
South Americans don't suffer in your money back. _
supper is next in order, Tuesday eve
Harvey Post had the misfortune to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey were at ning at Frank Folsom's.
is over half the secret of good
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
silence when times get hard. They
lose a valuable heifer Tuesday by were Sunday visitors at W. C. Well Long
Island, Casco Bay, for several Mrs. Geneva Leigher Chapman overthrow the Government and take
choking to death, for which no cause man's.
days recently.
biscuits.
could be discovered. C. A. Webb and
Mrs. Fred Potter and infant daugh Millard Mank and son Kenneth of and two children who have been at the soft jobs.—Roanoke World-News.
Dr. Peabody of Thomaston were ter have gone to South Bristol to Gardiner were guests Sunday of Mr. her father's, have returned home.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Sanford Jones spent Sunday at his
called but could not save the animal. join Mr. Potter who has employment and Mrs. L. L. Mank. Mr. and Mrs.
Whereas Frank W. Robbins of Rock
home
here
and
was
calling
on
friends
land in the County of Knox and State
Mrs. Grace Starrett died Monday there.
C. F. Jackson of South Waldoboro and during the day
Maine by his mortgage deed dated
’ at the home of her daughter Mrs. A.
H. A. Hart bought a horse at the Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson and Perley Jones of Portland has bepn of
the eleventh day of February in the year
! C. Hawes in Union after a long ill auction held last Saturday at Union Mrs. Inez Shuman of Portland were visiting his mother Mrs. Lydia Jones, of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
Since 1840 this Arm ha*
and twenty-two and recorded in Knox
ness. She leaves her husband and fair grounds.
also callers there.
w. I. Howard visited his sister Mrs. Registry of Deeds. Book 193. Page 301.
faithfully served the famlllea
one daughter who were unceasing in
Mrs. Flora Pushaw has returned The Social Club met with Mrs.; Edith Overlook Tuesday.
conveyed to The City National Bank of
of Knox County
I their efforts for the comfort of their from Knox Hospital where she re- Percy Miller Oct. 9. Twelve mem- j Edmund Prescott who is painting Belfast, a corporation duly organized
LADY ATTENDANT
and existing by law and having Its prin
| dear one. She also leaves many , cently underwent an operation,
bers and two visitors were present. fOr l, l. Morton passed a few days at cipal place of buslnes.s at Belfast in the
Tel. Day 450j
711-1
friends in this town of which she was i School was only in session two days Readings were given by Mrs. Jame- his home.
County of Waldo and State of Maine, a
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
a resident until her health became! last week as Miss Hartshorn at- son. Mrs. Borneman. Mrs. J. Mank
Tn the dnatb nf
certain lot or parcel of land together
ine cieath of George Sprague wtth the buildings thereon situated in
so impaired that she needed her tended the teachers convention at and Miss Storer. Contest, Mrs. G. them town
loses one of its selectmen said Rockland and bounded and de
daughter's care.
1 Bangor.
Mank. Oct. 23 the Club met with and Fon-du-lac Chapter, O. E. S. scribed as follows, viz:
On the north by land formerly of
j Mrs. Herbert Waltz with 10 members another of its charter members, Charles
ROCKLAND, ME.
Torrey, on the east by land for
I and two visitors present and a pro-which is deeply regretted,
merly of Isaac Ingraham: on the south
gram was enjoyed. Refreshments, Edward Chadwick. 70, died sudden- by land formerly of Alfred Babbidge; on
west by Rockland Street. Hereby
were served after each meeting.
]y at his home in Palermo from heart the
conveying the same premises that were
The Man Who
-trouble.
Living just over the line He conveyed to Elzira Crockett by A. J.
A herd of hogs can be improved by , Was in this town often and his wife, Crockett, administrator of the estate of
late of said Rockland.
using a purebred boar and grade (Leola Morton) from this town., A. W Crockett,
. bv his deed dated Augu.st 19th
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Knows the Best
sow, but it can be improved much Mr. Chadwick is survived by his wife, ]886 and recorded in the Knox8 Registry 35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
more quicklv with purebred sows and daughter Selma and other more dis- of Deeds Book 72, Page 189 and previ
Osteopathic Physician
ously by Joseph Hewett to Augustine
a purebred sire. Even with only one tant relatives.
W. Crockett by his deed dated September
Naturally favors the
sow, a good-sized herd can be ob
=
M
Eugene Light of M. I. H., is spend 10. 1852 and recorded lh the Registry of
Telephone 136
tained in a very short time. By ing his vacation with his father at Deeds for the Eastern District of Lincoln
County.
Book
18.
Page
485
starting with a purbred sow. keepin? his sister's. Mrs. Georgia Bowman.
And whereat the condition of said
her sow pigs, and breeding them
At a recent meeting of the Wash mortgage has been broken now there
1 regularly, more than 300 pigs can be ington telephone directors Earl fore. by reason of the breach of the con DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
thereof, said The City National
! Boynton was appointed to succeed dition
! produced in three years.
Bank of Belfast, by C. W Wescott its

A d)RD.Y

SILK SALE I COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

&

BOSTON!

EASTERN

3

"Delicious thc

<-■

CLEARANCE SALE

2nd-Hand Furniture

PILES

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

NORMAN

CLARION

The

Finest Furnace
of today

WOOD &. BISHOP CO.

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Rockland • Maine

.Established 1839

BANGOR, MAINE

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland

A. T. NORWOOD. Warren

Dentist

WONDERFUL FOR CHILDREN
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Prescription.

$

A Pleasing Characteristic of

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Is that It is a remedy Very Mild But
Effective for Children. Pleasant to
take. No danger from an overdose.
No griping. A specific for Croup.
Colds.
Coughs.
“The
Mother’s
Standby'* for Generations. Keep it
Handy.

President duly authorized, claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated October 14. 1930
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
of Belfast
Telephone 915-M
By C. W WESCOTT
SStf
Its President.
STATE OF MAINE
Waldo. SS.
October 14. 1930
Personally appeared the above-named DR.L1NWOOD T. ROGERS
C. W Wescott and made oath that the
statements contained in the above notice
by him signed are true.
Osteopathic Physician
|L. S.J
Before me,
400
MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
RALPH I. MORSE
D &M
• »•

l25-TflM31

Notary Public.

Telephenee 129S; Reildenee CSS-B
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Every-Other-Day
“NORTH

KNOX”

FRIENDSHIP

Congratulations are being extended j

VINALHAVEN
Matrons' and Patrons’ night will

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKVILLE

Elmer Keller left Wednesday night
Bertram Gardner who has been
for Boston where he is employed by with the Western Union Co., in Rock

and Mrs. Norman Simmons on | be observed Monday at the regular
As Told By One Who Has the Remarkable Record of Mr.
land has been transferred to Augusta.
the birth Oct. 26 at Knox Hospital meeting of Marguerite Chapter. Mrs. Baldrige of Warrenton.
Mrs. Katherine Studley is the guest
Mrs. Helen Ames entertained at
of a son, Leon.
O.E.S.I
Attending Every Fair
of her aunt, Mrs. M. J. Oxton who dinner Wednesday Mrs. Lizzie Davis,

etc. There was a brief entertain
ment consisting of recitations by sev
eral pupils, apple bobbing and other
stunts, and apples, corn cakes and
candy were served. It was a merrytime for the young people and much
enjoyed by a number of parents and

Never Again!
Probably never again will the peo
ple of this community be able to
hear and see sueh a splendid
group of Artists as will be here
Wednesday. The

Dr. Randall J. Condon addressed Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn will
the Middlesex County Teachers As preach at Union Church Sunday will accompanye her to Florida where Miss Sadie Littel and Mrs. Catherine
Follett of Rockland.
sociation Oct. 31 at their ann"al morning and evening. There will be they will spend the winter.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
(By E. E. Light)
Miss Mary Fogler has returned Miss Louise C. Sherer who passed
meeting at Tremont Temple. His special music by the choir.
News
was received here Saturday
from
New
York.
a
few
(Jays
last
week
with
her
subject
was
"Art
worth
living
and
the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
| county, which was done jointly by the
W. W. Wells, keeper at Saddleback Perley Merrifield is expected home brother Lester on North Haven, re of the death of Alma (Davis) An
One of the most notable annual I the two societies of the county while teachers part in helping to make Light Station, was a recent guest at today
(Saturday, from Knox Hos- turned Friday morning by seaplane, drews of Port Clyde. Mrs Andrews'
events in Knox County is now con the Knox Society existed The first Life worth while.”
pital where he has been for an ap- i she was accompanied by her brother childhood days were spent in this
Mr. and Mrs. C. Henry Mason and Bridgeside.
ceded to be the fair of the North member so elected was Isaac Hobbs,
C. Drake and son Marshall pendicitis operation.
who spent Saturday with his father place, and sympathy is extended to
Knox Association at its permanent the last one was Ex-Sen. Obadiah son William have closed their cottage of Allen
the bereaved relatives.
Ohio are guests at Seaside for sev
Donald Tolman and family have D. A. Sherer.
grounds in Union. The fair recently Gardiner in 1891. In 1894 the writer at Martin's Point and returned to
moved into the Bert Andrews house, i Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bronkie were Mrs. Lewis Delano and family
eral weeks.
held exceeded all former ones in was elected by the North Knox So their home in Pennsylvania.
Miss Peggy Jameson of Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morton en- Mrs. Walter Wheeler has as guests guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. moved Monday to their new hom» at
every respect but entries, and those ciety and held the office seven years,
the village.
parents and brother Mr. and Mrs. William Clough over the weekend.
were sufficient to overtax the ca until its abolishment in 1901, and the is visiting her grandparents Mr. and ; tertained Wednesday evening at her
Phillips and son of P. E. I.
i Mrs. F. W. Robbins was in Portland Mr. and Mrs. George Cook and Mr.
bridge. Supper was served.
pacities of the institution for their establishment of the present State Mrs- Sherman T. Jameson.
and Mrs Fred Sargent of Falmouth
45 ARTISTS
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sterling and | Miss Mary Neilson recently enter- Those who recently have enter- last weekend,
I Department of Agriculture
display.
tained the Tuesday Sewing Club are
Miss Carolyn M. Sherer motored to were weekend guests at A .A. Orne's.
Its ticket admissions for the two While reviewing past events relat Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa motored j tained her Sunday School class at a Mrs.
Mrs. Pastoria Cummings of Leom
Walter Wheeler and Mrs. Bert j Portland Monday.
major days were nearly 10,000, and ing to the Agricultural Societies of to Boston Monday returning Wed Halloween party at her home.
Andrews.
! Mrs. Ralph Thurston of Waterville inster, Mass., is visiting her niece
its passenger cars (mainly) tallied the county, I wish to mention some ' nesday.
Frank Osgood, Albert Osgood, Ivan
Mr. and Mrs. Ray P. Simmons are Calderwood and Byron MacDonald, From the two suppers held by the I visited friends and relatives in the Mrs. R. J. Marshall.
about 1200 within the grounds and 1 figures relating to the industry they
Afternoon Concert 2
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne, Mrs.
school about $17 was netted, which village Monday.
receiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
trucks, teams, and cars parked out- ! represent in the past and present:
returned Wednesday from a gunning was used to defray expenses for play
Vesper Hall is hauling gravel to Stanley Copeland, Mrs. A. V. Graf
Children
’s Concert 4
Oct.
28
of
a
son
Burton
Percy.
side numbered several hundred more. | In 1861 in accordance to an Act of
trip in Aroostook County. Mr. Mac ground equipment. Miss Drinkwater Sea View cemetery.
ton went to Port Clyde last Sunday
The Baptist Circle will hold a har Donald
Good weather, good roads, the best j the Legislature the five towns inbrought
home
a
deer
which
Evening
Concert
8
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Packard are to attend the funeral of the late Mrs.
and her pupils are very grateful to
of order, and able management con- eluded in this paper returned 6000 vest supper at K. of P. hall next he shot.
away on a trip. During their ab Sidney Andrews.
all who helped in-any way
Thursday.
The
public
is
cordially
in
tributed to make it an unqualified [ head of neat stock including 1200
Miss Bernice Parker entertained sence Leslie Lamson is caring for the Mrs. Leon Ames of North Waldo
Mrs. Herbert Patrick was hostess
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
success.
oxen four years old and upward; 5000 vited.
boro is spending this week at the
Carl Pales underwent a surgical to the Red Devil Club Monday at her friends from Augusta over the week stock."
This institution has now become | sheep;
and excluding Warren
Charles Tolman and Dana Sherer home of W. A. Bradford.
end.
one of the leading County fairs of (which did not report its crops, the 1 operation at the State Street Hos- home.
The Ladles of the G.A.R. was in Thc Mission Circle met last week are taking the initial steps toward Carl Fales was taken Monday by I
the State, and bids fair to become a other four towns raised 81,000 bushels Pital, Portland, Thursday,
with Mrs. Emma Leach for an all-day grading their lawns. The plowing, Dr. Hahn to State Street Hospital,
rival of some of our State fairs. of potatoes; 2700 bushels of wheat; 1 Following is the invitation which spected Wednesday night by D. D. session. Next week's meeting will be harrowing, scraping and filling ln Portland for a surgical operation. He ,
POULTRYMEN
Starting from the most lAimble be 19,254 bushels of Indian corn; 8600 Dr- Randall J. Condon has received President Annie Sllke of Bangor. with Mrs. Robert Heald.
have already made a decided im- was also accompanied by Mrs. Fales
ginnings more than three-score years bushels of barley; 2200 bushels of rye; from the White House: “The Presi The ceremonies were preceded by a 6 Myrtle Fiske of Damariscotta and provement. Had the fall rains fa- who will remain there for a few days.
ATTENTION!
ago its life has been steady and un 220 bushels of buckwheat. Flax, dent of the White House invites Dr. o’clock supper, served by Gertrude Grace Clark of Augusta were week vored earlier the seeding could have
Llewellyn Burns and Mrs .Hattie
We Want Your
interrupted. “Its founders builded grass seed and maple sugar were also Condon to be a delegate to the White Hall, Edith Vinal, Bernice Ames. Su end guests of Mrs. Arthur Clark.
been done and the grading completed. Burns were in Thomaston Tuesday
LIVE
POULTRY
House
Conference
on
Child
Health
san
Hopkins.
While
in
town
Mrs.
better than they knew.”
produced.
A good delegation from this village The pupils of the Rockville school, visiting friends.
And Will Pay Highest Market
The persons now living are few who Our latest assessors report, at and Protection which is called in the Silke was the guest of Mrs. Ola Car attended the C. E. convention in 1 under the able direction of their
News
of
the
death
of
John
Peter

Price
can recall its early events and his hand in the same towns (1927) were: city of Washington, November nine ver Ames.
Rockland.
teacher. Miss Mary Bird, gave a son which occurred Oct. 26 in Brock- t
tory. It may be of interest to re Neat stock, 2709; sheep, 360; oxen, 57; teenth to twenty-second nineteen Mrs. Annie Benner entertained the Rev. George Currier of Auburn will Halloween entertainment Thursday ton, Mass., was received here Monday. Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
view its birth and some of its early wheat, Indian corn, barley, rye and hundred and thirty.'
Weary Club at her home Thursday be the speaker at the church Sunday evening to which the parents and Mr. Peterson for many years was a
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
life, and the conditions at that period, buckwheat are rarely cultivated.
night.
morning. He comes as a candidate, friends were invited. The school- resident of this place, moving to
WARREN, ME.
as remembered by the writer who Flax, grass seed and maple sugar un
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Maggie Raymond left Satur
Mrs. William O’Jala is in a hospital room was decorated in true Halloween Thomaston about five years ago.
Telephone Warren 2-3
cannot recall an exhibition in the known, and potatoes in small
Miss Emma Simmons of Friendship day for Camden.
tn Boston receiving treatment.
Mrs. Byron Thompson is acting as
style and the boys and girls entered
Reference: Any poultry raiser
whole time that he has not attended. amounts.
has been visiting her cousin Mrs. E. About 30 attended the sewing bee
Mrs. U. E. Leach who has been ill Is into the spirit of the occasion ln housekeeper for C. L. Fales during
109-tf
When Knox County was organized :
at Union Church vestry Wednesday. Improving.
V. Shea.
his
absence.
their costumes of witches, black cats,
in 1860 from portions of Lincoln and | From 1850 to 1860 cultivated lands
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton enter Much work was accomplished under
Waldo counties, its towns were nom in Maine increased 30 percent in area, tained over the weekend Mr. and the direction of the chairman of the
inally in the jurisdiction of the so and 43 percent ln value. Neat stock Mrs. Arthur Thomas and Mr. work committee Mrs. Reuben Carver.
At noon a lunch was served by Mrs.
cieties of those counties, but appar- increased 59 percent in value. From Thomas' father of Oakland.
participate in their ex- | J920 to 1930 cultivated lands apparMrs. Ella Cook has moved to Rock Austin Calderwood and Mrs. Frank
hibitions.
ently decreased in area, as much as land where she will occupy an apart Winslow.
ment on Pleasant street for the win The Economy Club met Tuesday
was the increase from 1850 to 1860.
with Mrs. William Chilles at her
In 1866 an agricultural association Without quoting figures, today we ter.
Richard Potter of Brookline, Mass . home on Granite street.
was formed, called the Knox Agricul- I see in every rural community abantural and Horticultural Society,; doned pastures, fields, buildings—yes has rented the Callie Morrill house, After the regular meeting Tuesday
which existed about 25 years. Its last j entire farms, a decreasing popula- and is to engage in the clam business. night of Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge
report to the State was in 1890. It i tion, and in our cities a nation-wide Mrs. Eva Post has returned home a Halloween party was given by the
held its annual exhibitions always in distress and apprehension that is dis- from Mink Island where she has been following committee: Mrs. Charles
the southern portion of the county turbing even the President and his during the summer. The children re Webster, Mrs. Ambrose Peterson, Mrs
and not satisfying the needs and as- Cabinet about those in hunger and turned home early in September ln ' Vivian Drew. Mrs. Leslie Dyer and
order that they might attend school, j Mrs. Edward 8malley. The hall was
pirations of the people of the north- cold and honest difficulties.
Mrs. Carrie McLeod went Wednes decorated with ghosts, black cats,
In 1861 the State tax rate was
em part of the county.
A meeting was called in January, .0015In 1930 it is .007 and the av- day morning to Portland where she witches, etc. Games were played and
1868, at Union, which resulted in ob- erage municipal tax rate for the will make a two weeks visit with her refreshments were served. Winners
in the pumpkin hunt were Mrs.
taining from the legislature an act. whole State is .0403, being highest in daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Morse and son Charles Chilles and Mrs. John Moore.
of incorporation, approved bv Gov. the country portion and lowest in the
Guy of Gloucester, Mass, have re Mrs. Leslie Stinson received first
J. L. Chamberlain, April 16, 1869 for city sections.
the North Knox Agricultural and To those who would make our State turned home after a short visit with prize in the ball throwing contest
second.
Horticultural Society whose jurisdic-; a playground of our fields, our pasl Mrs. Morse's parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Sadie • Robbins,
• • •
tion was to be the towns of Appleton tures; our woodlands a breeding and H. F. York.
Hope, Union, Warren and Washing- j feeding ground for moose, deer, Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea and Mrs. Pleasant River Grange Celebrates
ton, and which continues today, al-! pheasants and rabbits to attract Merrill Simmons and son Lewis were The twenty-second anniversary of
though it has enlarged its area to ' alien vacationists and sportsmen, we guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Win Pleasant River Grange was observed
Wednesday night of last week with
include entries and exhibits from ' commend for their first and serious field Hooper in Glenmere.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod is staying with the following program: Anniversary
I consideration the words of Thomas
other neighboring towns.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freeman
Elwell
during
The first annual meeting of the I Jefferson: "They who labor in the
song by members; tableau, "Plow,
society was held in Union town house i earth are the chosen children of God” their daughter's absence in Portland. Spade and Hoe," George Geary, C.
Mrs.
E.
V.
Shea
and
Mrs.
W.
W.
M. F. Ames and Curtis Webster; pi
May 22, 1869, when the act of incor- and ot that "empire builder,” James
poration was accepted, a constitu-. J- HUI, that the wealth of a nation, Godfrey attended the movies in ano solo, Leola Smith; reading,
Rockland
Tuesday
afternoon.
Worthy Chaplain; song. George
tion and bylaws adopted and officers ' the character of its people, the quality and permanence of its institutions
Geary; tableau, "Three Things the
elected thus:
WALDOBORO
Grange Stands For—Liberty, Relig
President—Nath. Alford, South 1are aU dependent upon sound and
Hope; vice presidents, J. S. Gushee. sufficient agricultural foundation.
A. M. Wentworth of Brewer and ion and Knowledge," Lucy Coombs,
Appleton; Isaac Hobbs, South Hope;
H the spirit and enterprise of the Clarence Terry of Lowell, Mass, are Flora Brown and Beulah Ollchrist;
Charles Fogler, Union; David Bis- , founders of the North Knox Society guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Went reading, Lillie Gregory; questions by
bee, Warren; Samuel Ripley, Wash- ! and the propaganda for the attrac- worth.
members; reading. Worthy Master
ington; treasurer, George Y. Creigh- j tions of wild life, were displayed in The Homemakers Society gave an Gross; tableau, "Autumn,” Lucy
ton, Warren; secretary, William M.1 behalf of an old-time agricultural in- enjoyable Halloween party Thursday Coombs, Flora Brown and Beulah
Gleason, Union; trustees, Aaron I dustry, it would go far to check a evening in the vestry of the Metho Gilchrest; poem, "Autumn," read
Wiley, Appleton; W. B. Robbins, decadent and basic calling that can- dist Church.
Addie Bucklin; remarks by Lloyi
Hope; Silas Hawes, Union; James not safely be abandoned.
Miss Marion Welt has been visiting Crockett of North Haven; roll call—
Creighton, Warren; H. G. McCurdy
in Bath.
"Incidents in the Grange History;”
Washington.
The early years of the life of this Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell were song, Lillie Gregory; "History of
Grange,” in verse, by Worthy Lec
• • • •
I agricultural society was the period recent Portland visitors.
The first exhibition was held at 1 when farm houses began to be Mrs. S. G. Robinson of Redstone, turer; pantomine, “Wanted, A Wife,”
Union in October, 1869. in the de painted, and the big, red barns were N. H., has been visiting her sister, Willis Kossuth, Annie Geary, Flora
Brown, Florence Webster and Leola
pository building of the Wingate erected, and the fields cleared of Mrs. Florence Shuman.
Simmons Carriage Co., then an im stones and boulders, that made long Mrs. John H. Miller was hostess Smith: vocal duet. Flora Brown and
Wednesday at the meeting of the Beulah Gilchrist.
portant industry employing nearly 40 lines of stonewall.
Ice cream and cake were served to
Every stream had its saw mill, its Star Club.
men
No grounds were enclosed and thc grist mill and perhaps a tannery or Mrs. Laura Turner of Bremen and about 50 members and visitors. Fol
Common was freely used for its va carding mill. Cooper-shops on every Mrs. Martha Perkins of Wiscasset lowing is the Grange history, written
rious purposes. The pulling took farm were an indispensable adjunct have been recent guests of Miss Julia by a charter member:
In the town of Vinalhaven
place in the road in front of the to utilize the periods of inclement Keene.
In nineteen hundred eight.
weather, and rigorous seasons of the John Dvorak has been at home The
present sanitarium.
people wanted to start a Grange
Bowdoin College.
Two or three venders of ginger year, besides furnishing a market for from
So this story I'll relate.
Mrs. Joseph David and daughter They
got the cjowd together
bread, candy and beer and a couple the products of the forests.
On one October night,
We appreciate all recent methods have returned from a six months And
of brawling, patent medicine dis
got
the deputy. George E. Nash.
pensers in a top carriage, furnished of improvement in cultivation of the visit at Mrs. David's former home in To do the thing up right.
Scotland.
much entertainment for the crowd, soil; of better breeds of domestic Parent-Teacher Association will One thing, of course, was Important
while an occasional “row’ or brawl animals; of labor-saving machinery
And that wbs to give It a name.
and devices both ln the field and meet in the High School rooms Wed So they called It Pleasant River.
enlivened the day.
nesday
evening
of
next
week.
An
And that Is still the same.
It was the custom them to have an household We prize our good roads,
Day program will be given. Then they elected officers.
address, relating to agriculture by our autos to travel on them, our Armisitice
We
still remember their faces.
some prominent speaker, delivered postal and telephone services and The Odd Fellows will serve a Not many of them now are left.
chicken
supper
in
their
dining
hall
But
others have taken their places.
for the profit and entertainment of our radio entertainments, but our
Why arc Camels welcomed with cheers in any company—a twosome
rural Incomes and rural prosperity next Thursday.
the assemblage.
The meetings were held ln the old Vinal
first meeting of the season of
house
I recall one by Dr. Buxton of War has not kept pace with the demands theTne
Women’s Club was held Tuesday
or a crowd? Because they’re mild—not flat or tasteless but naturally
And many a good time was had.
ren and one by A. L. Bartlett of to support these modern essentials,
at the home of the pres Then we moved Into the old town hall.
Union, at Appleton in 1871. At that nor of the public demands to support afternoon
And that wasn't very bad.
mild. They have the marvelous aroma that only choice tobaccos, mel
Mrs John H. Lovell. Mrs. Alton We started with seventy members
time and until 1892 the exhibitions present expenditures for State and ident
Hall Blackington of Boston spoke
But we very soon had more.
were itinerant affairs being held in municipal improvements. Before an on
lowed by golden sunshine, then expertly cured and superbly blended,
a party of five sent their names In
"How to Read Creatively.” Mrs. For
rotation at each of the five towns. old-time prosperity and production Blackington
To help add up our score.
is a charming young
The second one was at Warren, the can return to these rural communi woman and her
can give a cigarette. There’s nothing artificial about this delightful
address was both in I remember the first harvest supper.
third at Appleton. That custom ties wages for labor, interest on capi structive and entertaining.
With all the food we could eat.
A
musi

tal
invested,
tax
burdens,
fertilizer
And visitors from off on the mainland
served to keep each tow nloyal and
fragrance. No doctoring, no over-processing can produce it. Camel’s
program was given with Mrs.
Helped to make the meeting complete
interested but worked against any costs must be adjusted to a level with cal
As our membership grew larger
Louise
F.
Jackson
at
the
piano
and
agricultural
returns
permanent improvements, or settled
refreshing mildness is there from the start.
needed room enough for all.
Louise Miller as soloist. Mrs. SoThey
they bought this little piece of land
condition. Its founders aimed to make The original constitution and by Mrs.
Jackson is an accomplished musician And Captain Webster gave us this hall.
laws
of
the
North
Knox
Society
it a strictly agricultural influence and
Swing with the crowd to Camels. Learn the happy difference
and her selections were given with
the following bylaw indicates the have been modified but very little the true touch of the artist. Mrs. They moved It over on our land
And a few repairs were made.
sentiments prevailing in those days. during the many years of its exist Miller is always a favorite with local
between true mildness and insipid flatness. Smoke without fear of
we got along with what we had
“This society shall have no course ence, a proof of their wisdom and audiences and she was in excellent SoUntil
our new floor was laid.
for running horses, or trotting horses, practical merit.
throat-discomfort or after-taste—just for pleasure!
we started to have some dances.
voice. Refreshments were served by Then
• * • •
For our funds werc getting low.
neither shall they give encourage
the hostess assisted by Mesdames We made quite a bit of money
For 62 years it has never failed to Nan Weston. Rena Crowell and
ment to the practice."
And more Improvements began to grow
Racing horses was generally re have a creditable annual exhibition, Made Gay. There were 23 members
lights we had kerosene lamps.
garded as a gambling pastime then. nor to pay promptly its expenses. It and guests present. The next meeting For
They did the work all right.
The grand midway of today was un started without capital or funds of will be held with Mrs. S. H. Weston. But
It always fell to the master
To keep them burning bright.
known and fakirs were tabooed. The any kind. It now has an admirable
So after we got more money.
first merry-go-round to appear was location and real estate worth many
On one of our meeting nights.
“Jim" Whitney's. He fiddled while thousands of dollars, and a handsome
Someone made a suggestion
That we have electric lights.
his swing was propelled by a stalwart cash surplus. It has enlarged its
man at a crank.
area to admit entries and allow com
A committee was then appointed
Pulling contests were wholly by petition from some neighboring towns
To see what they could do.
And they talked it up with the company.
oxen and steers. No horses on the but retains its original, official jur
So they put the cable through.
“evener” had then appeared at the isdiction.
Then the building needed shingles,
drag. Plowing contests were a fea It invites displays from any
But the brothers did the work.
And the sisters got their dinners.
Grange. And the Interest in that
ture.
We
know they dldnt shirk.
A thoroughbred animal of any class feature is increasing. Its settlement
or breed had not appeared for exhib in Union began in 1892 by the pur
So now we have things pretty handy.
And have money put away.
ition and a herd-book animal was chase of the property of the Union
And have quite a number of members.
Track Association. Gradually it has
unknown.
Although some have passed away
One of the duties of the society made improvements, and since its
We hold our meetings every week.
Perhaps some think It strange.
was to choose a member of the State purchase of the entire Titus farm
I was run down and feeling blue. When
they ask “Are you going to thc
Board of Agriculture to represent the in 1927, its expansion and improve I could not digest my food, what
pictures?"
ments have been very marked.
I say “No! I'm going to the Grange."
ever I ate seemed to hurt me; one
The management, by its present day a friend of mine told me to
Watch for the opening date of Ye
officers, has been able, prudent and take Eldridge's Neutralizer. I went
progressive. A larger main exhib- to the drug store and purchased Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at
j ition building seems to be a neces a package and started to take it; Vinalhaven.
131-tf
sity. and if the attendance promises at once I began to feel better and
' to increase a larger entrance and have been taking it regularly ever
SMITHS IN CONGRESS?
exit way to the 101 Highway Route since. I do not have any more
We want all your LIVE POUL
may be required.
trouble digesting my food and can
Since the separation of the United
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
The success of the past 62 years of eat anything I want now, says States from Great Britain 98 men
or write Charlea Shane, cars of
its uninterrupted growth should be Mrs. John Spillane of 5 Hall St., named Smith have served in the na
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ma. Tai.
an inspiration and incentive to the Rockland, Maine.
tional legislature. During the same
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
Eldridge’s Neutralizer can be time 47 men named Jones have been
people of North Knox and to all in
your door. References: Any poul
this section of Maine to carry it on purchased in Rockland at the members of Congress. At the pres
try raiser.
with the zeal and wisdom of the Rockland Pharmacy, corner Main ent time there are three 8miths in
"EASY TO LISTEN TO”—CAMEL PLEASURE HOUR
until it reaches the century and Park streets. Mail orders the House and one in the Senate.
Wednesday evenings on N. B. C. network, WJZ and
CHARLES SHANE CO. Fathers
filled upon receipt of price, 35c.
mark.
The Joneses are represented by one
© 1930, R. J Reynolds
$7-tf
Msoeiatcd stations. Consult your local radio time table.
I'obtuo Co- W uutaa-Selesa, N. C.
Union, Maine, Oct. 21
in the House and one in the Senate.

U. S. Army
Band

STRAND THEATRE

Another Strong Believer
I

Eldridge’s
Neutralizer

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Camels
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THOMASTON

ST. GEORGES RIVER

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blackington
motored to Quebec Friday and re
turned Monday. Mrs. Blackington
states it was a beautiful ride. They
found snow in Jackman. Maine.
Mrs. Daniel Lakeman and young
son Edward. Mrs. Vertner Beckett.
Mrs. Wallace Feyler, Mrs. Sayward
Hall and Mrs. Leila Smalley as mo
tor guests spent Thursday in Port
land.
Mrs. Herbert II. Newbert enter
tained Mrs. Annie Silk of Bangor,
state president of the G.A.R.. at her
home Thursday. In the evening Mrs.
Silk inspected Fales Circle.
Mrs. George Risteen of Skowhegan
is visiting Mrs . Edward Risjcen,
High street.
Donald Whitney is having a vaca
tion from his duties in the Ameri
can Express office. Rockland.
Misses Arlene Newbert and Gertie
Kuler gave a Halloween party and
dance at Long Cove hall, Wednesday
night. The hall was appropriately
decorated with the season's emblems.
Tire dancers were in costume. 25
couples on the floor making an ani
mated scene as they circled around
to lively music.
Mrs. Andrews of Tenant’s Harbor
who has bean gucst of her sister
Delora Keene has returned home.
Arthur Kalloch is ill from ery
sipelas.
At the Baptist Church Sunday the
order of service will be: 9.45 a. m.,
Sunday School; at 11. morning wor
ship, topic. "The Souls' Anchor;” 7
p. m„ united service, leader. Law
rence Carroll. Attend and encourage
the young people. It will be a serv
ice for all.
Herbert E. Newbert and Chester
Smalley left Friday night by auto
mobile for Boseton where they will
remain a few days.
Charles Lovejoy is recovering from
a severe attack of indigestion.
Thomas Long was the victim of a
painful accident Sunday morning.
In starting to descend a flight of
stairs his foot came to the floor in
such a manner as to break an artec
in his right leg. He barely saved
himself from falling down the stairs
re is not c;::l—::ra to the bed but is
obliged to keep his leg wrapped in
hot applications. It is well known
that Mr. Long has lost his right arm
and this last accident being on the
same side makes him practicallj’
helpless.
Tlie Beta Alpha Club will meet
with Miss Christine Moore Monda"
evening.
Genera) Kr.ox Chapter. D.A.R.. will
meet in the Knox Memorial building
next Monday afternoon. Mrs. John
E. Walker will be hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sarisky ol
New York are vis:.ing his sister Mrs
E. F. Lynch.
Miss Alice Ma'cy was operated
upon Thursday at Knox Hospital for
appendicitis.
Services at the Federated Church
Sunday: Church School at 9.45 a. m.;
morning service at 11, subject, "The
Witness of theLife,” Sacrament of
thc Lord's Supper at the conclusion
of the morning service. The evening
service will be at 7 o'clock, the topic
"What Some Make of Religion."

What the Prosperous Finnish

WARREN

Every-Other-Day

DEER ISLE

—by—
MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
n. „•
----i Walker Pickering, a student at U. j
Miss Phyllis Belasco of Thomaston of M., was home for the weekend
L6S IS
NAttE- ALL I WANT YOU
THS
y'SEe - it's this way: - we an wy &al are
accompanied by Miss Marguerite I with his parents Mr. and Mrs. E. W
Farmers Are Doing Down Haskell of Warren had the rare Pickering.
place/they_a^I PAARTY MILES' TO 00 IS HAN&&OIN&- OUT, FOR A LONG-DRIVE lNT«e
the ballot Bok SWELL- USED CAR, i Bought at
■» ■WANTA ,
OOOHTA
pleasure of listening to the Padecapt. WU1 Green will occupy Mrs
That Way
SEE MR. / • **
on the outside
reivski concert Friday evening in Mamie Pickering's house this winter
BE G-LAO
polls//
While there overnight I Leon Weed is moving his family
OFTHE
TO Do ME
Tlie progressiveness of the Finnish Portland.
they were the guests of Miss Maxine into the house tie has recently built
polls
POLLS ON I WELL OF
farmers along the St. George River Eaton.
A LITTLE
<AANN*
Capt. Ralph Haskell is home after 1
load is again demonstrated in the
ELECT I ON I ^L theFAVOR , LollSRIMfr
WAOOYA
W6ll/
PAX/
case of Eric Harjula whose cow tie- Mrs. Benjamin Watts had as guests the season's yachting.
LIKE
that
!
WANT?
at
supper
Tuesday
Mrs.
E.
B.
Clark
, WOTS „
The
funeral
of
the
late
Mys.
Betsy
j
up is being remodelled by Matt BalsTHE IDEA?
Redmond who di. d last week Thurs
kin. An automatic water pump and and Mrs. William Barrett.
ANO I WANT THE BOK HANOy/^
automatic drinking cups are being in A Farm Bureau meeting will be day took place Sunday from the
SO (CAN DROP MX BALLOT, (|l3
conducted
at
the
Montgomery
rooms
home
of
her
daughter
Mrs
Winslow
’
stalled, and the new equipment will
*-/«8
also include a steam boiler and ster next Thursday. The subject to be Gray, Mr. Guptill officiating.
taken up is "Christmas Suggestions.
Mrs. Lena Spofford accompaniedI
ilizer for cans and pails.
fe
Nearly all of the farmers on the Everybody is asked to take their own by Mrs. Nan Pressey who has beer,
2
road report extra good crops this lunch and all are cordially invited with her the past summer has gone
whether
they
are
members
or
not.
to Portland where they will have an
season.
Arthur Harjula flew down from the Another Child Health Conference apartment at the Eastland during the
A lot of folks voted for a “loser” the last election, but those who elect a SEA VIEW USED CAR for a roadPresque Isle airport to visit Eric Har will be held Nov. 5 at the vestry of winter.
companion are sure to pick a winner!
the Congregational Church at 2
Charles Saunders of New York.
jula.
Matt L. Toorpakka has deeded his o'clock. Dr. Fred Campbell and Miss Will Saunders of Lyndonville Vt..
149 acre farm to his son Matthew, Grace Lawrence both plan to be and Ralph Saunders of Sedgwick
spent Sunday with their mother Mrs
who has recently come with his fam present.
ily from Copper Cliff. Canada. Mr. Mgny Warren friends and relatives Saunders. It had been 20 years since
STRAND THEATRE
NORTH WARREN
and Mrs. Toorpakka have moved to attended the funeral of the late I they had all been together at th,
Probate Notices
For Sale
Grace Starrett Wednesday at Union, home.
the Matt Kangas place.
Of course, we couia ask ior the
The recent item concerning the
To
all
persons
interested
in
either
of
The
Pythian
8isters
of
which
Mrs.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
Greene
are
Revival meetings began in the Fin
FOR SALE- Locomobile 7 pass. Limo,
death of the late Mrs. Grace Starrett opinions of gentlemen; but in this
the estates hereinafter named:
mileage, good condition. Take hens,
nish Church Thursday night and will Starrett was a member were also home from Southport. Conn., from At a Probate Court held at Rockland, should have stated that she left two case, gentlemen would be a bit sel low
pullets
or cow as part payment. Call
continue over the weekend. A prom present. The floral offerings were which port Capt. Greene has been in and for the County of Knox, on tne children besides Mrs. A. C. Hawes, a fish in their opinions; and a man WELLINGTON
FARM. Warren. Me. Tel.
21st day of October, ln the year of our
doesn't
really
know
himself;
he
inent speaker and singer from Fin many and beautiful, testimonials to | sailing a yacht the past season,
son
Chandler
Brackett,
and
a
daugh

Warren
3-12._______________________ 131-133
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
the esteem in which deceased was \ Mrs. Carrie Greenlaw is home after thirty and by adjournment from day ter Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear.
merely enters a group of arguers,
land will be heard.
FOR SALE—Apples. McIntosh Reds.
to day from the 21st dav of said October
Bruno Fosberg of New York and held. The bearers were F. O. Jame- j spending several weeks in Boston,
who heckle back and forth without Pound Sweets and Snows. J. F. CALD
ERWOOD.
Union ,_Me.____________ 130*132
the
following
matters
having
been
pre

Capt. and Mrs. S. T. Lowe of Ten- sented for the action thereupon herein In Everybody’s Column arriving at any definite, logical an
Mr. and Mrs. Aspelin of Boston rep son. Virgil Hills, A. P. Gray, and H.
FOR SALE—Hub heater and automatic
swer.
resentatives of the Cunard Line K. Thomas. Interment was made in ant's Harbor have been spending a after indicated it is hereby Ordered:
pump Tel. 242-J. Inquire 76 PARK ST.
Advertisements in this column not to
the Starrett cemetery at North War- I few days at the old Lowe homestead
In the picture, Kay Francis is seen ERWOOD, Union, Me.____________ 131*133
called upon Eric Harjula recently.
That notice thereof be given to all exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Capt. William Annis who has been persons Interested, by causing a copy cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional as the woman between two fires,
Very little sickness is reported in renFOR SALE—Open buggy, dump cart,
this order to be published three weeks lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
The Halloween party given Thurs- ■ sailing a yacht out of Camden for of
this locality.
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a for three times. Six words make a line. Walter Huston is the masterful per ice box. pungs. plough, two tons hay. 64
130-132
sonality man. As the Cossack gen MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R.
Alfred Harjula. Tolva Johnson and day evening at the Congregational j several seasons and Mrs. Annis, ol newspaper published at Rockland in said
that they may appear at a Pro
FOR SALE—39 ft. Nova Scotia built
era!, he knows little more than war boat
Edwin Hall started yesterday for the vestry proved an unusual success, south Hanson. Mass., were recently County
bate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
Rockland,
5
yrs.
old.
Bar-Ford
engine
compass,
Lost and Found
The rooms were strikingly decorated jn (Own for a few days and calling on on the 18th dav of November. A. D..
and fighting. Kenneth MacKenna 125 fathom rode, anchors, lights and all
big woods on a deer hunting trip.
with orange and black appropriate old frjends
1933. at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and
LOST—Wednesday p. m. Oct. 22, blue is the intelligent one. He plays the other equipment. Make me an offer.
to the occasion. Games, stunts and
Mr and Mrs S. S. Foster accom- be heard thereon if they see cause.
envelope bag with small purse containing role of a young scientific genius, a B. T. HALL. Box 334. Vinalhaven. Me.
CAMDEN
relay racing were indulged in. Some panied b Mrs D w T
and Mkf LUCY A. ROBINSON late cf Rockland, two keys on cord and money. Finder man who is on the verge of making ____________________________________130*132
please call ROCKLAND 1182-X. Reward.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
FOR SALE—Crawford wood-burning
of the young people wore fancy cos- Caroline Brownall motored to Ban- thereof asking that said Will may be
129*131 a revolutionary discovery. He cares
parlor stove. May be used as open grate.
The funeral of the late Frank A. tumes and all donned paper caps.
!ast week Fr,d for {he
proved and allowed and that Letters Tes
nothing
for
force
in
war
He
is
not
a
TEL
538-M.________________________130*132
LOST
—
Figured
silk
dress
between
Rollins, 76. will be held today, Sat Refreshments were served.
c,yde Smith and h,s
tamentary Issue to Alan L. Bird of Rock Temple Hall and Bicknell Block. TEL coward but personality means noth
FOR SALE—1 setter. 1 Redbone fox
urday, at 2 o'clock, from his home in Mis. M. S. Hahn was hostess at a I _ j
d z~» otwith
Dririn, land. he being the Executor named in U7-R
131-133
ing to him besides his work. Miss hound. April pullets. Winchester rifles,
said will with bond.
Simonton, Rev. LeRoy Campbell
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the Francis marries the scientist before 30-30 and 33. Will trade for grocery
ESTATE OF ADDIE N FURBUSH late
officiating. Mr. Rollins was in the ss,
and 1 horse sled. CHARLES O.
loss
of
deposit
book
numbered
506
of Lynnfield Mass., deceased. Exempli
she meets the general. Both are in wagon
mi„ M.
m nmno
ERICKSON. Warren. Me. R. D. 1. Box 98.
meat business in Camden for some Miss
Grace Wnikpr
Walker. Mrs
Mrs. Laura
Laura Conn., where they will be guests of fied copy of the Will and Probate thereof Issued by the Thomaston Savings Bank love with her.—adv.
____________________________________130-132
their
son
Alien.
end
the
owner
of
said
tyook
asks
for
time and many friends here were Brackett, Mrs. Cecil Cushman and
together with a Petition for Probate of
FOR SALE—26 ft. sloop. FRED A.
Foreign Will asking that the copy of said duplicate in accordance with the pro
pained to learn of his death.
son Harold. A delightfully social j Mrs. S. S. Foster went to Boston, will
SIMMONS. Port Clyde.
130*132
To Let
may be allowed, filed and recorded in visions of the State Law. GEORGES NA
Rev. Ralph Hayden, rector of St. time was enjoyed.
™ursHdaJ\ Mr' PostJr and ,°n ^ed Probate
Court of Knox County and that TIONAL BANK successor to the Thom
FOR SALE—Pines quality red cockerels
Savings Bank, Thomaston. Maine.
TO Let—Three room furnished apart
Thomas Episcopal Church, and Mrs. Miss Shirley Castner of the Hinck- wh°
b' e" sP?ndl"« a few days Letters Testamentary be issued to Fred aston
from
Connecticut
approved
R.O.P.
ac
ment. $5 week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
Hayden, have returned from an ex ley Corner School reports that they/lth hlm’ clos,d The Sentinels erick E. Furbush of Lynnfield. Mass., By L. S .Levensaler, Cashier. 131-S-137 St.
Tel. 1030
131-tf credited matings. Selected for vigor and
he being the Exr. named in said will to
type.
Dark
and
snappy;
also
a
few
good
tended trip to Portland, Boston and are about to receive a piano donated | Saturday morning and motored to serve without bond.
TO LET—Six room house, bath, mod Wyandotte cockerels. V. P. HALL, Rock
Wanted
bv C Frank Thomas who certainly Boston. After a short stay there Mi
Lenox, Mass.
130*132
ESTATE OF FRANK C PERRY late of
ern. 260 Camden St. Inquire E. B. HALL. land. Me
Miss Gladys Clark leaves today for shows that he is a public spirited and Mrs. Foster will leave for their Appleton, deceased, etitlon for Admin
Glencove.
131-133
WANTED -For the winter by middle
FOR SALE—Vegetables for winter
istration
asking
that
Myrtle
Perry
CulPortland where she will visit her man. Surely now even more benefit | '’inter home at St. Petersburg. Fla.
aged gentleman of quiet habits, inex
TO LET—Garage at 49 Pleasant St. keeping, cabbage. $1.50 per 100 lbs, tur
inan of Dexter, or some other suitable pensive comfortable room with break
sister, Mrs. Robert Campbell.
Inouire of LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Lime- nips. $1 bu.. carrots. $1.50 bu.. squash,
can be derived from the music course
.......
Derson be appointed Admx. without fasts or full
board. References ex- rofk St.___________________
131*133 $1.50 per 100 lbs., parsnips. 6 cents lb.,
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornells have so ablv taught by Mrs. Willis Vinal.
bond.
ISL.E AU HAUT
chan/ed BOX 182 Belfast_____ j_31_233
beets. 2’2 cents lb., delivered, all excel
TO I,ET—5 room tenement at 12 Gurdy lent quality. SAGE & CHATER. Upper
closed their cottage on Bay View Lee Walker's health is showing imESTATE OF WALTER A. ROBERTSON
WANTED—Furnished rent or three or St , finished attic, electric lights, flush
Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 274.
130*135
provement although he is not yet out
Elliot Smith is at home fiom Con late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition four furnished rooms in Waldoboro. closet.,
and returned to New York city.
gas, newlv papered and painted.
for Administration asking that W. J. Must be fully furnished for housekeepnecticut where he has been employed Robertson
Among the little tots entertaining or danger
FOR SALE OR TO LET—In Tenants
Inquire 10 GURDY ST.___________ 131*133
of Thomaston, or some other
lng
Write
XY,
Waldoboro,
M
e.
____
1
31-13
6
Harbor 9-room house furnished or un
at Halloween parties this week were Mr. and Mrs. Albert MacPhail and
Mr' and Mrs 3 L' Ch“pin recentl> suitable person be appointed Admr.
TO LET—5-room house with bath and furnished, large barn, with lights, water
without bond.
WANTED- Rabbit hound from 2 to 3 lights.
Joan Bird, Dorothy Lord and Marion Miss Helen Robinson attended the vi^j£ed jn Stonington.
MRS WALTER CURRIER. 32 in house. 5 minutes walk from village,
•ears
old.
well
trained.
JAMES
L.
YEYOF FRANK S. RHODES lat<
Green St.. Thomaston. Tel. 13-2.
view of harbor, about 35 acres, woods
Halloween party given by Union
The Busy Bees met last week with ofESTATE
Shuman.
>
<AL. 14 Lawrence St.
131*133 ___________________________________ 131*133 fine
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
and fields. FRANK MORRIS. Tenant's
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McGrath and High Thursday evening.
Clara Barter.
ministration asking that William K
WANTED—Position by stenographer’,
Harbor. Me._______________ ________ 130*132
TO
LET
—
In
Thomaston,
furnished
two children have returned from a Miss Helen Robinson spent thc I Herbert Morse of S. S. Sagamore Rhodes of Rockland, or some other suit experienced. TEL. 35-W_________ 131*133 apartment of 4 rooms for the winter.
FOR SALE—The general grocery and
able person be appo.nted Admr. withou
visit in Boston.
weekend with her parents at Ells- was a recent visitor of relatives in bond.
WANTED—Capable girl or middle aged MRS E D. DANIELS. 18 Wadsworth St grain business of the late George H.
131-tf
Mrs. Stanley Perry has returned worth.
woman
for
housework
.
EVA
A.
DAVIS.
Hart,
including real estate, stock, teams,
I town.
ESTATE OF GEORGE L. SPRAOU
Pleasant Point. J’e.
131*133
from Knox Hospital Vhere she under George W. Walker returned from
TO LET—House on Grace street, mod truck, etc. To be sold at once. VERNON
Miss Ava Rich for the past (pur late
of Washington, deceased .Petitioi
L.
HART.
Admr., 253 Maverick St.. Rock
went an operation for appendicitis. Boston Thursday and brought with weeks has been at Knox Hospital for Administration asking that Harolc
WANTED-* "r . woman for Watkins ern ERNEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb- land. Maine.
129-131
route in
’.Hand. Average earnings Davls._____________________________ 131-133
Mrs. Ida Dailey has sold the Dailey him the best news heard in Warren where she is receiving treatment, B. Enright of Reading, Mass., or som< $35
weekly. Chance for reliable hustler
FOR SALE—A living; room stove in a
suitable person be appointed Admr
TO LET—Single car garage at 20 Manle
marine railway yard on Atlantic for some time. Georges River Mills, ! At the Isle Au Haut school, Mrs other
to make big paying connection. Write’ St.
with bond.
Price reasonable.
Inquire MRS. nice condition. 44 RANKIN STREET.
avenue to Alvah Anderson.
Tel. 202.
‘
129-131
with strong financial backing and Evelyn Morse, teacher, rank cards ESTATE OF GEORGE H HART late 0. WORLEY, 231 Johnson Ave . Newark, ROBBINS on the premises. Tel. 143-R.
_______________________ 119-S-131
130*132
Miss Lena Hall and Miss Hattie interests, will resume operations as I were given out this week. Those of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad N. J.
FOR SALE—5-tube Radio with speaker,
WANTED—Housekeeper with boy 11
Clement are spending a week with *oon as conveniently possible, and having nothing below B are: Stanley ministration asking that Vernon L. Hart
TO LET—5-room apartment at 9 Water 2 new B Batteries. Exide A. Bat., in good
Auburn. Mass., or some other suitable wants position. MRS. EFFIE MERRILT. St. Apply to C. S. HALL, 21 Ocean St. condition. CLIFFORD WITHAM. 15 Fred
friends in Boston and vicinity.
will have as president George W. Dodge, Jr. Gordon Chapin, Edith of
129*131
cerson be appointed Adnir. without 31encove. Tel. 256-4,_____________ 131*142
___________ 130-132 erick St.
Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder anti Walker who has been associated with Grant. Frances Robinson, Doris Bar bond.
WANTED—By practical nurse, cases.
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood, long fitted
TO LET—Apartment. 5 rooms, kitch
daughter. Miss Katherine Calder, left it so many successful years. A ter, Carla Smith, Amy Cousins, Ha- ESTATE OF LENA A. NEWBERT late Would
assist in housework. MILDRED enette and bath.
MRS. COPPING. 39 $1.25 ft., also hard wood. LEON CALLA
by motor Friday for Boston where standard all wool goods will be zel Coombs, Cecil Barter, Barbara of Cushing, deceased. Petition for Ad MOSS, Box 53. Tenants Harbor.
Limerock St.______________________ 129-134 HAN. Pleasant St. Tel. 1169-Y.
asking that Ernest H New
_____ __________________
130*132
128*133
Miss Calder will enter Bryant & manufactured for both men's and Coombs, Ruth Rich, Dorothy Rob- ministration
TO LET—5-room furnished apartment
bert of Cushing, or some other suitable
FO SALE—Round Oak Kitchen Range,
Stratton Business College. Her place women's garments. It won't be long inson Those neither absent nor person be appointed Admr. without WANTED—Radio repair jobs. Bring in on Talbot avenue; and 6-room unfur
that radio which you can't get fixed nished anartment on Masonic street. practically'new. Hub Heater. No. 115.
as ticket seller at the Comique The now before the welcome clackety- i tardy: Amy Cassens, Hazel Coombs bond.
’teewhere, we have an expert radio re
Inquire at 166 MAIN ST., or call 1057-W.
ESTATE OF MARY COOMBS STAN pair man who can.fix it at a reasonable Inquire of FREEMAN S. YOUNG. 129-131 ________________
atre has been taken by Mrs. Eric In clack of the loom will break the Stanley Dodge, Priscilla Robinson
127*132
LEY late of Rockland, deceased. Petition charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
ROCKPORT
graham.
silence that has reigned supreme Dorothy Robinson, Frances Robin - for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a asking that door to Ford Agency. Rockland. 130-tl TO LET—8-room house with modbfn FOR SALE—Cabbage. Danish Ballhead
Sunday evening at 7.30. at the Bap since nearly a year ago.
$1.50
per
100
lbs.
JOHN
KEINANEN.
son, Doris Barter. Vira Rich, Cecil Stanley A, Snow of Portland, or some WANTED—-First class woman cook at improvements and garage. Ready Nov. Route 1. Box 102, Warren. Me. 128*133
Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth tist Church, there will be exhibited The World Wide Guild Girls after Barter. Edith Grant leads in the other suitable person be appointed Admr
1st. 44 RANKIN ST. Tel. 202
129-131
PARK STREET CAFE No tel. colls an
FOB SALE—Latest screen grid electric
have returned from a week's hunting a six-reel motion picture from Prof. being supper guests of Mrs. Beyd spelling contest, with Ruth Rich and d.b.n.c.t.a. without bond.
TO LET—Small house at 640 Main St.
swered. Apply in person.
130-132
ESTATE OF MARY E. MADDOCKS
Also large house on Camden St. MRS. E. and battery set radios. Bargains. C.
trip to Northern Maine, bringing Irving Fisher's book on Prohibition. Caler. Friday evening went to the Doris Bart, r seconds. Total enroll late
WANTED—Top buggy, end spring, box L BROWN. Tel. 613-R.___________ 129-tf M. COOK. 71 Tillson Ave._______ 128*131
of Union, deceased, first and fina
The picture is entitled "Deliverance." convention held at the Littlefield ment 18.
with them a small deer.
account filed for allowance by Elbridge style in first class condition. C. E.
FOR SALE—A good used parlor cabinet
TO LET—Three furnished light house
OLIVER, Thomaston._____________ 129*131
D. Linscott. Admr.
The young people of the Eaptist There will be a brief address by Rev. Memorial Church in Rockland.
keeping rooms, with use of bath and heater, a produce of the American Ra
•
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN CLARK lat(
Frederick
W.
Smith
of
Waterville
on
WANTED—A limited number of wash lights. 5 BAY VIEW SQ. Tel. 459-J.
Church held a Halloween party at
diator Co.
A. S. SIMMONS. Warren,
• • • •
of Rockland, deceased, first and final ac ings, either wet or rough dry. blankets, ___________________________________ 129-131 Me. Tel .122-11.__________________ 126-134
CUSHING
the vestry Wednesday evening and the subject, “Where Are We Going
count filed for allowance by Emma C etc., at reasonable prices. Called for and
Mrs.
Grace
Hoyt
Starrett
FOR
SALE
—
Tower Oil Burners for all
TO LET -Furnished apartment on
a very enjoyable time was reported. As a Nation?”
delivered. MRS R. L. ANDERSON, 74
In connection with the wedding of Dick. Exx.
heaters. The fastest starting burners on
The Congregational parish supper The community was saddened to Lawrence Stimpson and S. Madeline ESTATE OF BESSIE J. YOUNG late oi Broad 8t.. rear.
129*1311 Grove St. Modern. COBB-DAVIS INC.
Music, gXn.cs and Halloween stunts
the
market.
A.
S. SIMMONS. Warren,
will be held Wednesday at 6.30 at learn of the death Oct. 27 of Mrs. Young which took place Oct 18 at Thomaston, deceased, first and final ac WANTED—Three passengers to Florida _____________________________________128-tf Me. Tel 12-11,____________________ 126-134
composed the evening's program.
TO
LET
—
Homes
of
all
kinds.
I.
BERcount
filed
for
allowance
by
Harry
R
In
November.
TEL.
113-M.
129*131
Grace Hoyt Starrett at the home of the home of the bride at Pleasant Young. Exr.
Capt. Harry Lane is spending a few the chapel.
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed
LIAWSKKY. 385 Broadway. Tel. 816-J.
The next meeting of tlie Parent- her daughter Mrs. Alfred Hawes in Point
WANTED—Sloop thirty to thirty-five
stove length. $1.25 per foot. R. S. JORdays with his family on Mechanic
ESTATE OF BARBARA R WATTS late feet long, auxiliary power preferred, must ____________________________________ 127-tf DAN 6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M.
and
reported
in
the
Saturdaj
’
123-tf
Teachers' Association will be held at Union. For nearly five years she had issue of this paper, the following will of Boston, deceased, first and final ac be in excellent condition. Give all de TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3
street.
FOR SALE—New 4-room bungalow
count filed for allowance by Gertrude tails such
rooms and toilet, with heat in living
Dr. Howard Tribou, U.S.N., re the Y.M.C.A. Tuesday evening at 7.30 borne her ill health quietly and pa- be of interest:^
as
age.
accommodations,
H. Watts. Admx.
equipment, condition, price, etc., in an room. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W and barn at Spruce Head. Apply to AL
; tiently, during which time she had
turned Friday to New London after o'clock.
A unique feature of the wedding
ESTATE OF LUCY A. ROBINSON ol swering. J. L. BRAY. Purdue Univer ____________________________________ 127-tf FRED K. HOCKING. St George. Tel.
Mrs. Jack Raynes entertained the been most tenderly and lovingly was
Tenant's Harbor 11-13 or Tel. Rockland
a two weeks' visit with his mother
that in addition to the brides Rockland, first and final account filed sity. Lafavcte. Indiana.
129-134
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring 21-3.___________________ ____________ 122-tf
Twilight Twelve Thursday evening at cared for by her husband and daugh
for allowance by Alan L. Bird. Conser
Mrs. N. J. Tribou.
maid,
best
man
and
flower
girl
the
WANTED—Old mahogany table tops street, electric lights, gas. flush closet.
vator.
FOR SALE—Upright piano. $60 W. F
ters.
An all-day session of the Farm Bu-. her home on Bay View street.
for repair dept. Apply HAROLD RICH MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St Tel. TIBBETTS,
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
42-W.______________________________ 126 -1 f
ESTATE OF LILLIAN A. COLE oi ARDS. Cobb-Davis. Inc., 562 Main St.
Friends of Mrs. J. C. Fish will be Mrs Starrett was born at Spruce couple were attended by an aunt and
reau will be held at the home of Mrs.
cousin
of
the_
bride
dressed
in
the
______
___________ ___________________ 123-tf
Union,
first
and
final
account
filed
for
al

TO LET—Modern apartment, fine loca
WANTED—10 tons first class hay. Give
Minetta Paul. Commercial street. sorry to ieam that she is confined to Head in 1867, oldest child of Gorham style of long ago. The aunt wore lowance by Helen C. Lord. Guardian.
FOR SALE—One ton truck. , ln good
tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J.
Nov. 6. subject to be discussed, "Re her home on Pearl street by illness. and Deborah Hoyt She attended clothing that came from the ward ESTATE OF E. FLORENCE ROOER5 price delivered. W. J. RICH, Camden.
order. $80
W. F. TIBBETTS
129-131 _____________________________________125-tf running
The
ladies
of
the
Congregational
148
Union St. Tel. 297-R,_________ 122-tf
late
of
South
Thomaston,
deceased.
Pe

Castine
Normal
School
and
for
ten
conditioning the Wardrobe."
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
robe of the bride's great-great-grand tition for Distribution filed by Myra S WANTED—By woman of 65 position
Society
will
hold
a
Christmas
sale
at
years
taught
in
the
public
schools
FOR
SALE
—
Two
electric
motors, 7Vt
and
garage.
North
Main
St.
ROBERT
U.
Thc Halloween social at Masonic
as housekeeper for elderly man or woman
mother Ann Gay Allen, and the Day of Bangor, Admx.
122-tf h. p and 2 h. p„ In good shape; also
of Vinalhaven, Union and Warren.
or care of one not in sick bed. M. COLLINS. 375 Main St Tel. 77.
hall given Wednesday evening by the parish rooms, Dec. 3.
cousin's
apparel,
the
bride's
great

ESTATE
OF
BENJAMIN
CLARK
late
Standard
computing
scales.
W. F. TIB
There will be a meeting of the Farm Her interest in her home and fam
WATTS. R. D 1. Thomaston.
129*131
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
Harbor Light Club was well attended
grandfather, Capt. Robert Gay, worn □f Rockland, deceased. Petition to De
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
Bureau
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
H.
H.
WANTED
—
To
arrange
with
parties
termine
Inheritance
Tax
filed
by
Emm:
ily was exceedingly devoted. Always on his wedding day, July 5, 1835. and
and much enjoyed. The young peo
________ __ ____________________ 122-tf
going to or near Palm Beach. Florida Tel. 874-W._________________________ 120-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood. Fitted. 14; long
ple made merry with a peanut race Nash, Melvin Heights, next Wednes unobtrusive, she lived to give and according to tradition the coat was C. Dick, Exx.
about Nov. 7th to take three passengers.
TO LET—A house on Purchase St.. 5 wood. $10: Just sawed. $12; also lumber,
day
at
10.30,
with
Mrs.
Myrtle
Blake
ESTATE
OF
HANNAH
McNAMARA
ol
pie eating contest, apple bobbing in charge. Subject, "Reconditioning serve. She was a member of the the wedding garment of Charles Rockland, deceased. Petition for License Address V.S.P., care The Courier-Gazette. rooms, modern. Call at 41 FULTON ST. T, J, CARROLL. Tel 263-21.
122-tf
Warren 'Congregational Church and
to Sell Real Estate filed by Timothy E ___________________________________ 129-131 Tel. 213-R.__________________________120-tf
contest, fortune telling, etc.
the Wardrobe.” Luncheon will be ' Crescent Temple of Pythian Sisters, Wallace, grandfather of Vinal Wal McNamara
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-CarlAdmr asking that he ma}
WANTED—By collector silver mugs,
TO LET—Tenement. 6 rooms, all mod son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone and Mrs. served
lace
of
Cushing,
being
at
least
126
at noon.
be licensed to sell at private sale certain spoons, tumblers and dishes. 100 years ern. D. L. McCARTY, Northend drug
j Besides her husband. Isaac E. Star- years old, but in perfect condition.
Minetta A. Paul motored to Spring
ttt 53 Tillson Ave.
# * * •
real estate belonging to said estate old or over. Highest prices paid. BOX store._________
119-tf SHAPIRO BROS .heard
Rockland.
121-tf
[
ett,
she
Is
survived
by
a
son,
G.
situated
in Rockland and described ii 131. Rockland.
vale Saturday returning Sunday ac
120*131
Tne Cf-remony was performed in said petition.
Mrs. Viola D. Richards
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50:
I Chandler Brackett ol Medford, Mass., the presence of about 30 relatives in
companied by Mrs. Mabelle Crone
WANTED—Pair pure black long-haired light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults stove
length, $8; fitted wood. $14: also
Viola D.. 31, widow of Frederick two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Brackett
ESTATE OF MARIETTA STONE late >haggy kittens, male and Iem.' e. Large only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
who had been the guest there of her
lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F D.
of North Haven, deceased. Petition fo: spring kittens preferred.
B/. / VIEW Tel. 804-J.___________
Richards, died Thursday. She was Spear of Rockland and Mrs. Alfred a pleasing manner by Rev. H. S. Kil Confirmation
119-tf Thomaston.
118-tf
sister Mrs. Elliott Merrifield.
of Trustee filed by E FARM. North Haven. Me.
born. pastor of the Baptist Church
126*131
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
Trytohelp Club will meet Monday born in Searsmont, daughter of Wil Hawes of Union; one brother of Thomaston, the double ring serv Russell Davis of Lincoln, Mass . Exr.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrlpWANTED
—
Experienced
st.vChers
at
All
modern
improvements.
Inquire
at
!
tlons ln Rockland.
A large list of sum
evening with Mrs Lena Tominski ai liam and Phoebe iThomas i Cox. She Charles G. Hoyt of South Union, ice being used. At the opportune ESTATE OF GEORGE H. LASSELL, MODERN PANTS CO.
118-tf 12 ELM ST.
117-tf mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
was a member of the First Congrega and three grandchildren.
JR., late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
her home on Pleasant street. A tional
time
from
its
hiding
place
in
the
arch
for
Widows
Allowance
filed
by
Beulah
estate.
Come
and
talk
over my list If
TO
LET
—
Six
room
house
on
Grace
St.
also of the Monday Funeral services were held Wed
large attendance is desired as plan; Club. Church,
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
under which the bridal couple stood E. Lassell of Rockland. Admx.
m
, R°BERT U• COLLINS,
Notices ot Appointment
She
is
survived
by
one
sister.
375
Main
St.
Tel.
77,
118-tf
_____________________________________
112-tf
will be completed for the sale and Mrs. A. W. Keene, at whose home she nesday in Union, Rev. H. I. Holt of was released a shower of rice. Fol ESTATE OF LUCIA A. ANDERSON late
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro
Rockland, deceased, Petition to De
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let l
play “Deacon Dubbs" which is to be died. Funeral services will be held ficiating. The abundance of beauti lowing the ceremony refreshments of
AND
knitted
YARNS—For
bate for the County of Knox, in the State her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon- ; A BartPi^ «turer: sa^P,es free. H.
Inheritance rax med oy
held by the Club Nov. 7 at Town hall. today, Saturday, at 4 o'clock, from 10 ful flowers surrounding the deceased were served, the wedding cake being termine
Anderson. Exx.
of Maine, hereby certify that in the fol sible party for the winter. Call at 21 a naRTLETT. Harmony, Me.
123-134
Ernest Bills of Boston is thc guest Free street, Rev. Winfield Witham were tributes of the love and esteem cut by the bride. There were many ESTATE OF MARGARET M. ALLEY of lowing estates the persons were ap TALBOT AVE or Tel. 8-R.
111-tf
pointed
Administrators
or
Executors
and
of his cousin Herbert Coates for a officiating, and interment will be in of those dearest to her. The bearers gifts among them a hand-made towel Rockport, first and final account filed fo: on the dates hereinafter named:
TO LET—Upper flat, 12 Cedar St., four ; For RHEUMATISM take
allowance by Alta R. Tassanirl, Guar
rooms, electric lights, toilet. MRS. .1. A s
few days.
the family lot in Mountain Street were Fred O. Jameson, Alfred Gray, the cloth of which was woven on dian.
t
HANNAH McNAMARA late of Rock JAMESON, 40 North Main St. Tel. 456-R.
I
Virgil E. Hills and Herbert Thomas, Gay’s Island by the bride's great- ESTATE OF GEORGE L. SPRAGUE land. deceased. October 14th. 1930. Timo
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider and son cemetery.
BUXTONS
Byron were guests Thursday evening
all of Warren. Interment was in the great-aunt many years ago. The late of Washington, deceased. Petitioi thy E. McNamara of Rockland, was an- ___________________________ 198-g RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC
pointed
Admr.
with
bond.
TO
LET
—
Apartment
ln
Bicknell
block.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
family lot, Starrett cemetery.
bride also wore jewelry once belong for Administration asking that Alice A CHARLES A. OVERLOOK late of Apply to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix You will not regret it. For sale at all
APPLETON
Hilt of Union, or some other suitable
Wotton in Rockland.
118-tf leading drug stores. Let us send you
ing to her great-great-aunt.
person be appointed Admx. with bond. Thomaston, deceased. October 21< 1930 Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
THE NEW VICTOR
Albert Rhodes and P J. Good of
Ella M. Overlook of Thomaston, was ap
The out of town relatives present
a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi
ESTATE
OF
FLORA
E.
SPEAR
of
Mrs. Adella Gushee visited her
Camden motored to Ncwoort, N. H
included Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cook, Braintree. Mars., first and final accoun pointed Exx. without bond.
cine Co., Abbot Village, Me.
Miscellaneous
MATTI KANKAS late of South Thom
Tuesday morning. Mr. Rhodes going daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Page at Rose Famous Radio Has Eliminated The Mr. and Mrs. George Cook Mr, and filed for allowance by Sadie A. Rudder- aston.
deceased.
October
21st.
1930.
Kllma
ham
of
Braintree.
Foreign
Guardian.
NOTICE—The person who has my
Overlapping of Programs — Ma Mrs. Fred Young and son Frederick
for the purpose of bringing nome Kill Farm, Owl s Head recently.
Kankas of Thomaston was appointed Cruen wrist watch will save trouble by
ESTATE OF ELIZABETH M MAGEF Exx.
without bond.
thc automobile owned by the late Friends of Roy McLain, formerly chines on Display.
of
Friendship.
late
of
St.
Paul,
first
and
final
account
returning
It at once. MRS A. LARKIN.
G. A. Babb who died v. ry suddenly of Appleton, were shocked to hear of
JAMES A. TEEL late of Matinicus Isle 2 Summer St.__________
131*It
filed for allowance by The Minnesota
Upper Tenement <
Loan and Trust Company. Trustee, for Plantation, deceased. October 21st, 1930
Monday night in that town while on his death and that of his wife, in A great feat in radio engineering
This Is to notify all persons that I will
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
Eugenia
A.
Teel
of
Matinicus
Isle
Plan

the
benefit
of
Harry
Cushman
Magee.
pay
no
bills
contracted
by
any
one
other
Modern House at
a business trip for the Knox Woolen an auto accident, in which his little has been achieved in the new 1931
OF EVERETT E. SPEAR late tation was appointed Exx. without bond. than myself after this date. ALLEN B.
Victor five circuit, screen-grid,
Co., and Mr. Good to accompany girl was also badly hurt.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach motored ofESTATE
W. L. JOHNSTON late of Rockland, de- MOON. Rockland. Me. Oct. 31. 1930
North
Haven,
deceased.
Petition
for
GLENCOVE
Charles Ward is making his home micro-synchronous radio in its at to Portland Wednesday returning Administration asking that Elizabeth C ceased. October 21st. 1930. William A.
home the bodv of the deceased.
131*133
For particulars, inquire <
of North Haven be appointed
of Rockland, was appointed
Mrs. Ruth Garcelon of Boston is with Edward Ames and attending tainment of maximum selectivity Thursda". Dr. Leach has recently Spear
90-ACRE
VILLAGE-EDGE
BARGAIN
—
Exr.
without
bond.
Admx.
without
bond.
which completely prevents the con purchased a new Studebaker sedan.
Easy to make good living here, few steps
C. S. GROTTON
the guest of her sister Mrs. F. F. High School.
CHARLEB M. LOTHROP late of Union, State road, station and village advan
ESTATE OF TILESTON B. WYLLIE
Golden Rod Rebekahs held their flict of programs from different
at the
Fowe.
deceased
Oct.
21st.
1930.
Wilbert
S.
Loth

late
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
Petition
tages;
dark
loam
for
bumper
crops,
val

Saturday night when broadcasting stations. L. W. Fickett
for Probate of Will, a; 'Jng that said will rop of Hartford'. Conn., was appointed uable wood. est. 500 large sugar maples
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes very pleasantly installation
Orange
and Blacli
G.D.G
P..
Mrs.
Shirley
Bowley
with
Admr.
c.t.a.
without
bond.
Edward
C.
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
said
today
after
testing
out
the
first
with
equipment:
excellent
6-room
house
County of Knox
Probate Court.
entertained a party of young friends
Letters Testamcntarv j
to Annie J Payson of Rockland was appointed Agent (picture pg. 32 Strout's catalog) 15-cow
Main St, Cor. Park
Hoc
D.D.G.M.
Adele
Feyler
and
suite
in

In
matter
of
ESTATE
OF
MILES
SIDE

shipment
of
the
new
Victor
Radios
Wednesday evening at her home on stalled in a pleasing manner N. G„
Executrix named in Maine.
barn, running water, stable, etc. $1900 Is
LINGER late of Union, in said County, in the Will withoutthcbend.
Tlie house may be purchasec
Limerock street. Refreshments were Edith Gurney; V. G.. Anr.ie Pease; which he has just received at Maine deceased.
DORA F. METCALF late of Rockland, low price and 9 cows. team. Implements
reasonable figure
ESTATE OF MA3EL F. 2/.LDRIGE of deceased. October 21st. 1930. Harry T etc., will be Included at reasonable price.
In Court of Probate, held at Rock
served and the evening spent with RS. Helen Gushee; F.S., Amy Music Store.
In his long experience in the radio land. on the twenty-eighth day of Octo Rockport, first account fi e I for allow Sukeforth of Grand Valley. Colo., was Write todav for free catalog STROUT
music and games.
AGENCY.
813-DG
Old
South
Bldg
Bos:
ance
by
Dudley
F.
Wolfe.
Guardian.
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
Frank
ber. 1930. Frank M. Sidelinger. Luella £
Esancy; Treas., Cassie Paul; Cond..
Rev. George F. Currier of Auburn Frances Robbins; W., Elizabeth business, Mr. Fickett declared that Jones. George L. Sprague. Jesse W. Side
OF FRANK G. NORTON late H. Ingraham of Rockland was appointed ton. Mass.__________________________ 131-lt
he had never heard a radio instru linger, Goldie Reed and Annie Anthony, cfESTATE
Camden, deceased. Petition for Tro- Agent in Maine.
will supply thc pulpit at the Baptist Sproul; Chap . Mary Ness; Org.. Helen ment
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
“
rule
out
overlapping
stations
heirs at law of said Miles Sidelinger. liv batc of Will, atking that sa*d will may
ALBERT F. VOSE late of Union, de
for sale and rent, attractive
Church n#xt Sunday.
Johnson; R.S.N.G., Inez Arrington; the way the new Victor set does to ing ln different States, having petitioned b- proved and allowed and that Letters ceased. October 21st. 1930. Oscar W. Car- cottages
prices, ideal loactlons. tea houses and
Regular services will be held at the L.S.N.G.. Mabel Morang; R.S.V.G.. day.” There is no loss of tonal that Frank H. Ingraham, of Rockland, .rotamentary sue to Glenn L. Norton roll of Rockport was appointed Admr. shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
Methodist Church Sunday: Preach Alice Hall; L.S.V.G., Grace Brown: beauty in the attainment of this or some other suitable person, be au without’bo'd °CUt:,r :umed ln the W111 without bond.
Malne-______________________________ 128-tf
thorized to sell the real estate of said
OSCAR ROSS late of Rockland, de
ing at 10.30; Sunday Schoo!, 11.45; I.G., Carrie Cummings; O.G., Elmer maximum selectivity, he added, and deceased
CHIMNEYS CLEANED by Tonv tim
(including- standing wood and i
WltneMLLL2R
CRAWFORD.
Esceased.
October
14th.
1930.
Erick
Harjula
Epworth League at 6; song and ser Sprague. An invitation was extend “the new Victor actually gives the lumber), situated ln the towns of Union 1 cJuA'tyJUl--k?.!nP';b1“.LCourt f°r Kno’ of South Thomaston was appointed Greek 5 DONAHUE PLACE. Tel 1119
Rockland.__________________ _______ 129*131
Washington, ln said Knox County, i
Admr. with bond.
mon at 7. Mid-week notices: :L?.dies' ed to Union Lodge to furnish the en- radio listener clearer definition of and
at public or private sale, and distribute |
:
ORDER YOUR BANKING BRUSH
Aid will meet in th vestry Wednes I tertainjnent but owing to the incle radio stations than any other instru the proceeds, after paying expenses. ' Attest
DELLA LADD otherwise known as
CBAI.LK3 L. VEAZIE. Register.
tood lar«e loads for your money.
DELLA MORTON late of Vinalhaven. de Call L. CB.
among the heirs at law of said deceased; I
day afternoon; praise and prayer ment weather few were present but ment I have ever heard.
SMITH. Rockland 598-M.
ceased,
October
28th.
l«30.
Herbert
H.
It is Ordered that notice thereof be I
service Thursday evening at 7 o'clock. these responded with sqjags and reci j “This perfection of selectivity al given
121*17?
Morton of Rockland was appointed
by publishing a copy of this order. I
Admr.
with
bond.
DR
JOHN
LUNT, Medium will be at
tations. A faithful member from lows the listener to tune in on the for three weeks successively, prior to the |
| FOR STOMACH BENJAMIN K. WARE late of Washing the home of R.
A Greene 38 Beech St.,
second
day
of
December.
1930.
in
The
Searsmont was noted, Mrs. Sarah
which is desired,” he con Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Tuesday for readings and treatENERGETIC MEN IN EVERY" Bryant. A banquet was served for station
or Bowel Paina ton deceased. October 21st, 1930. Forreot every
A Musical Instrument
tinued, “and eliminates completely and printed ln Rockland, that all persons
R Bond of Jefferson, was appointed ment by appointment. TEL 1186-X.
tow nand village can earn big which Appleton Rcbfkahs arc fa conflict of unwanted programs." interested may attend a Court of Pro- |
Colic, Indigestion, Admr. with bond.
123-tf
The
Orthophonlc of Radio
use as directed
money selling seeds.. Experience mous, thc tables artistically decorat The new Victor Radio has been com bate then to be holden at Rockland, and
LET E A. KNOWLTON file your saws
MARION A. COLBURN late of Camden
show cause, if any. why the prayer of 1
and
repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIME

deceased.
July
15th.
1930.
Duncan
r
’
.
unnecessary. Steady work.
ed with Halloween pumpkin vases pletely tested in every “radio trouble said petition should not be granted. I
118-tl
of Camden, was appointed ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Ma. Colburn
Write lor particulars
A true copy—Attest;
filled with autumn foliage. The zone of the country," he concluded,
Admr. without bond.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
L. VEAZIE. Register.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
COBB CO., Franklin, Mass.
Attest:
walls were also "spooky" with black "and came through every test with CHARLES MELZER
at
the
Rockland
Hair
Store.
If it fails to benefit you when uaed as directed on I
T. CRAWF< TD
24 Elm St
130*133
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
cats, and other fantastics.
Mall orders solicited. H. C . RHODES
flying colors.”—adv.
the inaidewrapper T-.i^ottlt^oia by alldealan j
ROCKLAND, ME.
Judge of P. .bate.
Tel. 519-J.

T

TO LET

VictorRadio
Maine Music Store

131-S-137

118-tl

124-tf

Every-Other-Day
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It was a big surprise to Mrs. Harry
A WORTHY WORK
Walsh of 12 Trinity street Friday
; evening when the door opened and in
came a party of fifteen. She wasn’t Lincoln County To Create a
prepared for the event, but neverthe
Home For Its Aged Men
less refreshments were served and
i the party didn't break up until midand Women
' night.
In an arranged campaign for the
Mrs. Lucius Yorke entertained the providing of a home for the aged
In addition to personal notes regarding
Mrs. William Ellingwood is enter I Club
of Four at her home on Pleas people of Lincoln County, there is
departures and arrivals, this department taining the Cardinal Club this aft
especially desires Information of social
street Tuesday afternoon, honors being sent out letters signed by Mrs.
ernoon at her "home on Talbot ave- ant
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes euioc
being taken by Mrs Florence Keat Lillian Albee Nash of Damariscotta,
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly nue.
ing.
received.
general director, soliciting contri
TELEPHONE ................................ 770 or 794-W
butions for this worthy object The
Mrs. Alice Demmons who has been
Mrs. Nina York and daughter Eve letter reads:
the guest of her sister Mrs. Julia
* ♦ * ,»
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., will Shattuck, returned Thursday to her lyn and Al Pluard have returned
hold its regular meeting and guest home in Rumford.'
from a few days visit with friends in The women of Lincoln County,
day Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the
Hopedale, Mass. Providence and New Maine have undertaken a great
work: viz., to provide a home for the
home of Mrs. Clara Thurston at The
London, Conn.
John Newman is motoring today to
aged men and women in the county
Highlands. The speaker will be Col.
who have no one to care for them in
E. K. Gould and Mrs. Lilian S. Cop Malden, Mass., and with him his
Cheever
Ames
and
family
have
ping will have charge of the musical mother, Mrs. John Newman, who is moved from Swans Island and are their old age and who have very lit
r.K'.TCHEN /a.
program. Mrs. Thurston will be as returning to her home in that city. living on Spruce street with Mr. tle if any money to pay for such care.
■ mw r
sisted by the following hostesses: On his return Monday he will be ac Rowe.
Having made a thorough investiga
eup
i t«4»
Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs. Ann Butler, companied by his wife who has been
tion of the matter, we find that there t
for
two
weeks
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Mary
is no such home in the State to which
Thp Sunshine Society will meet our
Perry Rich, Mrs. Alice Cobb, Miss Mrs. Charles Ames in Concord, N.H.
aged of this county are eligible.'
Monday
afternoon
with
the
president
Ada Perry, Mrs. Annie Simmons,
Unless we are able to secure this
Mrs.
Georgia
Aylward,
15
Clarendon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Bird,
Mrs.
John
Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mrs. Myra
home, just what is to become of many
UVIMG Q.OOM
;
Bridges, Mrs. Anne Haskell and Mrs. Bird of Camden, and Mrs. Alberta street, when Mrs. Jennie Brock will of the worthy people in this section !
75 O x II'3'
serve
light
refreshments.
Rose
have
returned
from
Boston
Amy Nutt.
—for in many cases there are no fam
where they were for a few days.
ily connections who are able to or if
■ “ 1—
Mrs. Maude Hallowell Thursday so have no interest in these dear old
The bridge party under the aus
IWi
The ladies of the Universalist afternoon entertained the Club of people—is a question.
pices of the BPW Club at the rooms
Thursday evening had four tables in Church will serve supper Wednesday j which she is a member, honors fall
Just how much a home is needed
play. Mrs. Emily Stevens acted as at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. George L. St. ing to Mrs. Delia York and Mrs. Eliz is shown by the fact that as soon as'
Clair as chairman, assisted by Mrs. abeth Murray.
hostess.
it became known that such a work
___
\
Lester Sherman, Mrs. Clarence Bev
had been started, the applications for
Mrs. Willard P. Sleeper of South entrance began to come in. I only
Ronald Carl Lufkin, son of Mr. and erage, Mrs. Elizabeth Haines, Mrs.
The pians of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
Mrs. Willis R. Lufkin of Crescent P. P. Bicknell Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, Thomaston was the guest of Mrs. W. wish that you might read some of!
complete building information
Mrs.
Ralph
Ioring,
Miss
Lucy
A.
Griffin,
Berkeley
street,
Wednes

street, celebrated his 6th birthday
these letters. They nearly break I
Wednesday in true Halloween fash Rhodes, Mrs. Georgia Cross and day, and her daughter Susie a din one’s heart, they are so pathetic. We
ner guest of young Virginia Rackliff, have today some 25 names on a wait
ion. The rooms were gaily decorated Mrs. Ella S. Bird.
pupil in Miss Sleeper’s Purchase ing list for entrance. Upon investi
in orange and black with witches,
bats and jack-o’-lanterns in profu Mrs. Eva Flint was hostess Wed street school. The table was prettily gation we find, with possibly one or
sion. The table with two owls watch nesday to the E.F.A. Club at her cot , decorated with Halloween favors.
two exceptions, every one is a very {
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ing proceedings was made festive tage at Holiday Beach. Picnic din
worthy case and should be consid- !
with two birthday cakes and each ner was followed by cards, honors
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn and Mrs. Roger ered.
BUILDING
SUPPLIES
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
guest had a candle of his own to falling to Mrs. I. J. Shuman, Mrs. Walcott last night gave an informal
We have been able to interest one
extinguish. The prizes in the pea Harry French, Mrs. Hattie Davies dinner party at Mrs. Sanborn’s home man to the extent of buying a beau- i
LUMBER
SHINGLES
PAINT
TELEPHONE 14
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Win- tiful location of some eight acres on 1
nut hunt were awarded Gloria and Mrs. C. M. Richardson.
Witham, Donald Cate? and Betty
berg (Miss Mildred Tuttle) who had which there is located an old co
Payson. Ronald had as guests Elea The Shakespeare Society meets just returned from Plaistow, N. H„ lonial house, which with a little re
LINCOLN COUNTY JURORS
Linwood A. Davis, Monhegan, Ray
nor Hall, Virginia Witham, Stewart Monday evening at the home of Mrs. I where they were married Sunday. storing will take care of about 101
mond Fish. Boothbay Harbor, Gar
Ames, Gloria Witham, Ellen Cham Harriette Levensaler. Broadway, with ' The marriage came as a pleasant old people. We feel that we can care !
OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
Among Those To Serve at the Com land Day, Wqldoboro, Evander T.
berlain, William, Ruth and Betty Miss Mabel F. Lamb as leader. Act. j surprise to the many friends of the for this number if we have a fund
ing Term Will Be the Sheriff-Elect
Gamage, Boothbay, Arthur R.
Payson, Donald Cates, Maxine Oliver, II., Scene 1, of “Julius Caesar," will couple who unite in extending con- of $50,000 This will give us a yearly
Greenleaf, Boothbay Harbor, C. W.
Kathleen Blackman, Robert Bour be read, and papers given by Miss ■ gratulations.
Twenty-seven jurymen will report Hilton, Westport. Walter M. McFar
income of something like $2,500.
Caroline Littlefield and Mrs. Edith
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
gette and Sabra Perry.
which we feel, by using care, would
for service at the November term of land, Bristol, John E. McKenney,
Bird.
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss are among get us started, and we feel it will be
Central Maine Power Company)
the Lincoln County Superior Court Wiscasset, Harvey A. Reed, Boothbay, Chester Sherman, Waldoboro,
Mrs. Thelma Gardner was a guest I
----those in attendance on the Bates- like the snowball—it will gradually
Wednesday, Nov. 5, instead of on i Frank H. Skillin, Boothbay Harbor,
Wednesday of Mrs. Ray Easton at Capt. A. W. Hutchinson arrived Bowdoin football game today. This gain in size after we get it rolling.
Tuesday, the first day of thc term, as Sumner Sprague, Waldoboro, Walter
Rockport. Mrs. Kenneth White was; yesterday to join his family at The is the game which sees a general vis This place which Mr. Woodman has
PERFECT PIES
also visitor there this week.
, Highlands after several months en- itation of Bates alumni to their alma so generously given us, will be used
has been the custom In past years. S. Tlikey, Bristol, Wilbur P. Shaller,
Pie is said to be make a more dense, less flaky crust, Those called for service on the two . Waldoboro, Walstein K. Weeks,
___
I gaged in yachting .
mater. Dr. Foss, whose graduation for the first unit of the home and we
the
most
typical
Tne
fat
is
worked
into
the
flour
traverse juries arc: Melvin Alley ot , Damariscotta and Sanford E. Weeks,
was in 1887, counts upon meeting plan to keep everything added in the
Miss Myra Lineken has returned |
----A m c r i c n f o o d. [ either with the finger tips or some Boothbay, Carl Z. Bailey of South ' Bristol.
home after spending a few’ days in 1 Mrs. Inez Conant of Vinalhaven many old classmates.
come colonial style. He also has of
Arthur R. Greenleaf, one of the
“Home-mad pie’ is convenient utensil. The important Bristol, Hervey C. Bailey of WhitePortland with friends. She attended was a recent guest of her sister Mrs.
fered $50,000 in the event of the Lin
phrase which causes thing is to incorporate the fat into field. L. F. Benson, Jefferson, Thornes j jurors, will take office Jan. 1. as
the Paderewski concert.
! Orrin Smith’ Ocean avenue.
Clarence Stone of Presque Isle and coln County women's clubs raising
the mouth to water the flour without getting too dense J. Berce, Nobleboro. Clarence P. county sheriff. Also, among the
sister Mrs. Annette Bryant of Port the same amount, towards which wc
in anticipation of a mixture. The tenderness of the Blagdon, Wiscasset, Charles Burke, ; jurymen called is a representativeMrs. F. M. Beggs, who, for several Mrs. Louis Wardwell of Camden land were recent guests at F. C. now have $20,000.
entertained
a
small
luncheon
and
future joys or in crust is dependent partly on the pro Boothbay Harbor, Fred P. Carleton, elect to the next Legislature, Hervey
Flint’s.
weeks, has been helping care for
Knowing of your love for Maine
reminiscense of the portion of fat to flour and partly on Dresden, Astor Creamer of Bremen , C. Bailey.
her brother, the late Samuel Thomas bridge party Wednesday afternoon.
and especially for this section, I am
pies "mother used to the amount of water added. It is im
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blackington
of Vinalhaven, has returned home.
Frank Trafton and H. E. Comins of have returned from a motor trip to asking you to join us in raising this
make.
portant to add no more water than is
foundation fund. Every resident of
the
Maine
Central
Railroad
Com

There are two necessary to hold the mixture to
Quebec, on which they were accom Lincoln County is being solicited to
Mrs. James Balloch of Manches
pany
are
at
Mt.
Desert
today
on
general types of gether so that it can be rolled out.
panied from Bingham by Mr. and do his and her bit and they are re
ter, N. H„ arrived in the city Thurs
pastry dough used Cold water should be used.
MON.-TUES.
day called here by the serious illness business, after which on their an Mrs. Ralph Blackington. In Jackman sponding well, but you know that our
for pies, namely,
of her mother Mrs. Elbridge Orbeton, nual vacation they will go to Ma- they got their first touch of real win county has very little wealth and
The
dough
may
be
rolled
out
im1 chiasport where they will be joined ter in the form of a blustering snow
puff paste and plain
North Main street.
Da te The letter hei™ , h •
mediately or kept for future use. The
by John I. Snow and Robert Snow storm. They made a thorough in with only 16.000 in the whole county, ?er
to
nrante
( ";nre £n
S“nP; i tenderness of the crust is increased
Laughter! Beauty!
and
most
of
these
are
farmers,
we
are
for
a
week's
hunting
trip.
ler
to
prepare
is
more
generally
used.
spection
of
the
ancient
city
of
Quebec
Miss L. E. Philbrook is boarding at
having a big job to raise this amount From either kind of pa“iay5 te!by keepi"g ,th* W for severai
and
its
environs.
28 Pine street, where she will be
Spectacle! Drama!
„ three types of pies, cited. |
SR
of money. We shall deeply appre
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Norton and
pleased to receive friends.
your assistance and any ques covered, uncovered and tarts cr turn a noticeably shorter crust than dough
daughter Dorothy of Brighton. Mass.,
The Outing Club was entertained ciate
rolled and baked immediatly.
Flung in a Towering
tion in regard to the work, we stand overs.
Miss Elzada North entertained at have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. at luncheon Wednesday by Mrs. ready to answer
After
the
crust
is
fitted
to
the
pan
R.
Stewart,
Union
street.
Cleveland
Sleeper
and
Mrs.
Zebedee
In making pies time is always
cards and Halloween games Thurs
You understand we are incorpora
Magnificence Against
and filled if a filled pie is being made,
Simmons at the former’s home in
day evening at her home on Beech
ted under the State of Maine laws gained and confusion avoided by roll out the upper crust, fold over in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Palmer
and
South
Thomaston.
The
afternoon
gathering
all
ingredients
and
utenstreet, her guests being Natalie Jones, Mrs. A. J. Murray motored to Portthe name being the Lincoln Home for sils. before starting the mixing. With | center and it will Ufe more easily
a Background of Color!
i was spent in relief sewing.
Ruth Gregory. Ruth Hanscom, Eliza
Aged People of Lincoln County, Dam the necessary utensils collected the ?ver the pi?' ,Wet 9* ^Besof the
beth Snow, Sophia Cohen, Luella , land Monday.
Mrs. Fred Collamore has returned ariscotta, Maine.
business of measuring may be started. !lower cr“st befo5e pu‘ll.ng onuthe,‘°P’
Snow, Eleanor Tibbetts, Esther Nick
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss and Mr. from a visit of several days in Bos
• V •
Accuracy is of the first importance.
tnat they will stick to each other.
erson, Virginia Connon and Con and
E. J. Hellier and son Ed ton and New Hampshire.
Writing to The Courier-Gazette With graduated measuring cups and ?r,ss.lth® e?ges toBrflier with a fork
stance Snow. Sandwiches, cakes, ward Mrs.
are attending the Bates-Bowfrom her home in Darien, Conn. Mrs. standard spoons, it is just as easy to '
,plnchf
WItb tbe fl"gers'
ices and punch w’ere served.
I doin game at Lewiston today. Satur
Capt. F. L. Green left Wednesday F. William Francke says:
measure accurately as calelcssly. A
a fe" sli* m ?he ‘°P with a
day.
The
Helliers
are
remaining
to
"I
have
owned
a
place
in
Maine
for
to
rejoin
his
yacht
the
Royono
at
Dr. George L. Davis of Boston, one
very convenient method of measuring knife ’° a‘ ow ,the steam.10 escape
the remainder of the weekend City Island, N. Y.. after a two weeks’ thirty years and am deeply inter one-quarter
or one-half or one-third » a B’-ossy surface is desired brush
of the speakers at the Methodist spend
their
daughter
Miss
Alice
with
ested
in
everything
connected
with
vacation
passed
with
his
family.
group meeting yesterday, was guest Hellier, a student at Bates.
cups of fat, especially if it is cold, is ! the toP of tne Ple wlth mllk or beaten
the
State
and
its
people,
especially
for thc night of his cousin Mrs. J.
to fill the cup with cold water up J'g-’’
Mrs. A. J. Huston has returned to The Lincoln Home. I would like to
The baking temperature should be
R. Flye, Crescent street.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kelley ac her Portland home after a few days add to what is said in Mrs. Nash's to the three-quarter or the one-half adjusted
to the size and kind of pie.
or two-thirds mark respectively, add
companied by Mrs. J. S. Jenkins and visit with Rockland friends.
letter,
that
by
sending
$10
one
may
Mrs. Annie Newton who has been Mrs. Elizabeth Clark have returned
ing just enough fat to bring thc water Shells are baked for about fifteen
become a member of this "Fund." up to the top.
minutes in a hot oven.
the guest of her brother Capt. John from a week spent in Jonesport.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will con The amount is so small we are asking
A. Stevens. Rockland street, has re
The most desirable flour for pie
Plain Paste: Two cups pastry flour,
duct its annual fall fair Tuesday of each one, I feel sure many wil!
turned to her home in Portland.
1 Mrs. John G. Snow, Orange street, afternoon at Odd Fellows hall. Mrs. respond to our request. The fore crust is a soft winter wheat, usually one-half cup Crisco or lard, 1 tsp.
the Sewing Club Wed Alta Dimick as general chairman going letter speaks for itself. Please called pastry flour. It contains less salt, 4 tbsp. water. Stir salt with
E. C. Moran Jr., left by motor yes entertained
which is the substance so de flour. Work in shortening lightly.
nesday
evening.
will be assisted by these co-chair remember that every $10 is a great gluten,
terday for Hanover, N. H., accom
for its elasticity in bread mak Moisten to a dough with cold water.
men: Aprons, Mrs. Maud Cables; help to opening the door of this Home sired
panied by his sister Mrs. George
with
Capt. and Mrs. Frank L. Green and faneywork. Mrs. Nina Davis; candy. in the fall to those aged people left ing. A solid fat is more satisfactory Roll out on a floured board, one crust
True, who has been the guest of her daughter
Miss Delma Green, and M. Miss Ruth Rogers; supper, Mrs. alone. We thank any who are will for pastry than a liquid oil. Oils j at a time.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E., C. Moran D. Joyce of
Deer Isle have returned Annie Aylward. Public supper will
BEBE DANIELS
for several days.
from a 10-days' hunting trip in be served at 6, and the regular meet ing to help in this very great char
ity."
EVERETT MARSHALL
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Tne Wawcnock Club holds its first northern Maine, resulting in one ing of the Lodge takes place in the
and those two
evening.
A woman seeking LOVE—a man loving POWER meet and
meeting of the season Monday eve- |, deer.
Walter L. Wood, accompaniei by
Great Comedians
discover the POWER OF LOVE!
ning at the home of Mrs. Cora Smith, ! The Chapin Class will meet with
two brother officials of the Charles
Donald Whitney of Thomaston is town State Prison, Messrs. Temple
Ocean avenue. The club has chosen Mrs. Ella S. Bird, Spring street,
BERT WHEELER
a travelogue, “A Cruise Around the , Tuesday evening, the supper sched | having a 10-days' vacation from his and Wilson, were recent guests of Mr.
World," as the subject of the season's j uled for that evening having been duties as cashier of the American Wood's sister, Mrs. Edward J. Morey.
ROBT.
WOOLSEY
Railway Express Company at Rock On their return they were accom
work, and an interesting winter is
postponed.
land.
Scenes in Technicolor
anticipated.
panied by Mrs. Morey, who will make
ALSO
Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks has re a short visit with her mrother.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rollins have re
Thomaston, during a recent vacation turned home from Portland where turned from an absence of several
Kuute Rockne’s
Mis’s Frances McDougall yesterday
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. months and is at her Talbot avenue
trip which included New York city i they
returned to her Portland home in
Marston for the week while home.
“
FLYING FEET”
and Bermuda, were guests for sev Elmer
company with Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury,
eral days of Mr. and Mrs. Edmands Mr. Rollins was vacationing from
Mrs.
A.
C.
McLoon,
Mrs.
B.
B.
Smith
his
duties
on
the
Maine
Central
Rail

At the meeting last Monday after
P. Lingiiam (Georgia Brewer former
Mrs. Everett A. Munsey, follow
NOW SHOEING
noon of Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl and
ly of Rockland) at their attractive road.
Scouts, these Scouts were presented ing a pleasant visit in this vicinity,
home at Edgewood, R. I. Mr. and
“SWING HIGH”
Miss Evelyn Green, accompanied with the health badge: Virginia guest of her sister Mrs. Marcus
Mrs. Strout also spent a weekend
Chandler in Camden and of Mrs.
with their son Alfred Strout. who is by five other, girls from the Posse- Walker, Alice Gay, Avis Lovejoy, Donald C. Leach of Rockland.
Ail Star Cast
Nissen School of Physical Education, Helen Rubenstein, Dorothy Lawry,
a student at Harvard Law School.
Boston, arrived by automobile last Bernadette Snow and Mary StockMiss Myra Joyce is spending a week
Home ot
Among the Thomaston people at night to be guests of Miss Green’s bridge; Virginia Walker also received in Boston, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Paramount
tending the Paderewski concert in mother, Mrs. Frank L. Green, Sum the wild-flower badge. Julia Mol- Linwood Joyce.
mer
street.
The
girls
are
motoring
way was elected leader of Patrol 3.
Picturaa
Portland Tuesday night were noted
Ona of tho
Miss Elizabeth Creighton, Frank to Orono today to witness a hockey Three new members were added to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
J.
Davis,
Dr.
Clas

game
between
their
school
team
and
the roster. At next Monday's meet
Publi*
Jordan, Miss Margaret Jordan. Miss
sen Mowry, Mrs. Delia Wagner and
Theatrao
Helen Carr. Miss Anna Dillingham, the University of Maine, after which ing at 4 o'clock in the Universalist Mrs. Elizabeth Hahn have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark, Aaron they will return to spend the week vestry test work will continue; it is from an auto trip of 100^miles ex
Tol. 409
important for all the Scouts to be
Clark, Miss Sarah Linnell. Mrs. A. end in Rockland.
tending
from
Woodstock,
rf.
B.
to
St.
present, particularly the younger
J. Elliot, Mrs. J. Walter Strout.
Johnsbury, Vt. At Woodsfock they
Mr. and Mrs. George Luce of Ma ones.
visited Stanley Britton a former
Karl Toner and family of Lewis rlon, Mass., and Mrs. Frank Luce of
business man of Portland and pro
ton will be guests tomorrow of his Dorchester, are leaving today for
prietor of the Ledgemont farm. Next
brother, Supt. E. L. Toner, Talbot their homes after spending a week at
morning after passing through the
the Luce homestead, Camden road.
avenue.
Its drama rises in terrific crescendo—Und crashes in
Indian village on the St. John river
a tremendous climax!
they drove to the White Mountains
Mrs. Alton Hall Blackington of
Tlie 55th wedding anniversary of
by way of Skowhegan. About a foot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Thurston, Boston is speaking on “Creative
formerly of Rockland, was observed Reading" before the first meeting of Probably never again will the peo of snow was found through the
Thursday at their home in Union in the Woman's Club, of Waldoboro ple of this community be able to 1 Franconia Notch and Crawford Notch
a very happy manner. An evening Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Blacking- hear and see such a splendid but the roads were clear and in good
dinner party was the outstanding ton's husband is a former Rockland group of Artists as will be here condition. Two nights were spent at
A Paramount Picture
the Wallace farm at Littleton, N. IL
event, at which were present Mr. and man who has won marked success in Wednesday.. The
with
where
a
beautiful
view
was
obtained
Mrs. Thurston and their children photography. She is said to be a
of
the
Presidential
range.
The
Flume
Does your range burne. ce. ;on up?
WALTER HUSTON,
KAY FRANCIS,
and families—Wilbur Thurston, Mr. very fine speaker and will also ap
was gorgeous in its winter coat of ice
and Mrs. A. T. Thurston, Mr. and pear before the Methebesec Club of
KENNETH MACKENNA
and snow. St. Johnsbury, Vt., was
Mrs. Williarp Gleason and four chil this city later in the season.
Have you ever tried the SHtLL OIL?
next visited, also the fine $8,000,000
Forbidden to love! A woman whose love is above all sin—
dren; also Mrs. Hattie McFarland of
New
England
Power
Co.
’
s
hydro
elec

a
tyrant
whose
lightest
wish
is
law!
And
yet,
one
of
his
Warren. The group represented four , Miss Julia Noyes of Danforth
SHELL FUEL OIL is to your heater what
tric development at Waterford, Vt.
most insignificant soldiers stands between them—holds at
generations—Mr. and Mrs. Thurston, street, Portland, entertained at tea
This great piece of engineering has
bay these hearts which armies couldn't keep apart
Wilbur Thurston, Mrs. Gleason and Tuesday afternoon, her guests be
been in the course of construction for
Shell Gas is to your car
her children. The dinner guests were ing members of the State board of
many months and is now in partial
joined later by Mr. and Mrs. Ben directors of the Federation of Music
NOW PLAYING
operation.
The
return
trip
was
made
jamin Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Albra Clubs and several ladies from out of
You know, more heat waves to the gallon
by way of Fryeburg, Bridgton and
45 ARTISTS
“PLAYBOY OF PARIS”
Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry and town who were in Portland to attend
Portland
with
Mrs. Lottie Adams. Mr. and Mrs. the Paderewski concert that evening.
Thurston received many gifts in Plans -were discussed to send dele
MAURICE CHEVALIER
HUMBERT-MARTIN
cluding money and flowers, as well gates to the biennial of the National
Sept. 24, at 1.30 p. m. on a beautiful
as congratulatory messages in the Federation of Music Clubs next June
Afternoon Concert 2
spot on Riverside Drive. N. Y.. over
in San Francisco, and Mrs. Guy P.
shape of cards and letters.
looking the Hudson, which was thc
Gannett, president of the Maine
Children’s Concert 4
home of the pastor of the Wadsworth
Continuous service of steaks and Federation, was appointed a commit
“All’s Well If You Heat With Sheh”
Evening Concert
8
Baptist Church, Miss Violet M. Mar
Home of Para
A Paramount
chops and supper specials are now tee to make arrangements. Among
tin
of
Rockland,
Me.,
and
Leroy
Lewis
mount Pictures
Publix Theatre
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The those present were Mrs. E. F. Berry
Call us up—370-1 I
bf St. Stephen, S. C., were
luncheon idea in connection with the and Miss Caroline Littlefield of this
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5 Humburt
united
in
marriage.
The
couple
will
SHOV/S
AT
2.C0,
6.30,
8.30.
SAT.
CONTINUOUS
2.00 TO 10.30
131Stf
ice cream parlors has met with high atty, both members of the State
remain in New York for the winter.
Board.
favor.
109-tf

Society

W. H. GLOVER

&

CO.

That’i

Never Again!

“THE VIRTUOUS SIN”

Are You
Burning Oil?

U. S. Army
Band

STRAND THEATRE

I

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.

Every-Other-Day
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subjects related to furs are to be sub
ESSAYS ON FUR TOPICS
France. The fields were green and
mitted not later than midnight, Dec.
fertile .trees pretty well grown up,
_____ ________
...
...................
all through the farming districts har- Several
Hundred Girls, All Over1 15. To the three winning students
' vesting going on, and everything Maine, Will Compete For Desirable will go prizes of a muskrat coat, lamb
| coat and fox scarf, respectively; and
Mentioning Some of the Things She Saw While Journeying looked prosperous, it is really re- Prizes.
Miss
Florence _.
L. ______
Jenkins „
of the
markable how France has rebuilt and
___ _______
__ _, Fo teachers of winning pupils, each a
Probably never again will the peo
With the Gold Star Mothers
recultivated. Saw fields and fields State Department of Education is fox scarfAwards, based principally on re
ple of this community be able to
of sugar beets, and stacks and stacks sending letters to home economics
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
hear and see such a splendid
................
' of wheat. The farming implements ' teachers in Maine High Schools in search and originality, are to be made
group of Artists as will be here
I think my last letter ended just for all tourists. One inscriptionon{ in some sections looked rather prim-; reference to an essay contest ap- ty a board of three judgesWednesday. The
Miss Jenkins’ letter says ln part:
before we were to leave the ship at the marble slabthat I rememberis,: itive. One thing noticeable was that proved by Commissioner Packard afld
Cherbourg, Thursday, Sept. 4. Bishop "He has outsoared theshadow of our ! all the houses, both large and small,arranged by the T. J. Murphy Fur “I hope there will be a generous re
had elaborate lace draperies at the | Co., Lewiston. Several hundred girls sponse to this contest and that some
Paderewski Holds Forth
"Prelude in C Sharp minor" was
Rock Light had been sighted late the night."
Maine home economics students will
Our next stop was at Rheims doors and windows, no screens and are expected to take part.
.
, .. taken at a quicker tempo in the first
evening before. At 5 o'clock Friday
.—i .i
—.* every home was Essays of from 500 to 1500 words
present interesting and Instructive
Scene: The auditorium of the movement than is usually done, yet
no ....
flies- And
almost
.
morning the lighter came out from where interest of course centers•II —
Portland City Hall, with every seat wjth0Ut marring its harmonic beauty.
_____ to
_ ____
_
___ around the great cathedral, that! enclosed by a fence of some kind, dealing with one of four optional j papers.
Plymouth
take_______
passengers
who
taken and hundreds of person1- Tn the -:La Campanella" his art was
were to land there, and several of us queen of Gothic architecture, and The houses are nearly all built of!
standing. A feeling of breathless at its finest, transforming that very
made the effort to arise at that early which suffered so much during thc stone- stucco or brick—and there are
suspense hangs in the air. The difficult war-horse into a thing of
hour and were on deck to watch the war. having been bombarded almost flower gardens and window boxes
lights are dimmed, quietness settles beauty by subtle shadings, variation
disembarkation. During the transfer ' constantly. It is said, however, that everywhere.
on the vast gathering, and from one Ql- lempo and (One building
one of the crew in reaching to cast hardly was the armistice signed than
• • • •
of the side doors of the stage emerges At jbe pnd oj bjS prOgram came
45 ARTISTS
off a line, lost his balance and went the work of reparation was com- ■ While in Paris I had the real pleasa small, slender, oldish man, at the recaj]S and recalls. too numerous to
' down between that craft and our mcnced and has been carried on. ure of seeing a former Rockland girl.
sight of whom the audience use., in „ount and among the five encores he
' ship. Immediately the cry went up. until now the great structure gives' Kathryn Lee, and much enjoyed a
tribute as one person, with wild ap- TraC;0USjy and generously gave were
. "man overboard!" and all was ex- evidence of being ultimately restored nice little visit with her. It surely
plause bursting forth from every ope of the familiar Hungarian Rhapcitement and confusion, engines with the exception perhaps of some did seem good tome to meet a perAfternoon Concert 2
point of the auditorium. Bowing sodies an[j tbe -spinning Song" from
were ordered "stopped at once." lines of the beautiful stained glass wind-. sonal friend in the big city. Miss
over and over • again, he fir.a.ly —pbe' Flving Dutchman"—the latter
Children’s Concert 4
and life preservers thrown to the man Ows. The afternoon was spent by Lee is pleasantly located at 16 rue
seats himself at tne Steinwaj grand marvelously played. And even after
—and finally he was taken on board some in visiting the American Me* Boissonade. She wished to be re- |
piano and awaits quietly for stillness hp made hJs fina, bow the audience
Evening Concert
8
seemingly more dead than alive, but morial Hospital, built in memory , membered with loving greeting to all
to settle back on the audience.
was loth to go—standing in all parts
rescued.
of the Americans who fell in France, her Rockland friends.
It is Ignace Jan Paderewski, ac- of the auditorium the applause conReaching Cherbourg, after going and which was formally presented to
Three of the nurses who were with
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
claimed the greatest pianist since tinued until the lights were thrown
through due preliminaries we boarded the city of Rheims in 1925 to be used the Gold Star Mothers were from the
Liszt's time. On Nov. 6 Pade, ev ski
an{, £,age i;ands rolled the rugs
the train for Paris and riding along jn the care of its sick children. It American Hospital, Paris. «I tried to
will be 70 years old. and those who and c|osed tjle. piano. t And thus ,endTHE TYLER SCHOOL
through Normandy and the village is supported by a fund derived get in touch there with Dr. Sumner
have seen him not so many years ago ed—for me the greatest musical exr
country got our first impressions of ; from the endowments of beds given Jackson, formerly of Waldoboro, to
say that he has aged. His famous perience that has ever come jnt0 my
.
i by American friends of France, in bring a message to local friends. Drs.
aureole of red-gold hair is now’ gray
that j shaU never forget or Light Verv Busy Weeks Are France.
o
. Arrived about 9 p. m. in Paris and the name of states, cities, organiza- Fogg and Brown and B. E. Flanders
and thinning at the temples. He cea£e w bp grateful for
Recorded In Grade I nree there the Gold Star Mothers were tions and private individuals. Others but was unable to reach him.
is very slight in build, with small
# t » »
again met by attendants, and every- | went to the vast wine cellars which The evening before leaving I venStd manne?' a^ftoTsee^ Arthur Fiedler and his Sinfonietta.
—A Contest
thing was done so systematically— extend for miles under the city, and tured to call up his home, and Mrs.
Apparently the passing years have an organization comprising leading
those going in one group were pre- where lived many of the people at Jackson, a very pleasant, sweet voiced
bought
3^7 .P^. ^ny o whom
Grade Three: Madelene Rogers, sented pink badges, those another times during the war days, and where person, responded to the call, saying
rought amellowness to his feelings. are
distinguished concert soloists, arc ' teacher.
green badges, others blue, and all for centuries .have been and still are the Dr. was out and would not be in
for his entire Portland concert was
The pupils in this grade are hold bearing the little gold star. The bag- . manufactured and stored great quan- until later. I told her my errand '
K^enm^^ove^WNAC
ing a contest in number work. The gage was carefully looked after, an tities of champagne wine. The most and she seemed much pleased and
been noted-such as stopping playing £ the makers of the Red Cross
„es the ^Ids.andI Silvers. Each
and a nurse assigned to important vineyards are situated near said to extend greetings to the RockThose who have fol child tries to get 100 each day for his interpreter
at the sound of a cough or sneeze, a Mattresses.
each bus, and no detail left uncov Rheims, Epernay and Chalons. They I land friends and to tell them the Dr.
Summed door or restless moving cf ;o?'ed the very interesting career of side. At th(. end o{ the term the ered.
spread over the hills near the river is well and prospering, and she knew
programs And surelv there was Mr. Fiedler, particularly as director , iosjng side must glve the winning side
• • • •
Marne. Beautiful forests cover the that he would like to be remembered
cauIeTor this sensitiveness to show of the Esplanade concerts m Boston. a
Saturday forenoon was given over tops of those hills and surrounding to them. Said she too had a fonditself for several persons forgot to will welcome these broadcasts.
I A test made out by gupt. Toner to resting, and in the afternoon the the vinpyards make the scenery very ness for Maine and its people,
Pave a nagging cough at home which
The group of Symphony musicians, over the first £ix weeks- work was placing of wreaths upon the Tomb of
Sept. 18 the mothers sailed from
at times spread through the audi- especially selected for this series. given and there were on]y £ix mls„ the Unknown Soldier at the Arc de picturesque.
• • • *
France for America, and I continued
ence hke ^contagious disease. But I will provide a number of concerts uKes lor the grad.,
Triomphe was observed. The cere
no annoyance was shown, and : distinguished by genuinely fine
Out of the 2s pupils registered this mony was brief but impressive. A Fismes came next—the little French on my journey to other countries, of
through the entire program he main- I music. It has been Mr. Fiedler s am- i year 18 have had perfect attendance short ride down the Champs Elysees village at one time held by the Ger- which I may tell later.
mans, and where Lieut. Albert Hoi-:
Helen M. York,
tained beautiful dignity and poise.
bition to give the public selections ; for the eight weeks.
with a reception and tea at brook died. We then went to ComThe program:
from the finest composers as well as
Tbp pupds on the dental honor followed,
the lovely Restaurant Laurent close peigne and to the spot in the grand
Variations and Fugue on a Theme by lighter numbers. The sponsors have ron arp. Daphne Carter, Hazel Carto the avenue, in the heart of one of old forest where the Armistice was
Mandei
Brahms given him free rem to make up p - ter fjalhalie Edwards. Harry Graves.
the most beautiful sections of Paris signed. The place is marked by ap
Sonata D minor
31
| grams of interesting musical worth Edwln Jone£ Jrma Rent
The reception was given as a testimonuments and tablets
CASH OR EASY TERMS
...^r°Z........8
Beethoven as well as beauty.
irl Melvin. Virginia Nelson. Naomi moniai of gratitude and welcome to ; propriate
^““arby“fc‘th?'ca"r in which“the
Sonata, b minor. Opus 58
Chopin
Mr. Fiedler has been >utere
Richards, Franklin Spinney and th®
finlrt
Ctor
Vnthorc
t
*
.
_
the Gold Star Mothers.
Allegro maestro
. the possibilities of radio broadcasting Q
Wood
: agreement was ratified.
Ask For Demonstration
_ --some
— — — atime,
11 /a Vi credit
V*O#4 it Tfor
Oh
®
Sunday church services were atScherzo molto vivace
for
and much
Returning to Paris,. four days were
the arranains of this series of svm- I. Dur‘n8 this month the room has tended and later the different con
Largo
Finale presto non tanto
Enrollments Every Day
decorated with pumpkins, black tingents left bv busses for the va-1 sP«nt there with trips to places of
phonic broadcasts R
is Hue
due his
his manamana been
Two Nocturnes Opus 9. Nos. 3 and
cats, owls, witches, etc.
rious cemetery areas. Those whose "ote including the University of
2 ................................................. Chopin ger, Aaron Richmond.
Ihe children have made very at bovs were buried in the Oise-Aisne ?arls' Sacre Couer, Basilica, the
Two Mazurkas. Opus 62. No. 2 and
• « • •
Evening School
Opus 32. No. 2
Chopin
tractive spelling books this month, (Chateau Thierry sector) cemeteryNap^eo,lJs TombT' livomhnnrrr
IHotel des
Thc Dancing Virgins of Delphi
Josef Hofmann, the world famed also a Halloween drawing book.
.
_ .
...
_ __
. .
TtlVflilflAS
Invalides, TmllpriPC
Tuilleries, Luxembourg
................................................... Debussey
where
is
Lieut.
Albert
Holbrook's
Authorized Dealer
Tuesday and Thursday
The geography work for the eight grave—went to Solssons some 70 miles Gardens, the Latin Quarter, a day’s
Thc Wind ln the Plain
.
Debussei pianist, better known to us since he
Prelude C Sharp Minor
Rachmaninofl has become a summer resident of weeks has been about Indians. The
trip
to
Fontainebleau,
Versailles,
and
Telephone 745-W
Rockland, Me.
Prelude G Sharp Minor Opus 32.
Camden, is to appear in recital at children have made an Indian sand from Paris, and from there Monday so on.
TEL. 994 or 990-M
No. 12 ......................... Rachmaninoff
morning the busses were again taken 1
Symphony
Hall.
Boston.
Sunday.
Nov.
As
far
as
I
could
observe
France
table.
Tristan and Isolde. Prelude ...............
127-128thenT-S-150
for the cemetery. Before leaving
122S143
............................... Wagner-Schelllnr 2. His program:
The pupils are very proud of their the hotel the captain of the group showed little signs of being devastated
La Campanella ...........
Paganini-Liszt Prelude and Fugue In D major
library corner. The table and stools said, “Now mothers, we are about to
....................................... Bach-D'Albert
What can one say of his playing to
Sonata in F minor
Schumann were made of packing boxes covered visit the cemeteries today, and you
do it justice other than to say that it Scherzo
Chopin with bright colored cretonne. The must be brave, as you know the boys
is the most perfect, the most exqui Nocturneinin EC major
sharp minor
Chopin screen is also made of cretonne.
who have passed on would want you
site, thing imaginable! The art of Mezurka in F sharp minor
Chopin
ix poems have been learned this to be and then cautioned them not
other famous pianists fade* into in Ballade in F minor ......................... Chopin term
and
a
poem
book
is
being
made.
East and West .............................. Dvorsky
to tarry too long at the graves or
significance beside his. And isn't Penguine ........................................... Dvorsky
All are thankful to the janitor, Mr. kneel or sit too long on the damp
this a marvelous factor in itself— The Sanctuary
Dvorsky
Flanders,
for
a
bean
bag
board
game
Strauss-Godowsky
ground. And the mothers lived up
that he at the age of 70 years could Die Fledermaus
You will recall that "Dvorsky” is which can be played on the school to what was expected of them. They i
play a program of 14 numbers, with
ground
as
well
as
in
the
schoolroom.
were indeed brave, and as they went
one of those numbers repeated, and Mr. Hofmann's nom dv plume.
• • « •
There have be> n four visitors this to that place, so sacred to them, and
five encores, without showing ary
month.
In the new chapel being built for
which has been made so beautiful,
lessening of vitality or vigor in his
A contest in spelling as well as in each to find the little white cross |
art? In his final encore there were Trinity College by William G. Mather
arithmetic
is
to
be
carried
on
in
No

present the suppleness of fingers, the of Cleveland will go a 30-bell caril
marking the burial spot of a loved I
one, it was a touching sight. One
same perfection of art, that were lon given Trinity by Rev. John F. vember.
manifest in his opening numbers. Plumb and Mrs. Plumb of Hartford,
mother in the party had lost two sons
While his wonderful capacity for Conn., whose son. John Landsdn AT GORHAM NORMAL in the war—one of whom she knew
technique is recognized, probably the Plumb, died in the junior year of the
was burieii in that cemetery, the
most direct appeal of his playing class of 1926 of which he was a mem Monday evening the Outdoor Club other she had never known what had
To the People of Rockland for their Tremendous Response to this GIGANTIC ONE HUN
c:mes in the shading, for this is one ber. The bells are to be dedicated at representing students from all parts become of him. until just a few
of the points that mark him as su the Founders' and Benefactors' Dav of the State, held a hotdog roast at months before she made the pil-1
DRED THOUSAND DOLLAR MERCHANDISE ADJUSTMENT SALE. On the open
preme. It seems incredible that from exercises now planned for Nov. 1. Allen's pond. About 50 students grimage. His body had then been I
ing day, Wednesday, October 29th, More Than 1000 persons entered this GREAT
one instrument, a piano, he car. get The carillon is being cast in the started from the campus at 4.30 ex found and interred there, and thus I
such wonderful tonal color. Hi' foundry of John Taylor & Co., pecting a good time. Two large bon she was enabled to visit both graves. I
STORE. Because they were confident the Bargains were Genuine. On the open
playing is marked with a "thousand Loughborough. England. The largest fires were built immediately on ar
• » • •
nuances." a multitude of shades of bell is to be inscribed in Latin in rival at the pond and soon all were
ing day, Wednesday, October 29th, 15 Extra Salespeople assisted in selling
A
woman
at
one
of
the
hotels
was
expression introduced without chang commemoration of young Plumb. busy roasting the hot-dogs and en heard to remark, "Why is the
ing a note, yet transforming thc A tower 163 feet high will hold the joying coffee, pickles and cake. After United States wasting all that money'
thousands of dollars worth of Bed Room, Living Room, Dining Room Suites,
printed score into a glowing picture bells.
the supper they gathered around the to send those women over here; they
Rugs, Breakfast Suites, Stoves, Radios, Beds, Springs, Mattresses, Lamps
There is superb power, ravishing
fires and joined in singing. Several
Captain William J. Stannard came groups of the new members of the had better keep the money and spend
pianissimo, cadenzas and trills of in
besides hundreds of other articles that space will not permit us to
on their unemployed in their own
credible rapidity and smoothness: a admirably equipped to the leadership club enacted various stunts. As the it
country."
But
little
did
she
know
of
the
United
States
Army
Band
to
perfect continuity, glorious singing
last embers of the fire glowed the
mention. Remember—We still have plenty of merchandise on
tone. William Mason wrote as early as be heard in Rockland Wednesday, strains'of "Good-Night Ladies" float whereof she spoke. It was a com
fort
and
a
satisfaction
to
those
hand. Luckily for you that we had such a tremendous stork,
Nov.
5.
In
1901
he
enlisted
with
the
1393: “It seems to me that in the
ed out over the water.
mothers that cannot be described in
• * • •
matter of touch Paderewski is as Tenth Band of the Coast Artillery
else we’d been cleaned out long before this. The advantages
near perfection as any pianist I ever Corps at Boston, studying clarinet in
Helen Calderwood of Waldoboro words. And to one who was privi
heard, while in other respects h‘ his spare time with C. L. Staats of took part in the “Recognition Serv leged to follow along and to realize
of the Eastern Furniture Co.’s Great Sale are as Great
what It meant for them to go there
stands more nearly on a plane with that city. At the age of 19 he became ice” of the Y.W.C.A.
where
rest
the
bodies
of
the
boys
•
*
*
•
solo
clarinetist
of
this
band,
then
Today as they have been any day. Now, thousands of
Liszt than any other virtuoso since
Tausig. His conception of Beethoven considered one of the Army's best.
Miss Jessie Keene, Industrial Arts who left their homes never to return
dollars worth of the finest merchandise, for the first
and
to
see
for
themselves
the
splen

There
followed
a
period
of
transfer
combines the emotional with the in
Teacher spent the last weekend at
tellectual in admirable poise and from one Army Band to another^ her home in Waldoboro. She was did manner in which the graves are
time unpacked from our warehouse. Frankly—
proportion. Thus he plays with a voung Stannard all the while seeking accompanied by Gretchen Waltz. and always will be cared for—it could
but
strengthen
a
feeling
that
it
is
out
the
instruction
of
the
famous
big. warm heart as well as with a
Evelyn Winchenbaugh, Helen Cal
we want you to come in—and see values and
clear, calm, discriminative head. In masters of his instrument, including derwood. who were weekend guests >ne of the'greatest moves ever made
by
a
great
government,
and
an
act
prices that until now have been unheard
Norrito
of
Sousa's
Band,
and
Leroy
musical conception he is so objective
of their parents, in that town.
• • • •
that can only result in fostering a
a player as to be faithful, true, ano of the Garde Republique of France.
of. And for this visit we will pay hand
loving to his author, but withal he In 1911 he won a four-year scholar
Miss Louise Sproul of Searsmont spirit of allegiance to that govern
nas a spice of the subjective which ship in the Institute of Musical Ar* will take part ln a pantomime which ment that will be passed down for
some royalties in the way of Superimparts to his performance just the directed by Dr. Frank Damrosch and will be given at a Halloween party time to come.
Two days were passed at Soissons
Specials and Savings that will
right amount of"his own individual was graduated its best pupil.
at the Gymnasium tonight.
• • • •
From that time until he was given
during which a trip was made to the
ity. It is the undefinable poetic haze
not appear in our advertising
wifi which Paderewski invests and the leadership in the U. S. Army
The friends of Miss Winnifred old Abbey de St. Jean-des-Vignes,
surrounds all that he plays which Band. Captain Stannard conducted Lamb of Lincolnville, will be glad to where at one time during 1918. 700
but marked specially for
renders him so unique and impressive outstanding Army bands in all learn that she has been chosen a American soldiers, some of them,
Again Eastern strikes the key*
During this GREAT SALE
among modern pianists ' This ex sections of the country.
member of junior class soccer team. from the 26th Division, were quar
the shopping public of
His most recent honor was to be Miss Lamb is also a member of the tered in its underground passages.
pression of Mr. Mason's admirably
Rockland.
Don't
decorated with the Order of the Sun Y.W.C.A.
describes the Paderewski of today.
Capt. Pierre Mallet who was in
note in modem day merchandis
we are trying to prove to you just
• • • •
bv the government of Peru for his
charge of our party—was one of
miss
getting
your
“distinguished services" as leader of
Miss
Maralyn
Hooper
spent
last
them
at
the
time
being
in
Co.
E.
103d
He is capable of doing sucli mar the U. S Army Band, which officially
share of the
ing. A Coal Range, good size, and
one thing. Furniture prices are
velous things in pianistic art—his introduced Latin-American music to weekend at her home in Camden. Infantry and he told us a number
Miss Hooper is a very prominent of Skowhegan boys were also there.
tone building is superb; his power of the United States.
Sensational
member of the new class being a It was a moonlight evening when we
crescendo almost incredible, on’
• • • •
a trade mark that you all know. We
member of the Glee Club. Orchestra, were at the Abbey and those old
lower—lower than we have ever seen
note pressed pianissimo will grow
Bargains
If Jenny Lind, the "Swedish Night and the National Honor Society.
ruins did look weird. Capt. Mal
into stupendous volume; his softest
• • ♦ »
them before. Imagine this—a 3-Piece
let showed us the trap door through
pianissimo, a mere breath, can he ingale," had been living on Oct. 6,
have twelve of one number. Twelve
Howard Kimball was a weekend which the boys used to go down into
held along for passage after passage, she would have been 110 years old.
Living
Room Suite in the newest covers
Can
you
imagine
what
a
talking
ma

guest
of
his
parents
in
Waldoboro.
the
places
of
safety.
yet heard audibly in the furtherest
—beautiful reverse cushions and made to
• • •
Ranges of one number are too many. So
corner of the room; ar.d the way he chine record of Jenny Lind s voice
OCTOBER’S FAREWELL
last for years. If you come early Monday
A
trip
was
made
to
Belleau
Woods
handles unusual combinations of would be worth today? Unfortu
(For Courier-Gazette 1
nately
the
talking
machine
was
not
and to the cemetery near there. In
rhvthm is fairly breathtaking. He
you can get one before they are all sold. We
There’s crispness in the air
out they go at
the woods are to be seen old German
plays so easily, absolutely free from invented in time to make a record of
The skies are blue and clear
thc
voice
which
was
one
of
the
most
Leaves are falling from the trees,
have six at this price!
mannerisms Once in a while he
guns, disabled and left by the enemy
of music.
October days are here.
would straighten up and throw up famous in the »history
trees badly shot to pieces, dugouts,
Oak and birch trees wearing russet
• • ♦
his head in a magnificent gesture as
etc., and it is said that there are
Maple gold and reds—
I wonder how the financial re
Coal
Range
Birches dressed in yellow
if uplifted bv his own music. One
bodies yet unaccounted for, and
Shake and nod their heads.
Suite
3-Piece
could see he was absorbed—almost wards of Jenny Lind compared with
searching is still going on. It was re
some of the singers of the present
in another world.
ported that the body of a German
Woodbine over stonewalls
It is impossible to discuss his pro- era It is said that one soloist who
Its scarlet leaves adrop.
soldier was found only a few days
While wild grapes hang in clusters
JUST PAY $2.50 DOWN!
JUST PAY $2.50 DOWN
crarn—space does not permit, and it came to Boston to sing in one of the
before we were there. It seemed to
Tempting
travelers
to
stop.
would require reams to mention synagogues in connection with the
us that Belleau Woods shows the
The grass in fields is turning
From green to hues of brown
everv exquisite point of his playing recent Jewish New Year's services
most signs of the great struggle of
With clover heads a-bowing
His Brahms and Beethoven were received a total sum of $4000 for singany place in that section of France.
And
nodding
up
and
down.
corgeous living numbers, while ms '”g on three days. John Mc
The Big Bertha emplacement is also
ChoDin testified to the statement Cormack. the tenor, is popularly beThe pine and spruce ln background
in that vicinity and some of the caves
Stand stately day by day,
that'he has no peer in the interpreta ’•■vrd to receive the largest income
once occupied by the Germans. We
And seem in silent wonder
tion of that famous compa.riots of any singer of the present day; yet
As If they’d like to say:
peered down into them but did not
music Thc "Nocturne" was so per it is possible that his earnings are
• Though you are dressed so gayly
care to enter. In the Verdun and
We know it wont be long
fect that it was difficult to restrain rivalled by those of the great Jewish
Argonne sectors there are more evi
Before you drop your mantles down
tears—played entirely pianissimo cantor. Josef Rosenblatt. As to his
And sleep to winter’s song.
dences of destruction—the bayonet
with exquisite embellishments tlie earnings, he is said to have been
Then we’ll sing and sigh above you
trench, sections of barbed wire, death
And guard the winter through.
audience sat breathless through this naid $15,000 by Jewish congregations
valley, etc.
And when you wake ln springtime
number, with that tribute of silence of Philadelphia to sing at two-days’
We’ll greetings give to you."
The famous Hill 204 which was
at the end that seems so sincere. services, in connection with Rosh
Clara S. Overlock.
taken, lost and retaken during the
Washington. Maine.
Such moments of breathless appre Hashana.
war. and where now stands a magni
ciation were noticed many many
ficent monument to those who there
Through the courtesy of Mrs. Marv
times during the program The Depleasing impression when heard in fought so valiantly, w’as of great in
bussv numbers were exceeding^ in (ouise Curtis Eok. the Portland aCamden
this summer, and Elsa terest.
teresting. with "The Veils ' and "The Men's Singing Club will have as Meiskey, former
A visit was paid to Lieut. Quentin
student of Mme.
Wind in the Plain” being marvelous assisting artists for their series of Sembrich a soprano
Rockland, Maine
283 Main Street
exceptional Roosevelt's grave, near the little
tone pictures as presented by him. concerts the coming season, members merit and a graduate ofofthe
town
of
Chamery.
It
is
in
an
open
Institute.
••The Minstrels" with its suggestion of the Curtis Institute of Music of A harpist and pianist have also been field all by itself, a short distance
of “The Golliwog’s Cakewalk
was Philadelphia, among them to be the
from the main road, and is a mecca
repeated. Rachmaninoff's famous Swastika Quartet whicli made such suggested by Mrs. Bok.
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